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Abstract:
This thesis presents the results of an experimental and analytical investigation of turbulent flow in
circular pipes having both smooth and rough walls. The analytical portion of the study includes the
development of applicable forms of the governing conservation equations of mass, momentum, and
energy. The rough-walled pipes require the inclusion of temporal mean radial and angular velocities in
these equations, and the random shape distribution of the roughness elements suggests a spatial
averaging process. Development of the governing equations in this manner yielded the controlling
parameters in the turbulent flow process, and an experimental investigation was devised to study these,
as well as other, parameters of interest. This investigation was conducted for flow in one smooth and
two rough pipes having relative roughness of about 0.005 and 0.04. All experimental data were
obtained at a Reynolds number of about 165,000, and for this case, flow in the hydraulically smooth,
transition, and fully rough regimes was obtained for the relative roughnesses of 0, 0.005,. and 0.04
respectively. Although much of this smooth pipe information is currently available, all experimental
measurements, utilizing hot-wire anemometry techniques, were first conducted in the smooth pipe to
validate the apparatus and procedures, and excellent results were obtained. Quantities measured
included mean and fluctuating velocities, friction factors, second and third order velocity correlations,
fluctuating velocity energy spectra, autocorrelation functions, Eulerian and spatial turbulence scales,
and mean and turbulence energy terms. Rough pipe measurements indicate a definite change in flow
structure, and this is especially predominate in the energy quantities and turbulence scales. This
structural change appears to be due largely to the fact that the roughness elements occupy the region
where the three-dimensional streaky structure originates for smooth pipe flow.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of an experimental, and analytical
investigation of turbulent flow in circular ,pipes having both smooth
and rough walls. The analytical portion, of the.study includes the
development of applicable forms.of the governing conservation equations
of mass, momentum, and.energy. The rough-walled.pipes require the
inclusion of.temporal mean radial and angular velocities in these
equations, and the random shape.distribution of the roughness elements
suggests a spatial averaging process. Development of the governing
equations in this manner yielded the .controlling, parameters in the
turbulent flow process, and an experimental investigation was demised
to study these, as well as other, parameters of interest. This
investigation was conducted for flow in one smooth and two rough
pipes having relative roughness of about 0.005 and 0.04. All
experimental data were obtained.at.a.Reynolds number of about 165,000,
and for this case, flow in the hydraulically smooth, transition, and
fully rough regimes was obtained for the relative roughnesses of
0, 0.005,. and 0.04 respectively. Although much of this smooth pipe
information is currently available, all experimental measurements,
utilizing hot-wire anemometry techniques, were first conducted in
the smooth pipe to validate the apparatus and procedures, and
excellent "results were obtained. Quantities measured included mean
and fluctuating velocities, friction factors, second and third order
velocity correlations, fluctuating velocity energy spectra,
autocorrelation functions, Eulerian and spatial turbulence scales,
and mean and turbulence energy terms. Rough pipe measurements
indicate a definite change in flow structure, and this is especially
predominate in the energy quantities and turbulence scales. This
structural change appears to be due largely to the fact that the
roughness elements occupy the region where the three-dimensional
streaky structure originates for smooth pipe flow.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The determination of the nature of turbulent flow near smooth and
rough boundaries has been an important unsolved problem in the areas
of heat transfer and fluid mechanics for many decades, and much more
information is required before this problem can be fully resolved.
With the advent of nuclear reactors the use of rough surfaces to
increase heat transfer rates has gained considerable importance.

It

has been demonstrated by Dipprey [I]"*" that under certain flow
conditions, and for certain ranges of Prandtl and Reynolds numbers,
this increase in heat transfer more than offsets the increased pumping
power required because of the surface roughness.

Before heat

exchangers' can be designed effectively to take advantage of this
increase in heat transfer, more must be known about the mechanism of
turbulent flow over rough surfaces. Also, due to an aging process,
most commercial pipes gradually experience an increase in surface
roughness. Again the structure of turbulent flow must be better
understood before the changes in flow rate and heat transfer caused by
this increase in roughness can be predicted.

In addition, the

Numbers in brackets refer to references listed in the selected
bibliography.
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mechanism of turbulent flow is of considerable importance in flow over
such objects as aerofoils and ship hulls and in noise problems created
by turbulent pressure fluctuations.
In laminar flow, surface roughness has no effect on the structure
of fluid motion, so long as the surface contour is not changed
appreciably by the addition of the roughness, while in turbulent fluid
motion the structure of the flow is intimately associated with the
nature of the solid surface. Although a great deal of empirical data
is available concerning turbulent flow over a smooth boundary, the
flow mechanism is still not fully understood, and this problem cannot
be satisfactorily handled analytically.

While several studies have

recently appeared concerning turbulent flow over rough surfaces, they
have been concentrated mainly in the areas of flow resistance and
mean velocity measurements.

Thus, a great deal more information is

needed before any explanation of the structure of turbulent flow near
rough boundaries can be attempted.
The purpose of the present study will be to experimentally
investigate turbulent flow in rough pipes. The roughness elements
will consist of sand particles, sifted and scaled with U . S . standard
selves to obtain uniformity and glued to the pipe wall.

Although an

almost infinite number of types of roughness elements could be
utilized, the sand roughness was chosen because of its rather.random
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shape distribution and because velocity profile and flow resistance
data have previously been obtained for this case by Nikufadse [2],
among others.

In most applications the roughness of a surface is

related to an equivalent sand diameter,, with the aid of Nikuradse's
[2] flow resistance data, for evaluation of the flow parameters.
Dipprey [1] has also shown that the closely-packed sand grain type
roughness yields more efficient heat transfer, under the previously
mentioned conditions, than does, a smooth pipe, whereas many other
types of roughness do not show this increase in heat transfer
efficiency.
In order:to place this investigation in proper perspective, it
should be noted, as pointed out by Kline [3, 4], that the study of
turbulent flow can effectively be broken down into two separate
areas.

The first of these deals with the study of the statistical

properties of turbulence, which attempt to define the basic flow
mechanism.

Although such statistical information is, in many cases,

directly useful to the engineering profession, it more commonly
serves as a raw material for the second area of study.

In this

second area an. attempt is made to convert the statistical information
into improved correlation and predictive procedures for the physical
processes of interest such as heat transfer, momentum transfer, mass
transfer, drag, etc.

The current investigation will be concerned
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with a combination of these two areas of study.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Mean Velocity Profiles in Smooth Pipes
The study of the field of turbulence began with the classical
experiments of Osborne Reynolds which were presented to the Royal
Society in London in 1883 and which are summarized by Shepherd [5],
Since that time a vast number of studies in this area have appeared in
the literature, so no attempt is made in this section to give a
)

complete review of the literature in the. field of. turbulent fluidflow.

Instead, only those references which are applicable to the

current problem will be discussed, and for more detailed surveys of
the earlier work in the general area of turbulence the interested
reader may consult Bakhmeteff [6], Goldstein [7, 8], Hinze [9],
Kuethe [10], Schlichting [11], and Townsend [12].
The governing equations for any fluid, flow process are the
conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy.

However,

turbulent flow is defined by random three-dimensional motions
superimposed on the average.flow, thus making it impractical to apply.
the governing equations directly to a turbulent fluid stream.

The

fact that the turbulent motions are random leg Osborne Reynolds (see
Schlichting [11]) to attempt a statistical description of.the flow
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field.

This was accomplished .by writing the instantaneous velocity at

a given point in the flow field, and in a given coordinate direction,
as the sum of a time averaged or temporal mean value and a fluctuating
component.

The time averaged value of. the fluctuating component is

then identically equal to zero.

The foregoing expressions for the

instantaneous velocities in the three coordinate directions are then
introduced into the governing conservation equations, and these
equations are time averaged.

Although the resulting equations do

indicate measurable quantities which are important in turbulent flow,
they have not led to success analytically because of the fact that
more unknowns than equations are present.

Thus, in order, to treat

turbulence it has been found necessary to resort to semi-empirical
methods which are usually called phenomenological theories.
Probably the best known of the phenomenological theories is
Prandtl's mixing length theory which is fully discussed by Kays [13].
Prandtl's mixing length theory consists basically of the assumption
that a fluid particle maintains its, identity over a distance L in the
y direction, where L is called the mixing length.

In other.words, no

x-^ momentum exchange occurs with the. particle until, it- has traversed a
distance L in the y direction, and at this point a complete x^
momentum exchange occurs by viscous interaction.

With this assumption

and the additional assumption that L is simply proportional to the

7
distance from the wall
L = K y

,

(2.1)

Prandtl was able to develop an expression for the shear stress in terms
of the velocity gradient.

K2 y2

T /p

(2 .2 )

At this point Prandtl introduced the far-reaching assumption that the
shear stress is constant throughout the pipe and equal to the wall
shear

.

Thus

Vp=k2 y2 Lr)

(2.3)

+
+
or introducing the dimensionless variables u and y >

du+
dy+

_

I
Ky+

(2.4)

Integrating equation (2.4), an expression is obtained for the velocity
distribution

U+

= -^-JLn (y+ ) + C

(2.5)
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where the constants K and C are to be determined by experiment.
Obviously equation (2.5) does not satisfy the. boundary conditions
at either the wall or the pipe center line.

At the wall this equation

+
yields a negative infinite value of u , whereas this value must
actually be zero, and at the center line a non-zero velocity gradient
results from the equation in contrast with physical reality.

An

attempt can be made to correct this'situation at the wall by
recognizing that

+

u

+

at y

+

(2.6)

= y

= 0 and assuming that this relationship remains valid for small

distances from the wall.

Implicitly included in this argument is the

assumption that a thin layer, in which the viscous stresses are
predominant, exists near the wall.

If such a viscous layer exists

near the wall, then a buffer layer in which both viscous and turbulent
stresses are significant is supposed to exist between this.viscous
layer and the turbulent core.

In this region it is usually assumed

that a logarithmic equation must apply.

(2.7)

Equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) have been extensively studied
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by many investigators for flow in smooth pipes,' and.the .equations are
normally considered to be valid over the following regions of the pipe:

■>
Il

Il

+d

+
U =

+
y

for y+ < 5

A &n (y+ ) + B

for 5 < y+ < 30

(y+ ) + c

K

,

(2.8)

,

(2.9)

. for y+ 3>S'30

(2.10)

Having selected the ranges over which each of the equations is valid,
+
the requirement of continuity of,u fixes, the values of A and B in
terms of K and C .

In other words,. if .continuity of u"*" is' required,

equation (2.9) becomes

u+ =

+ 17792

+ h Y 1 + C

“ 2 -790J - U n (y+ ) - 3.401]

,

. for 5 £ y+ < 30 . ..

(2.11)

The results of the major investigations in which a relation such,
as (2.10) has been determined are summarized in Table I.

With the

exception of the region near the center.of the pipe, the available
experimental data do indicate that .the .logarithmic ."velocity profile
equations are nearly universal, although evidence.of a slight Reynolds
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number dependence of K and C has been presented by Coantlc [21],
Corcoran,Opfell, and Sage [22], Page, Schllnger, Breaux, and Sage [23],
Quarmby [24], .and Rothfus and Monrad [25]. Tennekes [26] has outlined
the approach which might be taken in obtaining a second order theory of
turbulent flow to account for these Reynolds number variations. Rbthfus
and Monrad [25] attempt to compensate for this Reynolds number effect
"t*
-j-.
——
—,
by plotting u 6 versus y /6 where B is the pipe factor U
/U
.
avg max

Investigator

Reference

I
K

C

A

-B

Deissler

[14]

2.78

3.80

4.60

2.39

Gow

[15]

2.75

4.55

4.96

2.98

''[16]

2.44

4.90

4.57

2.35

Laufer

[17]

2.91

5.50

5.80

4.32

Longwell

[18]

2.71

3.50

4.30

1.91

Mower

[19]

2.53

5.23

4.93

2.92

Nikuradse

[ 2]

2.50

5.50

5.00

3.05

. [20]

2.43

5.60

4.94

2.94

Skinner

[17]

2.71

6.00

5.70

4.16

Wattendorf

[17]

2.68

4.00

4.52

2.27

Hughes and
Brigthton

Ross

Table I.

Logarithmic Velocity Profile Equations for
Smooth Pipes

The
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resulting plot appears to also represent a straight line in the
turbulent core,

Bu+ =

&n (y+/B)

for y+

30

.

(2.12)

If it is again assumed that a viscous sublayer, in which the.velocity
is given by equation (2 .8), exists near the wall and that a logarithmic
equation applies: in the buffer zone, then this equation, because of

+

continuity of u .,.must- be given by

u+ = 5.0 + [A1 - 5.0 + B 1 An (30/6)]

•

(2.13)

The empirical constants. A 1 and B 1 in equation (2.12). have not been
determined experimentally.
Equation (2.10) has also been modified by Kays [13] so that the
boundary condition1at the center line is satisfied,

1.5 y+ (l +

x 2/R)

A^ + B'2 An

for y+ >_ 30

.(2.14)

I + 2 (x^/R)'

Kays suggests letting A^ and B^ take on the value of C and 1/K,
respectively, from equation (2 .10) in the absence of better information,
and then applying equation (2.14) in .conjunction with e q u a t i o n s 8).

I
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and (2.9) since the x^/R term approaches unity at y+ = 30.
if

However,

are determined experimentally, and if equation (2 .8) is

and

considered to be valid, then the velocities in the buffer layer can be
calculated from

30y+ (y+ - 15.0)

+

I

C1 C'

o'

O
CO

I

O
O
T-H

V

5.0 + < A 2 - 5.0 + B 2 £n

u

'
&n(y+/5)
&n(6)

where y

is the value of y

(2.15)

at the pipe center line.

An equation which is valid through the viscous sublayer and the
transition zone has been proposed by Dunn (see Longwell [18]).

This

equation is given by

U

+

=

tanh (y+/A 3)

.C
, for
y+ ▻._ y+

(2.16)

and has the distinct advantage of yielding continuity in the velocity

•

+
+
gradient, as well as the velocity, at y = Y a when used with any of
the foregoing logarithmic equations for the turbulent core, i.e.,
equations (2.10), (2.12), or (2.14).

In using this form of the

equation,-the values of A 3 and y^ are fixed by an experimental
determination of the coefficients in the appropriate equation utilized
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in the turbulent core.
In order to reduce the number of constants which had to be
determined empirically with equation (2.10), Prandtl (see Schlichting
[11]) by introducing the boundary condition of maximum velocity at the
pipe center line, found C to be given by

C

+

u
max - K

(2.17)

(Yg)

and the velocity profile equation becomes

maX a
u

1 =

I An (R/y)

.

(2.18)

The term on the left hand side of this equation is normally called
the velocity defect, u^.

As would be expected, this equation has also

been found.to exhibit a fairly universal behavior with K =0.4, except
for points near the wall.
Another -logarithmic velocity profile has been derived by von
Karman (see Schlichting [11]) by assuming that Prandtl's mixing
length can be expressed as

IU1Zdy,
(2.19)

L = K
d2U 1/dy2'
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This assumption results In a second velocity defect.equation

Ud = - ^ [£n (I,- / Xg/R ) + /

x 2/R

]

...

(2 .20)

This equation also shows good agreement with experimental, results,
except near the pipe wall., although the value of K obtained using this
equation is usually slightly.different from that.obtained with
equations (2.10) or (2.18) (0.36 rather than 0.4).
Actually,. it is possible to derive a.velocity defect equation
from each of the foregoing,logarithmic equations.

Although such

equations have not been extensively utilized, they will be presented
here for reference purposes.

Consider first.equation (2.12).

The

velocity defect corresponding to this equation is

Ud ^

13)

(B-Zy)

(2 .21)

Also, the defect equation corresponding to equation ■(2;14) will be

I +

Ud = B2

2(x 2 / R ) 2

(2 .22)
I -

(x 2 / R ) 2

A third phenomenological theory has been proposed by Tayldr ,[2.7]
who introduced- a vorticity transport hypothesis rather than the

I

previously employed .momentum' concept.

This.hypothesis resulted in the

same, expression for the turbulent shear stress as obtained from von
Karman's similarity,hypothesis, but Taylor was able to satisfy all
boundary conditions at the pipe center line with the equation

/2

ud = —

sin

-I

[ /y/R - Vyx3 ./ R]

(2.23)

This velocity defect equation, however, still does not satisfy the
boundary condition at the pipe wall.
Several additional forms of velocity defect equations have also
been derived using various mixing length arguments.

Typical of these

are the equations of Wang [28] and Williamson [29].

Both Wang and

Williamson deduced expressions for the mixing length from available
experimental data and then employed Prandtl's mixing length theory to
derive expressions for the velocity profile.

The resulting

expression given by Williamson is

- |

<j &n (y/R) +

I
n=l

and that given by Wang is

)

Cn [I - (y/R)n ]

(2.24)
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Zl + /x./R
d = 2.5

- 2 tan ^ CVx T/r )

uj

- A 2/r j

Xg/R + 1.75 Vx2TR + 1.53
- 5.72 &n
X2VR - 1.75 Vx 2Tr - 1.53

_! .,1*75 v S/R
+ 1.14 tan

1.53 -

(2.25)

x 2/R

Williamson found the value of K to be 0.38 and calculated the values
of the first seven coefficients in the summation.

As with previous

defect equations, neither equation (2.24) nor equation (2.25)
satisfies the boundary condition at the wall, and although both
represent experimental data in the turbulent core better than do the
equations of Prandtl and von Karman, they have not been extensively
employed due to their algebraic complexity.
In addition to equation (2.24), Williamson [29] also derived a
velocity defect equation, which is valid near the pipe wall, by
modifying equation (2.8) to fit experimental data.

The resulting

equation is given by

28.6 - Re A /32 (y/R)

(2.26)
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where Re is the Reynolds .number, and A. is ,.the friction factor which
will be discussed, in the following section.
All of the preceding expressions for the mean velocity profile
have in common the fact that they can be derived from an assumed
analytical.expression for the mixing length .L, as shown by Goma and
Gelhar [30].

This indicates the wide usefulness of Prandtl *s mixing

length concept even though, it is not completely.realistic physically.
A number of purely.empirical equations have also been proposed to
represent the temporal mean velocity profile.in smooth tubes.

As an

example of these, Schlichting [11],found that Nikuradse!s .data could
be successfully represented by the equation

-TU
max

= (y/R)1/n

(2.27)

if the exponent n is permitted .to increase slightly with.increasing
Reynolds number.
Recently several equations, have been..proposed which give y+ as a

+

function of u

+

rather than u

+

as a function,of y .

+

By considering u

+
•
+
+
to simply.approach y , instead, of becoming equal.to y , as y
approaches zero, Deissler [14.] •-.developed an expression which agrees
well with experimental data through the viscous sublayer and the
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buffer zone,

+
y

JL

exp (m u+ /2) erf .(u

2m

m / 2)

(2.28)

where he determined.m to be ,0v.0119 from experimental data.
+

equation giving y

Another

■+
as a function of u was developed by Spalding and

is presented by Brand and Persen [31],

+
y

u+

a

exp(K u+) - i.o - K

i
(K u+)3 3!
Al

+.

U-

-

2!

-+)2

(K u+)

(2.29)

where K and A were determined by Spalding to be 0.4 and 0.1108
respectively.

Although this equation does not give a zero velocity

gradient at the pipe center line, Brand and Persen.[31] indicate good
agreement with experimental data, over the remainder of the pipe.
Pai [32,33] has obtained an expression for the mean velocity
profile from a direct consideration of the Navier-Stokes equations by
employing the Reynolds transformations.
pipe flow is given by

The resulting equation for
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= I

(2.30)

max
where 's is the ratio of the shear stress at the wall in the turbulent
flow to the corresponding shear stress at the wall for a laminar flow
with the same maximum velocity, and w must be determined from experi
mental data.

This equation is said by Pai to be valid for laminar,

transitional, or turbulent flow.

Knudsen and Katz [34] indicate

excellent agreement of this equation with Nikuradse's data at a given
Reynolds number.

Brodkey [35] indicates a Reynolds number dependence

.of the parameter w which is given by

-0.617 + 0.008211 (Re)

0.786

(2.31)

Before the true worth of equation (2.30) can be established, however,
more comparisons are needed with actual velocity measurements.
In addition to the foregoing methods, the integral equations of a
boundary layer•are also employed for turbulence, calculations in many
cases.

This technique is not expected, however,- to yield new

information regarding the structure of a turbulent flow field but
simply the gross parameters of the turbulence.

Reviews of results

obtained utilizing this method are presented by Dorfman [36], Okabe
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[37], and Schlichting [11].
Several sets of experimental data concerning the temporal mean
velocity profile in smooth tubes are available for verification of the
foregoing equations and for comparison with any equations which might
be proposed in the future.

Typical of the investigations producing

such data are those of Bakewell [38], Clark [39], Deissler [14], Gow
[15], Laufer [40, 41], Reynolds, McEligot, and Davenport [42], and
Schraub [43].

Elow Resistance:: and/ Rdlighhess Characterization
Since turbulent flow has not been handled satisfactorily
analytically, it is necessary to treat the resistance to flow
empirically, as was the case with the mean velocity profile.

In order

to satisfy Reynolds' law of similarity, the flow resistance is
normally related to a parameter X 'called the friction factor and
defined by

X

8

:

(2.32)

The shear stress at the wall, Tq , appearing in this equation can be
related to the pressure drop along the pipe by a simple momentum
balance which yields
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T

R 3P
O

(2.33)

2 9x
I

The first empirical equation relating the friction factor to the
Reynolds number, and hence the bulk velocity U

avg

, was given by

Blasius (see Schlichting [11]) after an examination of the available
experimental data.

This equation is

X = 0.3164 (Re)

-0.25

(2.34)

and is valid in smooth pipes for Reynolds numbers less than 100,000.
It is interesting to note that Schlichting [11] shows that the power
law for the mean velocity profile, equation,(2.27) can be derived
directly from equation (2.34), and this fact indicates that equation
(2.27), with a constant value of the exponent n, should be valid for
Reynolds numbers below 100,000.

The validity of this statement has

■

been verified by Nikuradse [2] who took n equal to seven.
A second relationship between the friction factor and Reynolds
number for a smooth pipe was derived by Prandtl (see Schlichting [11])
utilizing both his velocity defect and logarithmic equations, (2.5)
and (2.18).

Schlichting [11] modified the coefficients in these

equations to agree with Nikuradse's data and presents the final form
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of the equation as

A-0-5 = 2 log (Re /A ) - 0.8

(2.35)

■Utilizing his similarity hypothesis, von Karman (see Knudsen and Katz
[34])' derived an expression.

A 0'5 = 2.03; log.(Re /A ) - 0.911

(2.36)

which has the same form as equation (2.35) but differs slightly in
the numerical values of the constants.

A similar equation has also

been derived by Williamson [29] from an extension of Prandtl*s mixing
length theory.

A 0,5 = 2.106 log (Re /A ) - 1.270

(2.37)

and Rothfus, Monrad, and Senecal [44] have obtained an empirical
equation of this form.

A 0,5 = 2.035 log (Re /a ) - 0.8

(2.38)

The numerical values of A predicted by all the foregoing equations
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are nearly identical, however.
Although equations (2.35) through.(2.38) predict the more recent
experimental data on friction factors in smooth tubes-with a high
degree of accuracy, they are somewhat inconvenient to use because they
cannot be solved explicitly for X .

For this reason, a purely

empirical equation, presented by Longwell [18], giving X as an
explicit function of Reynolds number is widely used.

This equation,
■i

X = 0.0056 + 0.5 (Re)-0'32"

is valid for Reynolds numbers between 10

,

(2.39)

and 3 x 10 .

,.,From his direct consideration of the momentum equations, as
described in the previous section, Pai [23] was also able to obtain
an expression for the friction factor.

This expression is given by

128 (co + I )2 s2
y^

(2.40)

(u) + s)^

where as previously stated, m is a parameter which must be determined
from experimental velocity profile data in the turbulent core of the
,tube.

Equation (2.40) has not.been compared with experimental data.
So far, only the flow resistance of smooth tubes has been

considered.

This resistance is entirely due to viscous drag on the
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pipe wall and is therefore dependent only on the Reynolds number.
As the wall becomes rough, the resistance mechanism may change sig
nificantly, and these changes may be briefly described in the
following manner.
For roughness heights which are small enough so that the
roughness elements are completely contained within the viscous sub
layer, the resistance is still entirely due to viscous drag, and the
flow behaves as if the pipe were smooth.

On the other extreme, if

the roughness elements extend completely into the turbulent core,
the flow resistance is due primarily to form drag on the elements,
and hence the friction factor is a function only of the relative
roughness e/R.

For roughness heights .intermediate to these two

extremes, the flow resistance is caused by a '.combination of viscous
drag and form drag, thereby yielding a friction factor dependent both
on Reynolds number and relative roughness.

Schlichting-[11] breaks

the roughness effects on the flow down into three regimes:

(1) hydraulically smooth,. X = X (Re) , 0

e+

5;

(2.41a)

(2) transition, X = X (Re,e/R) , 5 _< 'e+ <_ 70;

(2.41b)

(3) fully rough, X. = X (e/R) , e+ >_ 70;

(2.41c)
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where e

is a roughness Reynolds number defined by

+
*<
e = e u /v

(2.42)

Of course, the description of. the resistance mechanism given in
the preceding paragraph will hold true rigorously only for a high
concentration (surface area occupied by roughness elements/total
surface area) of roughness elements of a relatively uniform height.
This type of roughness is probably obtained strictly only with
artificial roughness elements such as sand grains.

More natural

roughness in pipes will be composed of elements of different sizes,
and thus all elements will not simultaneously be included in the
same layer of the flow (viscous sublayer, buffer zone, or turbulent
core). Also, if the roughness elements are larger than some
characteristic length in the flow direction, it would be expected
that the flow would not separate as readily from the elements, and a
viscous resistance would thereby tend to be maintained.

Such an

effect would occur with what might be termed a "wavy" surface.
various types of roughness will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
•First, consider the artifical type of sand roughness.
Comprehensive tests on the flow resistance for this type have

These
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previously been performed by Nikuradse [2].

Nikuradse obtained the

sand grains which were to be used as roughness elements by sifting
between standard screen sizes, and thus the roughness elements were of
a rather uniform: height and exhibited a high degree of angularity,
thereby yielding a somewhat random shape distribution.

The flow

resistance due to the sand grains can be described in the following
manner.

For low Reynolds numbers, all of the elements will be

contained within the viscous sublayer, as explained previously, and
the pipe will behave as if it were smooth, with the friction factor
decreasing with increasing Ryenolds number.

When the Reynolds number

is increased to some particular value, depending upon the relative
roughness, essentially all of the roughness elements will protrude
into the buffer layer, and the resistance will be due to a combination
of form and viscous drag. 1 This leads to a slight increase in the
friction factor over that which would be obtained in a smooth tube.
As the Reynolds number is again increased, the roughness elements
protrude more into the buffer layer, leading to further increases in
the friction factor.

When the Reynolds number becomes large enough

so that the elements extend.completely into the turbulent core, the
friction factor becomes independent of the Reynolds number and
dependent only upon the relative roughness e/R.
Even though the sand roughness is rather artifical, it is found
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that almost all other types of roughness behave in the same manner in
fully rough flow, though some deviations do occur in the transition
region. ■ It has become common practice to express the roughness of a
pipe of unknown roughness in terms of an equivalent sand:,roughness.
This,can be accomplished by measuring the friction factor for flow in
the fully rough regime and then determining the equivalent sand rough
ness which would yield this same friction factor.

This equivalent

sand roughness is normally denoted by kg .
Several equations relating the friction factor to the equivalent
relative roughness are available for simplifying the process of
determining k^.

Utilizing his similarity principle, von Karman (see

Schlichting [11]) derived the relation

V=
A

[1.68 - 2 log (k /R)]2
S

(2.43)

Nikuradse [2] modified the constant term in this relationship slightly
to fit his experimental data and obtained

Y = [1-74 - 2 log CkgZR)]2

(2.44)

Utilizing this equation, measurement of the friction factor in the
fully rough regime then allows calculation of the equivalent sand

)

;I
I
i
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roughness.
The- resistance mechanism just described for flow .in gand roughened
pipes tends also to be verified by several recent investigations
including those of Dipprey and Sabersky [45], Gow [15], and Robertson,
Burkhart, and Martin [46, 47].
The behavior of the friction factor in commercially rough pipe is
essentially identical to that of a sand roughened pipe except.in the
transition regime.

This exception is due to the fact that the

roughness elements in a naturally rough pipe will not be of a uniform
height as are the sand particles discussed previously.

Although all

of these elements will be contained within the viscous sublayer at
a sufficiently low Reynolds number, they will not all begin to
protrude beyond the viscous sublayer at the same value of the Reynolds
number.

Thus, transition from the hydraulically smooth regime to the

fully rough, regime will take place in a continuous monotone decreasing
fashion for this type, of roughness. This behavior in .the transition
regime is also exhibited by some types of uniform roughness.
However, the reason for such behavior with a uniform roughness has not
been clearly established.
Extensive measurements of the friction factor in.commercial
pipes have been carried out by Moody [48], and the resultant friction
factor plot now appears in.most texts on fluid mechanics.

The
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roughness of the pipes utilized in this study was referenced to an
equivalent sand diameter.

Schlichting [11] presents an equation,

developed by Colebrook and White, which can be utilized for predicting
the friction factor in commercially rough pipes throughout all three
flow regimes,

X~0-5 = 1.74 - 2 log (k /R +
\ "
Re/A I

.

(2.45)

Another type of densely packed roughness element which has been
recently studied in pipe flow by Goma and Gelhar [30] is that of
spherical beads.

They utilized 0.125 inch diameter beads in a 10

inch diameter pipe and obtained an equivalent roughness, k^, of about
0.08 inches.

This indicates that the spherical elements behave more

"smoothly" than would sand particles of the same characteristic
dimension.

However, the behavior of the friction factor in the

transition region was characteristic of that obtained in sand
roughened pipes.
It is interesting to note that some physically .measurable
geometrical significance has been indicated for the equivalent
roughness kg in an open channel flow investigation by Brown and Chu
[49].

Two different types of roughness elements were utilized, and

the elements were closely packed in each case.

Using several sizes
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of both crushed limestone and cubical concrete roughness .elements,
they found that the equivalent roughness is related to the root-meansquare (rms) height of the surface protrusions and that this relation
ship is not dependent on the element size or geometry as long as the
elements are densely packed in a random manner.. This indicates a
possibility of treating the actual rms height as a roughness parameter
instead of the equivalent roughness, and possible methods for
accomplishing this type of measurement are indicated by Wallach [50],
Whitehouse and Archard [51], and Williamson, Pullen, and Hunt [52].
It should also be noted that the use of an equivalent roughness
as a characteristic parameter is not completely unquestioned.

Morris

[53] suggests that perhaps a more appropriate parameter would be
the longitudinal distance between roughness crests, and Rand [54]
suggests the use of both dimensions.

However, for closely packed,

randomly shaped elements, such as sand grains, these two .dimensions
\
will be the same order of magnitude, and thus a separate effect would
not be anticipated.
The flow resistance and roughness characterization.phenomena
associated with several additional types of elements have been
investigated, and the earlier such studies are reviewed by Knudsen
and Katz [34] and Schlichting [11].

Elements investigated more

recently include wire screens by Scottron.and Power [55]; square
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cavities by Perry and Joubert [56], Townes [57], and Townes and
Sabersky [58]; and single hemispheres by Seban and Caldwell [59].

In

addition, a method for predicating the. flow resistance, from geometrical
information, caused by low concentrations of regularly spaced elements
of many different .shapes has recently been proposed by Roberson [60]
and Roberson and Chen [61].
A final point should be made regarding Nikuradse's equivalent
roughness, k^.

Recent investigations have shown, even for sand grain

type; roughness elements, that kg should be regarded as simply an
arbitrary scale for the universal representation of roughness and not
a measure of the actual element size.
between e.and k

s

Gow [15] showed good agreement

for.R/e = 208, but for R/ eJ"= 26.4, k

about 2.3 times as large as e .

s

was found to be

Robertson, Burkhart, and Martin [47]

found kg to be about 1.3 times, as large as e for R/e = 86.
results have been obtained for other types of elements.

Similar

This dis

cussion should be kept in mind in experimental investigations where
an attempt is being made to obtain a particular value of k^.

Mean Velocity .Profile in Rough Pipes
Though phenomenological theories were utilized for.the develop
ment of velocity profile expressions for smooth tubes, such theories
are practically nonexistent for rough tubes, and empirical relations
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must be sought.

Nikuradse.[2] was able to correlate his experimental

measurements of the velocity profile in the turbulent core by
modifying Prandtl's logarithmic equation,,equation (2.10), to obtain

U+ =

(2.46)

S-h (y/k ) + A

where the value of A depends, upon whether the flow is.in the hydrau
lically smooth, transition, or fully rough regime.

In the fully

rough regime, Nikuradse [2] found that A is constant and approximately
equal to 8.5.

For the.hydraulically smooth regime the value of A

can be obtained by comparing equation (2.46) with equation (2.10).
This yields

(2.47)

A = C + ^ An (kg+ )

Nikuradse ,[2-} also,shows values of A for flows in the transition
regime but presents no mathematical relationship for this region.
More recently, equation (2.46).has been verified for open channel
flow in. the fully rough regime by Brown and Chu [49].
Schlichting [11] shows that a velocity defect equation can also
be derived from equation (2.46).
the center of the pipe,

Applying the boundary condition at
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4 - V x

is obtained.

"

I

(2 '48)

(R /ks)

Thus equation (2.46) can be written

ud = ^- £n (R/.y)

,

(2.49)

and' this is identical to the velocity defect equation utilized for
smooth pipes. This form of equation (2.46) has been experimentally
verified by several authors including Nikuradse [2] for flow in sand
roughened pipes, and by Larras [62], for open channel flow.
Nikuradse [2] showed that an equation of the form

i7 V V x

W

'

y iz a

<2 - 5 0 >

also applies to rough pipes if the exponent is allowed 'to vary with
roughness and Reynolds number.

a = A-0,5

Migay [63] states that taking

(2.51)

results in equation (2.50) being valid for both smooth and rough pipes.
A second equation which is valid for the velocity distribution

I

in both smooth and rough tubes is developed by Knudsen and.Katz [34].
Integrating, equation (2.10) over the tube cross section, the average
velocity for flow in a smooth tube is found to be

u+

= ir 2n (y*) + C -

avg

K

1.5/K

(2.52)

Subtracting equation (2.52) from equation (2.10) then yields

u - u

,I:

---- = I [ M

(y/R) + 1.5]

(2.53)

Similarly, integrating equation (2.46) to find the average velocity
in rough pipes yields

(2.54)

"avg = K A* (*/kg) + A - 1.5/K

and subtracting

1

this expression from equation (2.46) yields

* aVg = I [

(y/R) + 1.5]

which is identical to equation (2.53) for smooth pipes.

(2.55)

Thus equation

(2.53) is valid for flow in both smooth and rough pipes in the.

I
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turbulent core.

Knudsen and Katz's [34] analysis can easily be

extended to yield an expression for the constant K by applying the
boundary condition in the center of the pipe.

K =

1.5u

The result is

$■

(2.56)

U'
- U
max
avg

Introducing equation (2.56) into equation (2.53) then results in a
velocity parameter which should be universal for all degrees of roughs
ness and all Reynolds numbers-.

Z h 5 -- Zk-

The resulting expression is

= -'i An (y/R)

.

(2.57)

U

. - U
max
avg

Recently, velocity profile data for flow in rough pipes has
been obtained by.Gow [15] using, a sand roughness, by Robertson,
Burkhart, and Martin. [47] using .,a sand roughness and a natural roughness,
and by Goma .and Gelhar [30] using spherical roughness elements. ' In
O
addition, Logan .arid Jones [64] have obtained such profiles downstream
of an abrupt increase in surface roughness.

Although Logan and'Jones'

profiles were not obtained in the- fully developed flow regime, it is
interesting to note that Harris .[65] interprets their velocity
measurements to indicate a possible spiral flow down the pipe in this
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traribition length.
Thus far, only the velocity profile within the turbulent core
has been considered.

In rough piper flow, the velocity profile in the

viscous sublayer and the buffer zone is almost completely intractable,
since at least a portion of these layers is below the bop..of the
roughness elements.

Several authors, e.g.,-Perry and Joubert [56]

and Goma and Gelhar [30], suggest fitting a straight line to u+ versus
log CyZkg) data in the turbulent core and considering the pipe wall
to. be at the value of y/kg where u

becomes zero on this line.

However, this method cannot readily be extrapolated to areas where
experimental data are not available.

Also, it might be expected that

the viscous sublayer hypothesis would apply from the top of the
roughness elements to the turbulent core.

However, evidence against

this occurrence has been presented by Townes [57] for square cavity
type elements and by Brown and Chu [49] for crushed limestone and
cubical concrete elements.

Velocity Fluctuations .
In the first section of this chapter it was stated that the
instantaneous turbulent velocities are usually expressed as the sum
of a temporal mean and. a fluctuating component, and the temporal mean
component has previously been considered.

Attention is now directed
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to the fluctuating components.

In the statistical theory of turbulence,

such components are usually expressed quantitatively by giving their
root-mean-square value.

For purposes of the following discussion, let

u^, u^, and, u^ represent the fluctuating velocity components in the
longitudinal, radial, and angular directions respectively, and let
u|, u^, and u^ denote corresponding rms values.
Laufer [41], during his turbulence studies for flow in a smooth
pipe, measured the variation of.all three.of these components across
the pipe.diameter at two different values.of the Reynolds number.

By

normalizing these rms velocities with the shear velocity he found, at
the pipe center line, that

"I

"2

*
U

i

U

U

(2.58)

A

for both Reynolds numbers.

As y/R decreases below a value of unity,

the three quantities all increase— u^/u
u^/u

*

at the lowest.

at the highest rate and

O/
For y/R > 0.5, however, no Reynolds number

dependence is indicated on any of the three parameters, but for
y/R < 0.5, the higher. Reynolds number generally yields larger values
of u V u

(i = I, 2, 3).

The three Values all decrease very rapidly

to zero at the pipe wall, thereby satisfying the no-slip condition.
I

In analyzing Laufer’s data, Hinze [9] show's that for both Reynolds
I
I
I

i
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numbers, ujy u

*

+
attains a maximum value at about y = 1 5 , which is

not too far removed from, the edge of the viscous sublayer.

Also,, by

normalizing the rms velocities with the local temporal mean value in
the longitudinal direction, he shows that u^/U^ and u^/U^-approach
zero as y+ .approaches zero while u^/U^ approaches a nonzero value of
0.3.

This indicates that u^ does not approach zero at a faster rate

than does U^, thereby tending to refute the older concept of a
laminar layer near the wall.
Since the work of Laufer, Pai [33]' has shown that the only
requirement of the Reynolds equations regarding center line isotropy
is that U^ = U^.

This result is confirmed by the experimental

results of Clark [39], Gow [15], and Robertson, Martin, and Burkhart
[46], who all show u^ and u^ as being equal at the pipe center line
while uj^ has. a slightly higher value. .
A significant extension to the work of Laufer has recently been
published by Clark [39] utilizing a two-dimensional channel, rather
than a pipe. He showed that.the1ratio u^/U^ is independent of ■
Reynolds number for y/R > 0.2 and becomes equal to 0.4 for y+ < 7.
+

For positions between y
the Reynolds number.

—

= 7 and y/R = 0.2, u|/U^ is dependent upon

The ratio ujyu

*

was found to attain a maximum

value of about 3.14, for Reynolds numbers between 10^ and IO^, at
y+ = 14, which agrees well with Hinze’s [9] analysis of Laufer1s
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data.

In the central portion of the•flow field, y/R > 0.2,

and

u^, when normalized with .the maximum velocity in the channel, appear to
hex only.slightly dependent on Reynolds number, though a.definite
Reynolds number dependency is noted for y/R < 0.2.

In contrast with

Hinze1s analysis, u^/U^ and u^/U^, approach, rather than- zero, 0.1 and
0.16 respectively as y+ approaches zero.
As in the previously described studies, Robertson and Martin [66]
found that u^/u
line.

is independent of Reynolds number at the pipe center

Based.on. this fact, they showed that. (u|/U^)

could be related
c

to Reynolds number in the following manner:

-

(UjZD1) = (Re/2)"0,084
c

.

In a later publication [46] they find that uj/u

' (2.59)

has a universal value

of 0.78 at the pipe center line and 1.7 at y/R = 0.1.

The anisotropy

ratio u^/u^.ls shown by them.to increase, in an approximately linear
fashion, from a value of 0.6 at y/R = 0.1 to about 0.9 at y/R = 1.0.
In constrast, an approximately constant value of this ratio, about
Ov3, has been indicated by Smutek [67] at all values of y/R for
flow in.open channels.
Several additional groups of experimental data have been obtained
concerning the rms value of the longitudinal fluctuating velocity
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component in smooth pipe flow, and although essentially in agreement
with the preceding discussion, they should be noted as being available.
These include the investigations of Bakewell [68], Logan and Jones
[64], McQuivey and Richardson [69],. and van Thinh [70, 71].
Much less data are, available concerning the fluctuating velocities
for flow in rough pipes.

Robertson et al [46, 47, 66] have studied

turbulent flow, in one sand-roughened pipe and another of natural
roughness.

Flow resistance studies on the sand roughened pipe [47]

indicated an equivalent relative roughness of kg/R = 0.016, although
this value decreased.slightly over a long period of time to about
0.0145, probably due to the dislodging of some of the sand grains
or the collection of dust particles in,the spaces between them. The
natural roughness yielded an equivalent relative roughness of 0.0015.
Although a.great deal of scatter is apparent in their results, they•
do seem to indicate that the values of uj^ and u^, when normalized
A
with .u , behave in essentially the manner found for. flow in smooth
pipes.

The Reynolds number range investigated for the sand roughened

pipe was limited to about 25,000 to 62,000 and that for the natural
roughness was limited to 22,000 to 156,000.
Logan and Jones [64] have studied the longitudinal fluctuating
component following an abrupt change from a smooth to a rough
surface, and a portion of their results are near the fully developed

»
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flow region in the rough pipe. Although they did not specify the
equivalent relative roughness, they utilized sand grains yielding
e / R = 0.018.

Their results indicate that an increase in roughness

leads to an increase in uj'/U^, over the entire cross-section of the
pipe. . These results tend to be confirmed in open channel flow by
McQuivey and Richardson [69] utilizing lead shot roughness elements
yielding e/R = 0.067.

They indicate that u|/U^ is approximately 50%

greater near the wall for a rough surface than for a smooth surface
and about 20% greater near the free surface.

The ratio u^/U^ is said

to be about 10% greater for the rough surface throughout the flow
.field'.

For flow over a smooth boundary u^/U^ was found to be about

50% as large as uj^/U^, while for rough surface flow u^/U^ is shown to
be approximately 60% of u|/U^.

As in the previous cases, no Reynolds

number influence was observed on either u|/U^ or u^/U^ for the
rough surface.

In contrast, Smutek .[67], .utilizing an open channel

with e/R = 0.010, indicates a definite increase in u|/U^ as Reynolds
number increases.
A more thorough investigation of the fluctuating- velocities in
sand roughened pipes has recently been conducted by Gow [15] utilizing
equivalent relative roughnesses,

/R-, of 0.0047 and 0.0885.

In

agreement with Robertson et_ al [46; 47, 66], he found essential
agreement between the values of u|/u , u^/u ,, and u^/u

measured in
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rough pipes and those measured in smooth pipes. The theoretical
supposition by Pai [33] that u^ = u^ at the pipe center line was
confirmed for rough pipes, and as in the case of smooth pipes U^ was
found to be larger than u^ and u^ at the center line.

For Reynolds

numbers between 30,000 and 480,000, little Reynolds number dependence
was observed for any of the fluctuating quantities when normalized
with shear velocity, except that the maximum value of ujyu
to increase as Reynolds number increased.

appeared

Also, as the Reynolds

number increased the value of/y/R where this maximum occurred appeared
to decrease, becoming nearly equal to k^/R at the higher Reynolds
numbers.
Finally, a turbulence investigation in rough pipe flow utilizing
spherical type roughness elements with k^/R = 0.016 has been conducted
by Goma. and Gelhar [30].

They found significant increases in u^ and

u^ over-'.smooth tube results when normalized with

but,, as in

previous cases, found little difference between smooth and rough tube
results, except near the wall, when the rms velocities were normalized
*
with u .

The anisotropy ratio u^/u^ was also found to be in general

agreement with smooth tube results.

However, the limiting value

near the wall was found to be 0.6, in contrast with about 0.25 for
smooth tubes.

The value of u^/u^ at the center line of the pipe was

also slightly lower than in the case of smooth tubes.
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Fluctuating Velocity Correlations
In addition to ill, U^, and u^, other quantities which are of
importance in the statistical■description of turbulence include the
temporal mean yalues of the various products of u^, u^, and u^, called
cross correlations.

As shown, e.g., by Hinze [9] and. Lin. [72], the

second order cross correlations u^ u^, u^ u^, and u^ u^ ,(overbar
denotes time average) can be interpreted as.turbulent shear stresses,
called Reynolds stresses, which act in addition to the viscous shear
stresses.

However, the only one of these terms which appears in the

momentum equation for' fully developed axisymmetric flow in a smooth
circular pipe is u^ u^, and thus, most previous investigations have
concentrated on measurement of this quantity.
The measurements of Reichardt, utilizing a smooth rectangular
channel, and Klebanoff, utilizing a smooth flat plate, are summarized
by Schlichting [11].

Reichardt found an almost linear variation in

Uj. u^ from zero at the center of the channel to y/R = 0.1, where u^ u^ /
dropped rapidly to zero.

He also shows values of the correlation

coefficient,

= U1 U2
12 ~ "i 4

i

’

which increase rapidly from a value of zero at the center line and
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become essentially constant.at 0.45 for y/R < 0.3.
that

U1

I

Klebanoff found

,-2

un/U
increases from, a value of zero at the edge of the
2 max

boundary layer, where it also has essentially a zero slope, to a
_3
nearly constant value of about 10
in the vicinity of the wall.
Extensive measurements of the u^ u^ Reynolds stress were
accomplished by Laufer [41] for flow in a smooth circular pipe.

He

found that u^ Ug/u • is essentially independent of Reynolds number
for y/R > 0.1.

----- *2
The variation is nearly linear from u^ u^/u

y/R = I to a maximum value of u^ u^Zu
unity in the region 0 < y/R < 0.1.

*2

u^ u^/u

decreases rapidly to zero.

coefficient

0 at

which is slightly less than

Once this maximum. Value is attained,
Values of the correlation

are seen to be essentially independent of Reynolds

number for y/R > 0.5, and for y/R < 0.5, an increase in Reynolds
number yields a decrease in

»vexcePt possibly for the region in

close proximity to the wall.
In a reanalysis of Laufer's data, Hinze [9], shows a plot of the
uI U2 correIat^on normalized with the turbulent kinetic energy.

u

± 2 /2

(2 .61)

i=l

This plot shows u^ u^/q

to increase in an approximately linear

fashion^from zero at.y/R = 1.0 to a value of about 0.26 at.y/R - 0.7.
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The

----- 2
u^/q term then remains constant for 0.2 < y/R < 0.7, and at

y/R = 0.2, it begins.to decrease.
Almost simultaneously, Pai [33] and Laufer [41] both derived an
expression, from the momentum equations, relating the U^
stress to the mean velocity gradient.

2

I
u

*2

This expression is given by

v
u

Reynolds

(2.62)

*2

----- *2
Utilizing, his mean velocity data, Laufer .predicted values of u^ Ug/u
from this equation and found excellent agreement with his measured
values.

Pai integrated equation (2.62) to find an expression for the

mean velocity, thereby obtaining: equation (2.30) described previously.
Introducing equation (2.30) into equation (2.62), Pai obtained the
----- *2
following equation for u^ u^/u :

U1 U2
*2

u)(s - I) M
s(o) - I) \R / L

(Xg/R)^ - 2]

(2.63)

where m is an empiricallgonstant to be determined from velocity ry
profile data in the turbulent core of the=pipe.

Although Laufer's

data were not available to Pai, he utilized Nikuradse’s data at a
particular Reynolds number to obtain numerical values .for u) and s,
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and the resulting curve is in very close agreement with, the semi----- *2
empirical curve of Laufer for values of' y/R where u^ ^ / u
is
independent of Reynolds number.
Robertson, Burkhart, and Martin [47] have also obtained u^ u^
measurements for flow in a smooth.pipe and compare them with the
semi-empirical curve denotdd by equation (2.62).

A first glance at

their, data indicates substantial deviations from this curve and a
definite Reynolds number variation over the entire pipe cross-section.
Howevercloser inspection of their data reveals a nonzero value of
the u^ u^ correlation at the pipe center .line, and this is a boundarycondition on u^ u^ which can be satisfied by equipment calibration
procedures.

It appears that, had u^ u^ been adjusted to zero at.

the pipe center line, reasonable agreement with the semi-empirical
curve would have been obtained.
Additional data on the u^ u^ correlation for smooth pipe flow
are available from the study of Logan and Jones [64].

They show a

---- --- 2
linear increase in u- u 0/U'v from zero at the pipe center line to
I 2 max
about 10

near the wall, which is the same value obtained by

Klebanoff for a flat plate.
The theoretical results of Ohji [73] should also be noted at this
point.

From a statistical analysis of the turbulence quantities in

the neighborhood of a smooth wall he shows that u^

should be of
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order y

4

■
as y approaches zero and that the correlation coefficient

should be of order y.

No experimental evidence has been obtained to

support these results, however, and Ohji states that his theoretical
evidence is by no means conclusive.

Also-, based on incompressibility

and boundary conditions, Phillips [74] argues that u

I

u

I

should be of

+3
order y
as a solid boundary is approached, so there is a definite need
for experimental data concerning the u^ u^ correlation near the wall.
The recent investigation of Gow [15] included.measurements of
both the u^ u^ and u^ u^ Reynolds stresses for flow in smooth pipes.
Although it can be argued theoretically that, for fully-developed
axisymmetric turbulent flow, the u^ u^ correlation should be zero,
this fact had not been demonstrated experimentally before Gow's
investigation.

His investigation did indicate a zero value of u^ u^

across the entire cross-section.

The u^ u^ Reynolds stress is shown

----- *2
plotted as u^ u^/u
versus y/R, and good agreement with the semiempirical equation, equation (2.62), is noted.
No experimental measurements of the u^ u^ Reynolds stress for
flow in smooth.pipes have been published.
A very limited amount of information is available regarding the
Reynolds stresses for flow in rough pipes.

Gow [15] again measured

both the u^ U^ and u^ u^ correlations for flow in two sand roughened
pipes, kg/R = 0.0047 and kg/R. = 0.0885.

His u^ u^ data are normalized
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with u

and,indicate, in the hydraulically smooth flow regime, an

approach to smooth tube results and essential agreement with equation
(2.62). , For a fixed relative roughness and at a given position in
the pipe, this dimensionless correlation is seen to decrease as
Reynolds number, and hence kg , increases.

The u^ u^ correlation

is also shown to deviate from its smooth-pipe behavior by assuming
a nonzero value as the flow approaches the fully rough regime.

Although

zero values are indicated for y/R > .0.5, nonzero values are observed
for y/R < 0.5.
Robertson, Burkhart, and Martin [47] also measured the u^ ^
correlation in both their sand roughened and naturally rough pipes,
However, due to the difficulties encountered in measuring U^ u^
in the smooth pipe, they consider these data to be unreliable. . Even
so an examination of the data seems to indicate that their values
of U^ ^ / u

would also be below the curve predicted by equation (2.62)

if a zero value of

U1

I

u0/h

2

*2

,bad-'been obtained at the pipe center line.

Goma and Gelhar [30], utilizing the spherical roughness elements,
measured u-^ u^/u . at three values of the Reynolds number, two
yielding flows in the transition regime, and one yielding flow in the
fully rough regime.

It would be expected, from the work of Gow [15],

that the values of u^u^/u

obtained at the latter Reynolds number

would be somewhat less than values predicted from.equation (2.62).
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However, values of this Reynolds stress obtained at all three Reynolds
numbers are essentially in agreement"with this curve.

More data on

this correlation are needed before the reason.for this descrepancy can
be discerned.
As in the case.of smooth pipes, the u^ u^ cross correlation
has not been measured experimentally for flow.in rough pipes.

In view

of the fact that the u^ u^ correlation.was found by Gow [15] to be
nonzero in rough pipes, though both u^ u^ and u^ u^ have theoretically
been supposed to vanish, .the determination^-of u^ u^ experimentally
becomes of.increased importance.
■ In addition to the second order cross correlationsl'just discussed,
third and higher order correlations are also, important in the statist
ical theory of turbulence, but experimental data regarding such
correlations are very limited.

Laufer. [41], utilizing a smooth pipe,

has conducted measurements of the third, order correlations which
appear in the turbulence energy equation, and these will discussed in
the final section of this chapter.

No measurements of the higher

order cross correlations have been attempted, for flow in a rough pipe.

Eddy Diffusivityffor Momentum
The main problem in the phenomenological theories of turbulent •
fluid motion described earlier in this chapter has been to establish
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some relationship, empirically or by hypothesis, between the temporal
mean values of'the. velocity components, and the Reynolds.stresses'
produced by the velocity fluctuations.

One of the first to attempt

this was Boussinesq (see Schlichting [11]).who wrote the total shear
stress in a turbulent.flow field as.

T =

where

t

+ Tt

is the viscous 'contribution given by

\ = PV dT
and T

t

(2.64)

(2.65)

is the turbulent contribution defined- as

U1 U2

(2 .66)

Boussinesq defined.an apparent kinematic, or eddy,, viscosity

so

that an expression analogous to (2.65) could be written for the
turbulent contribution.

dIL
Tt

R £n dy

(2.67)
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Equating (2.66) and (2.67), an expression for the eddy viscosity is
obtainedj

e

n

U1 U2

(2 .68)

dU1/dy

Equation (2.68) then gives a relationship between the u^ u^
correlation and the mean velocity, gradient in terms of e^.

However,

is not a property of the fluid as is v but instead will, .in general,
vary from point to point in the flow field.

Also, the preceding

analysis has tacitly assumed that E^ is a.scalar quantity, but Hinze
[9] shows that e^ should actually be treated as a second order tensor.
Nevertheless, the use-^df e^, as defined by equation (2.68), has
become widespread.

In fact, Kays [13] utilizing the concept of the

local heat transfer coefficient, and Biot [75]-, utilizing the
variational trailing- function.,.edhcept, show that most convective heat
transfer theories for turbulent flow are based upon first finding an
expression for e^ and then determining how
thermal conductivity.

is related to an apparent

Thus a knowledge.of the behavior.of

is of

definite importance.
In order to facilitate measurements of s^, equation (2.68) is
usually replaced by another expression.

Combining equation.(2.65)

and (2.67), the total shear stress in turbulent flow is given by
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T

p (v +

eJ

(2.69)

™di

Also, a simple momentum balance for pipe.flow shows that

T =

(2.70)

T0 x2 1

Equating .(2.69) and (2.70), an expression can be obtained for e ,

i

+/ +

En

1 ~ y /yc

Ru

'y^(du+ /dy+ )

_JL

(2.71)

y^

This expression contains only the mean velocity gradient, for which
experimental data are available.

Actually, any'of the equations for

the mean velocity given in the preceding sections of this chapter
I
can be utilized in conjunction with equation (2.71) to yield
expressions, for the eddy viscosity.

Reviews of such expressions are

given by Longwell [18].and Spalding [76].
Inr.analyzing hauler's data at a Reynolds number of 500,000,
Hinze [9] shows e^/Ru
from zero at y/R = 0 .

*

to increase in an approximately linear fashion
A maximum value of about 0.075 is attained at

y/R - 0.35, and for y/R > 0.5, s^/Ru' is essentially constant at a
value of approximately 0.07. ' These general trends are in agreement
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with those shown by Reynolds evt al [42] and Page ^t al [23].
data for

for'flow in

Explicit

rough tubes have-not.been.presented in the

literature.

Spectral.Analysis
One statistical approach to turbulent motion, presented by Hinze
[9] and Lin [72] e.g., is summarized in the following paragraphs.
Turbulence can be considered to consist of the superposition of
ever-samller periodic motions.

But, such periodic motions involve

the occurrence of gradients in the velocity distribution, and these
gradients correspond to a vortex motion.
is then determined by the periodicity.

The extent of the vortices
Thus, turbulence can be

considered to consist of the superposition of ever--smaller eddies.
Of course, both upper and lower size limits for these eddies will
exist.

The upper size limit, which corresponds to a minimum frequency

of the turbulent motion, would be- expected to be controlled mainly
by the size of the apparatus under consideration, whereas the lower
size limit, which corresponds to a maximum frequency of the turbulent
motion, will be determined by viscosity effects in the flow field.
This can be explained in the following fashion.

The smaller the

size of an eddy, the greater will be the velocity gradient within the
eddy, and an increase in the velocity gradient leads to an increase
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in. the viscous shear stress which.tends to counteract the eddying
",motion. *
Each of the various size eddies occurring in a turbulent flow
field will posses a certain kinetic energy, which is determined by

!'

the intensity of the velocity fluctuation at the corresponding
frequency.

I-

An important question in the statistical theory of

;

turbulence is then the manner in which this kinetic energy is
I

distributed among the frequencies which are present.

Such a distribu

tion is termed an energy spectrum.

. ;

The energy spectrum function, Eh (n), is defined by Dryden [77]
in the following manner.

!

Considering a flow field that is homogeneous '
_____

.

i:
1

,

2
with respect to time, the contribution to u_^ of the frequencies
between n and n + dn will be

(n) dn

yj

(2.72)

The mean squared value of u^ will then be given by

E^(n) dn

(2.73)

In many cases, it is more convenient to consider the spatial
spectrum of turbulence rather than the Tailor time, spectrum as just
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defined.

For this purpose a wave number is defined- as

(2.74)

kI = n/Ul

The spatial energy spectrum function is then given by.

Ei Ck1) = U 1 Ei Cn)

■ ,

(2.75)

and the mean squared value of U 1 becomes

E1 Ckf) d ^

.

(2.76)

If it is assumed that Taylor's hypothesis as stated by Hinze [9],

9_
at

■

- U

a__

I Bx1

(2.77)

applies then the wave number k 1 is interpreted by Brodkey [35] as
being roughly an inverse eddy size, the idea being that a large eddy
takes longer to sweep past.a given point in the flow field.

Actually,

Taylor [78] shows that this hypothesis applies approximately only
if the intensity satisfies
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(2.78a)

and Lin [79] gives an additional condition for.a shear flow, '

(2.78b)

Thus this hypothesis would not be expected to apply in close proximity
to a solid wall where large intensities are usually observed.

Kline

[3] also points out that near the wall some of the longest time
scales may be due to turbulent bursts from the wall, and Kline,
Reynolds, Schraub, and RuSstadler [80] show that these bursts may
begin with very small eddies.

Also, the spectrum-function

(k^)

does not give a complete picture of the energy distribution in a
turbulent flow field since it is simply a one-dimensional cut of
what is actually a three-dimensional wave number space.

As pointed

out by Laufer [41], however, present methods and equipment permit
measurement of the time spectrum only, thereby yielding the one
dimensional section of the three dimensional wave number space.
A great deal of information can still be gleaned from data
regarding both the time spectra and the wave number spectra even
though measurement capability is somewhat limited.

As- will be pointed
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out in the next few sections, information regarding autocorrelation
functions and micro and macro scales of turbulence can be deduced
from the time spectra.

As stated by Pad [81], energy can be considered

to be transferred, in the spatial spectrum, from smaller to larger
wave numbers where it is .eventually dissipated by viscous effects.
Utilizing this idea, Kolmogorov [82] postulated that when the. Reynolds
number is large'enqugh for the energy containing eddies (small wave
numbers) to be much larger than the viscous dissipation eddies (large
wave numbers), the small eddies will be statistically isotropic and
independent of the structure of the large eddies.

He also postulated

that there exists; a subrange of eddy sizes., called the inertial
subrange, in which viscous dissipation is negligible, and' the
dominant.process is the transfer of energy by inertia.forces. Karman
and Lin [83] then show that if such an inertial subrange exists,
the spectrum functions E_^(k^) must be proportional to

.

Tchen [84] further shows that there may be regions in which
Ei(kf) is proportional to k^ ^lor k^ ^. .He shows that if the production
of turbulent energy is larger.than the transfer of turbulent energy,
the k^

law, rather than k^

subrange, and that the k^
eddies than does the k^

-I

will be obtained in the inertial
law normally applies to slightly larger
law. . In fact., if is possible that both

laws will apply over different wave number ranges for the same energy
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spectrum.

Tchen [84] further shows that in, the viscous subrange

(size.of eddies responsible for viscous dissipation), the spectrum
—7
functions

(k^) should be proportional to

Of course the three foregoing laws have been demonstrated only for
isotropic turbulence and will not necessarily apply if anisotropy
prevails, and it is not necessary, for them to apply anywhere within
even an isotropic flow field.

However, they may certainly prove

useful in interpreting experimental results from anisotropic turbulence
Also, Lumley [85] has estimated the effects on spectrum measurements
of anisotropy and due to the fact that the convection velocity of
some of the eddies may differ from the mean velocity.

He estimates

that under extreme circumstances these effects will not exceed 30%.
Measurements of the energy spectra functions for flow in smooth
tubes have been carried out by Bakewell [38], Clark [39], Coantic [86],
Laufer [41], and Wills [87].
Ef Ckf).,sE^;(kf) , and

Laufer [41] presents measurements of

(k^) for a Reynolds number of 500,000 at

y/R = 0.074, 0.691, and 1.0.

Except for.the position closest to the

wall, the E^(k^) spectra exhibit similar.behavior over a wide range
of wave numbers.

In fact, he found these spectra to vary as k^

-5/3

over a considerable range of values of k^,. although this range varied
with position in the pipe.

It is thus concluded that, over this

range,of wave numbers, energy is transferred from smaller to larger
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wave numbers without being significantly influenced by viscous
dissipation or by turbulence production.

In the case of the spectra

obtained very near the wall, Laufer found a.wave number .range where
E f (kf) varies nearly as

thus following one of the types of

behavior predicted by Tchen [84].
The

(k^) and E^(k^) spectra were found by Laufer to exhibit

significantly different behavior than that just described for

■ -5/3

Neither of these spectra were found to obey the k^

(k^).

law, and a

significant energy deficieiicy was observed at low wave numbers.

This

indicates that the higher wave numbers; receive >acsignificant portion
of their energy from means other than the usual transport mechanism
from small to large wave numbers.

Also, Hinze [9] shows that for

isotropic turbulence E^(k^) and E^(k^) can be calculated from

SE (k )

EjCk1) = j

W

- kI

SkI

for j - 2, 3.(2.79)

Laufer [41] applied this equation to calculate EgCk^), and the results
of this calculation do not agree with the experimental.measurements.
This indicates a lack of isotropy; even at the center.of the pipe, as
was shown by Cow's [15] turbulence intensity results.
In general, the results found by Clark [39] tend to confirm the
trends reported by Laufer [Al]. However, Clark found no energy
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deficiency at low wave numbers in the .E^ (k-j.) .or

(k^) spectra.

Instead, he found these spectra to asymptotically approach.a constant
value ^flt low wave numbers.

By plotting

—
&2
(k^) U^/(y u ) versus k^y,

Clark found that, at a particular value of y+ , E^(k^) is independent
of Reynolds number at large values of n y/U . He also found that these
coordinates collapsed E ^ (k^), E^(k^), and E^(k^) into a single curve
+
at large values of k^y and at a given value of y . This indicates
isotropy of the, viscous dissipation eddies as suggested by Kolmogorov
[82].

’
The measurements of Bakewell [38], Coantic [86], and Wills [87]

were directed toward the region, designated as the viscous sublayer.
In the investigations of both Bakewell and Wills, the energy spectra
E^(n) were obtained by taking Fourier transforms of measured auto
correlation functions, as will be discussed infthe.following section.
However, the autocorrelation function is usually measured by two spa
tially separated hot-wire probes, and Hinze [9] notes that these
measurements are susceptible to some inaccuracies for small probe
separation distances.

This, of course, does not negate.the value of

spectrum functions obtained from autocorrelation functions, but
Hinzefs point should be kept in mind.
Bakewell [38] shows plots of E ^ (n) versus n for y+ values
ranging from 1.25 to 4.0.

I

The general shape of .each of these curves
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is essentially the same as that obtained by Laufer [41].

The spectra

obtained by Bakewell at y^" = 10 and' y"*" = 20 are "of,'!nearly -the "vsaine magnitude and are of higher magnitudes than the spectra obtained for
-P
both smaller and larger values of .y ..

However, one distinct feature
,I,
is noted in these spectra; for all values of y ,
(n) appears to
-J-

acquire a nearly constant value, though different for each y , at
frequencies slightly greater than 100 sec
for n < 100 sec

.

“1

. Then

(n) again increases

In addition, Bakewell.found that the spectra which

he acquired for all values of y+ could be reduced to a single curve

2

by plotting E^(n)/ (y n) versus the Strouhal number

S

=

.

(2.80)

u

No.attempt was made to transform the time spectra into wave number
spectra because of the high..turbulence intensities near the wall.
Wills [87] shows the
it

—

-f*

versus nS /U
for y
max

(n) spectrum plotted as Umay E^(n)/6
-J-

= 4 and y

it

=12 , where 6

is the displacement

thickness given by

*

S

fR
Jo

(I - U1Zu
) dy
max

(2.81)

It is seen that both curves reduce almost to the same curve in this
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coordinate system.

This curve again appears to asymptotically approach

a constant value at low frequencies.

In addition to the high turbulence

intensity restriction. Wills indicates that an additional restriction
on the use of Taylor's.hypothesis, equation (2.77), near the wall
is the fact that the turbulence is convected much faster than the local
mean velocity in this region.

This tends to prohibit the use of the

wave number, space.
Coantic's [86] results are plotted in the form of

(n) versus n

■for several values of" y . As in previous cases, he shows that E^(n)
■+
has a maximum magnitude for values of y between 10 and 20.
Energy spectra results for flow in rough tubes, or near any type
of rough surface, are extremely limited.
have made such measurements of

Robertson, et al [46, 47, 66]

(n) at the center line of a sand

roughened pipe at two -Reynolds numbers, both in the transition flow
regime...,...Each of these curves are similar in shape to those obtained
by Laufer [41], though higher in magnitude, and tend to display the
k,

-5/3
' law over an intermediate range of wave numbers.

Results were

also obtained at the center line' of a naturally rough pipe for several
Reynolds numbers in the transition regime, and also at several
positions throughout the pipe at one Reynolds number.

The center line

results were compatible with those obtained in the sand roughened pipe,
and measurements close to the wall .indicated a significant increase
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in magnitude over smooth tube results and a complete .absence of the
“5/3

law.. Robertson et al^ attempt to obtain a universal plot of

energy spectra by utilizing

(n) U^/'(u^-;A^) versus n A^/U^

coordinates, where A^ is the macro scale of turbulence which will be
discussed in a later section of this chapter.

Measurements taken at

the center of both pipes are plotted on these coordinates, and the
data appear to approach a single curve except for low Reynolds
numbers.
Utilizing.a pipe roughened with spherical beads, Goma and Gelhar
[30] have measured the energy spectra at several locations in the pipe
for a Reynolds number slightly in the fully rough flow region.
data are presented as Eh (n) U^/(2R u^) versus 2nR/U^.

Their

These coordinates

become identical to those of Robertson et al [46:, 47, 66] if the
macro scale of turbulence.is equal to the pipe diameter.

A fairly

universal behavior is indicated in the foregoing coordinate system,
though some systematic variations do occur.

Probably the most

noticeable of these is a substantial decrease in magnitude, over that
obtained at the center line, of the spectra near the wall for low
values of 2nR/U^.

At high values of 2nR/U^ the wall spectra were

found to surpass the center line spectra in magnitude.
statements apply to both the

The above

(n) and E^(n) spectra, which were the

only ones measured. ' Significant decreases in both of these spectra
were observed at the lowest frequencies measured, but this is probably

I.
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due to experimental errors rather than indicating any energy deficiency
at these frequencies.
In addition to the preceding, measurements, McQuivey and Richardson
[69] have obtained energy spectra.,
both smooth and rough boundaries.

(n), in open channel flow for
They found, in both cases, the

major energy content at low frequencies.

The inertial subrange was

-exhibited over a much smaller range of frequencies on the rough
than on the smooth boundary.1 Although the energy content at low
frequencies was approximately the same.for the two cases, the energy
content at higher frequencies was much larger for the rough than
for the smooth boundary.

Also, the

-7

law, as predicted by Tchen

[84], was more closely approached on the rough than on the smooth
boundary.

It should be noted that the foregoing comparisons are

qualitative in nature only, since the Reynolds number utilized in the
rough boundary study was approximately 1.75 times as great as that
utilized in the smooth boundary study.

Autocorrelations
In a previous section the correlation between the fluctuating
velocities in two orthogonal directions at a given point in the flow
field was discussed.

The correlation between the values of a

fluctuating velocity irila given direction and at a given point in
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the flow field but at different instants of time will be considered
in this section.

Such a correlation.

Ui (t') Ui (t' - t)

(2.82)

where the averaging is carried out with respect to t ', is termed an
Eulerian correlation or autocorrelation.

It is normal to deal with,

a dimensionless form of this correlation called the correlation
coefficient and defined by

u.(t') u.(t,:- t)
(j).(t) = — ---- — --------

1

.

(2.83)

2
Ui

It can be shown (see Hinze ['9] e.g.) that the correlation coefficient
(J)i (t) is simply the Fourier cosine transform of the energy spectrum
function Ehfn).

Care must be applied, however, in utilizing spectrum

measurements to obtain autocorrelations since spectrum measurements
are usually most accurate in the higher frequency range.
An inspection of equation (2.83) reveals that

(Jii (O) = I

and that

(2.84)
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= O

In fact,

.

(2.85)

must always lie within the range

-I £ (I)iCt) <_ I

.

Hinze [9] shows that near t = 0,

(2.86)

(t) must be parabolic in. shape,

and this parabola is known as the osculating parabola.
Measurements of the autocorrelation function

(t) made by

Havre at al in an isotropic flow field are presented by Hinze [9].
These measurements indicate a rather rapid decrease in ^(t ) as t
becomes larger than zero,

(t) then approaches zero in an

oscillatory manner.
Bakewell [68] has obtained measurements, of the autocorrelation
function ,

(t) in the viscous sublayer of a smooth pipe.

indicate a less rapid decline in

His data

(t) , and a consequent broadening

of this autocorrelation function, as the wall is approached.

This

effect is interpreted as being due to the increasingly dominant role
of low frequencies near the wall.
No information is. available regarding the autocorrelation func
tions for flow near rough surfaces.
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.Turbulence Scales
Several types of micro and macro scales are defined for a
turbulent flow field.

By expanding the autocorrelation coefficient

in a Taylor series about t ■= 0, the equation for the osculating
parabola results:

(t) = I - CtZy1)2

Here

.

(2.87)

is a measure of the most rapid changes that occur in the

fluctuations of U 1 and is called the Eulerian micro scale.

Hinze [9]

demonstrates that, if Taylor's hypothesis is applied, Y 1 can be
written as

n 2 E1 Cn) dn

.

(2 .88)

On the other hand, a rough measure of the longest connection time
in the behavior of U 1 (t) is termed the Eulerian macro scale and is
defined by

O1 Ct) dt

.

(2.89)

Applying Taylor's hypothesis to this equation,aas shown by Hinze [9],
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yields

■= iiS Ei(”>

(2.90)

• 4 ut
In addition to the foregoing Eulerian time scales, spatial scales
are also defined.

A spatial micro scale, which may be considered a

measure of the average dimension of the smallest eddies (i.e., those
mainly responsible for viscous dissipation), may be defined as

_1
2

(2.91)

a.

If it is assumed that Taylor's hypothesis, equation (2.77), applies,
then equation (2.91) becomes

“i

U1 Ti

(2.92)

A measure.of the longest connection distance between the velocities at
two points in the flow field is given by

f°° . Ui (X1) Ui (X1H-C)

(2.93)
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where

is a spatial macro scale of turbulence. As before, if

Taylor's hypothesis applies, equation (2.93) becomes

Ai = Ui Ti .

Measurements of

.

(2.94)

and ct_ in a smooth rectangular channel have

been conducted by Laufer [40].

He found A^ to be approximately

0.8R while A^ and A^ were both equal to about R/4.

No large variations

in any of these spatial macro scales were observed across the
turbulent core.

On the other hand, the ot_^ showed increases with

distance from the wall, all reaching maximum values of about 0 .IR.
These measurements are interpreted by Hinze [9] to indicate, in Lthe
turbulent core, the existence of large eddies elongated in the
axial direction.
Bakewell [68] presents measurements/of

obtained in the viscous

sublayer of a smooth tube by curve-fitting measured values of the
autocorrelation function to obtain the osculating parabola and then
applying equation (2.87).

His measurements show an increase in

with y+ at small distances from the wall,

y^ reaches a.maximum

value of about 16 ms at a y+ value of about 5 and then begins to
decrease rather rapidly.

At y+ = 40, which is as far as Bakewell's

measurements extend, y^ appears to be approaching a constant value of
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about 6 m s .
•.'.Robertson et_ al [46., 47, 66] have conducted measurements of ot^
and

in a smooth pipe, a sand roughened pipe, and a naturally rough

pipe.

In general the values of

are seen to be rather constant in

the turbulent core and to decrease near the wall.

However, a decrease

in?A^ was observed near the center of the smooth pipe, and there was
a marked Reynolds number dependence at this point, in disagreement
with hauler's [40] measurements.

Their measurements of the micro

scale in the smooth and sand roughened pipes were also in disaccord
with hauler's [40] channel results, being much lower in magnitude.
The

data obtained from the naturally rough, pipe, show somewhat the

same trend as hauler's results, however.

'

,

McQuivey and Richardson [69] present experimental measurements
of

and A^ for flow in open channels with both smooth and rough

surfaces.

!

They find both scales to attain maximum values at y/R
1

of approximately 0.45.

;

For Reynolds’numbers between. 6,000 and 12,000

the A^/R values at this point are around 0.12 to 0.15.

Theywere

|

not able -to determine the scale difference over the smooth and rough
boundaries due to the wide variations in Reynolds numbers utilized

:

in the two tests.

i
Pressure Field

IJ
Tbe pressure field occuring in a turbulent flow has not been

,i
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considered prior to this point. However, pressure fluctuations, as '
well as velocity fluctuations, can have an effect on the sturcture of
a turbulent shear flow. • In addition, interactions between the
turbulent pressure and velocity fields, as exemplified by the pressurevelocity cross correlation term appearing in the energy equation, are
important in studying the details of a turbulent flow.
On the other hand, it should be remembered that the independent
importance of the pressure field stems- from an incapability to handle
turbulence theoretically.

The velocity and pressure fields are not

.independent quantities; both are dependent variables of the turbulence
problem, and a solution for the velocity automatically yields a
solution for the pressure.

This fact, is ,'.demonstrated by Townsend

112] for cartesian coordinates by taking the divergence of the
momentum equations, before time averaging, and applying the continuity
equation to obtain

3

3

I
I
i=l j=l

82 (UiU .)

3x.3x.
I I

(2.95)

i=l

Time averaging equation (2.95) yields an expression for the temporal
mean pressure
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3

2

3
I
i=l

- Z-

i=l

3
3x.3x.
i 3

(UiU .+ u. u.)

(2.96)

and ..subtracting (2.96) from (2.95) yields a relationship for the
fluctuating pressure.

r

_3I

i=l

3x1

3

3

.2

y
y ■-i---i:i j:i

(uiuj + ujui ™ uiuj

+ U.U.)

(2.97)

Thus a solution for the velocity field would yield expressions for
the pressure field, but such a solution has thus far eluded
investigators in this area making it necessary to study both pressure
and velocity fields in an attempt to gain a more.complete understand
ing; of the' turbulence phenomena.
Investigations of turbulent .pressure fields have recently been
conducted by Corcos [88]’, Willmarth and Wooldridge [89], and Wills
[90].

These investigators have obtained for pressure fields most

of the types of statistical information previously discussed for
velocity fields.

A comprehensive review of the results of the fore

going studies will not be given here since the current interest is
mainly.in the velocity field, but some of the major results should be
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noted.

Corcos [88] found the region y-^

100 to be essentially free

of pressure sources, thereby enabling specification of the pressure in
terms of its boundary value.

This also indicates that the velocity

field, while dependent upon the turbulent pressures in this region,
is unable to affect them appreciably.

Willmarth and Wooldridge [89]

found that the ratio of the rms value of the wall pressure on a rough
surface to that on a smooth surface is substantially greater than
the ratio of the respective wall shear stresses..
In his study of turbulent flow in a smooth pipe, Laufer [41]
was able to obtain values of all terms appearing in the turbulent
energy equation except the pu^ correlation gradient in the radial
direction, which he then calculated from the experimental measurements.
Although this term was found to be very small, making numerical
determinations somewhat inaccurate, a null value was indicated at the

+

pipe center line while a sharp maximum, has reached near a y

value

of 10.

Turbulence Structure
In this section, an attempt will be made to.summarize the material
in the previous sections and to briefly present an up to date descrip
tion of the structure of turbulent pipe flow.

This discussion will

necessarily be limited to smooth pipes due to the lack of information
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available regarding rough pipes.

Also, a great deal of the information

regarding the flow structure near the wall will be deduced from
experiments on turbulent boundary layers over flat plates.

Although

a great deal of similarity is known to exist near the solid boundary
for pipe flow and boundary layer flow, this similarity diminishes
at sufficient distances from the wall.

In a turbulent boundary layer,

the flow intermittently changes from laminar'to turbulent at large
distances from the wall, and this intermittency phenomenon does not
occur in turbulent pipe flow.

Also, there is a convective transport

of momentum normal.to the solid surface in the boundary layer flow
which does not exist in pipe flow.

These differences are pointed

out by Hughes and Brighton [16].
One of the first investigations concerning turbulent pipe flow
from which somewhat detailed information regarding the■-structure of
the flow can be obtained is that of Laufer [41].

He was able to

determine all terms appearing in the turbulent energy equation.

These

measurements, as corrected by Townsend [12], for the large gradients
near the wall, indicate maximum values for the kinetic energy of the
-j-

turbulence, its dissipation, and its production at a y
neighborhood of ten.

value in the

Over, the major portion of the pipe the

production and dissipation are nearly equal, so the turbulence is
essentially in energy equilibrium.

At the center of the pipe the
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production vanishes, however, while the dissipation does not.

This

loss is compensated for by a diffusion of kinetic energy from the
wall region, and the loss of kinetic energy in the wall region is'
accounted for by a diffusion of pressure energy to this area from
the turbulent core.
Hinze [9] notes that at the point where the production of
turbiilence reaches a maximum, u^ is rather large while U^ and u^ are
relatively small.

This indicates that turbulent kinetic energy

produced by the shearing action of the mean flow goes mostly in favor
of the u| component.

Although a part of this energy is transferred

to the turbulent core, most is immediately dissipated.

Townsend [12]

shows that this behavior may be explained by considering the turbulence
near the wall to be composed both of small attached eddies with a
fixed orientation and of detached free, eddies.

These free eddies,

while diffusing toward the turbulent core, decay and dissipate energy.
Nevertheless, they are still responsible for transporting kinetic
energy to this region.
The energy spectral density measurements made by Laufer [41],
for flow.in a circular pipe, and by Clark [39], for flow in a
rectangular channel, both show an increase in magnitude at higher
frequencies as the wall is approached.

This indicates small, high

intensity eddies in this region, leading to Iajrge viscous dissipation.

\
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These measurements also indicate.the existence of large eddies, which
are elongated in Ithe axial direction, in .the turbulent core.

Both

Clark [39] and Hinze [9], in interpreting hauler's data, conclude
that the small eddies, which are contained within the large eddies,
become smaller as the wall is approached.

This would imply that the

large eddies are at least partially responsible for the diffusion of
the small high intensity eddies .toward the turbulent core.

Hinze [9]

notes that this also requires a transport of low intensity eddies
toward the wall by the large eddies.
Though hauler's [41] measurements, yielded a qualitative descrip
tion of the turbulence structure in pipe flow, they also strongly
emphasized the importance of a knowledge of occurrences very near the
wall.

Clark's [39] study was undertaken to add knowledge in this

area, but before considering his results it would be helpful to review
other investigations which emerged- in this time period.
As early as 1932, Fage and Townend

(see Knudsen and Katz [34])

showed that turbulent fluctuations.occur completely into the layer
near the wall termed the viscous sublayer. hater, two schools of
thought emerged concerning the role played by the viscous sublayer
in the structure of turbulence.

The first of these considered a

passive sublayer which responds to a forcing motion produced by the
outer flow.

This view is exemplified by the works of Reynolds [91]
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and Wills [87].

The second view, given by Einstein and Li [92],

considered, an active sublayer which generates its own structure and
thus affects the flow away from the wall.

This structure generation

is taken to be due to an instability in the sublayer.
Recent investigations by Bakewell [38], Clark [39], =Kline [4],
Kline et al [80], and Schraub [43] have shown that neither of the
foregoing viewpoints is entirely correct.' Visual and quantitative
studies [4, 43, 80] of turbulence near a smooth wall conducted at
Stanford University have indicated the existence of a time dependent,
-jthree-dimensional, streaky structure from y = 0.1 to y

=7.

No

indication is given thht a change in this structure occurs for y~*"
< 0.1.

This longitudinal streaky structure is apparently the result

of low and high speed flow regions existing side by side.

These

streaks normally migrate slowly downstream and drift away from the
wall at an extremely slow rate.

+

for y

An oscillation of the streak begins

between 8 and 12, and this oscillation is -.-amplified, as the

streak moves farther from the wall.

Termination of this oscillation

+

occurs as a very abrupt breakup of the streak for y

between 10 and

30, and this fluid is then ejected into the outer flow region.

The

foregoing process is considered responsible for maintaining the
turbulent flow.
Bakewell [38] reached a similar conclusion from a quantitative
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study of the viscous sublayer.

He concluded that the dominant

phenomenon within this region is the process of vortex stretching of
counter-rotating eddy pairs which are elongated inthe longitudinal
direction.

This also suggests that the sublayer acts to maintain

the turbulent flow field.
Having available the results of the foregoing investigations,
Clark [39-] was able to interpret the results of his channel flow
study in berms of these three-dimensional streaks.
this streaky structure exists for y
+
occurs for 12 < y < 70.

He concluded that

< 12 and that the streak breakup

+
The region for y > 70 is taken simply to

be a manifestation of the processes occurring within the inner layers.
If should be noted that, .in view of the foregoing results, there
does seem to be some justification for the three layer scheme
previously proposed for the mean velocity profile from the phenomeno
logical theories.
In contrast to the foregoing observations regarding the Structure
of turbulent flow .in.'.smooth pipes, virtually no information is
available regarding the turbulence structure for flow in rough pipes.
As noted by::Kline et al [80], the turbulence mechanism for flow adja
cent to rough surfaces may be entirely distinct from that for flow
along smooth walls.

It might be expected that the three-dimensional

streaky structure will continue to exist for flow in':"the hydraulically
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smooth regime, although some slight modifications may occur. However,
data are not available for conjectures regarding the structure in
the transition and fully rough' regimes.
Some available data do indicate definite changes in the
turbulence structure- in rdggh pipes, but no suppositions regarding
such changes have been supplied.

Marris [65] has interpreted Logan

and Jones’ [64] data following an abrupt increase in surface roughness
to indicate a spiral type mean flow, although such an interpretation
Cannot be rigorously supported.

Gow [15] has observed substantial

changes in the Reynolds stressed for flow in a rough pipe over those
in a smooth pipe, indicating a definite change ins structure, but
the characteristics of this, change have not been determined.

Townes

[57], in a study of turbulent flow oyer a two-dimensional square
cavity type roughness element, found that in some cases fluid was
actually removed from within the cavities by a phenomenon resembling
the turbulent bursts udesnribed by Kline, at al [80], but whether
such a phenomenon is representative of the.flow structure near threedimensional roughness elements remains to be seen.

CHAPTER III
CURRENT PROBLEM
The physical importance of understanding the structure of
turbulent flow over rough surfaces was pointed out in Chapter I, and
in- Chapter II the limited extent of current knowledge in this area
was indicated.

.The purpose of the current study is to attempt to

extend available information regarding flow over rough surfaces.

The-

following approach is utilized in an effort to achieve this goal.
First, the governing .equations for the conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy are examined in order to determine the quantities of
importance in this problem.

These quantities are then measured

experimentally, using constant temperature hot-wire anemometry
techniques, for flow in both smooth and rough pipes.

Although some

of this information is currently available for flow in smooth pipes,
these measurements are repeated in order to insure that the experi
mental techniques and apparatus yield reliable results.

In the

current study, only the effect of variation in surface roughness is
considered, and thus all measurements are made at a single Reynolds
number, approximately 165,000.

This value .of the Reynolds number was

selected to yield flow in the hydraulically smooth, transition, and
fully rough regimes respectively for the three values of roughness
utilized.

This study is an extension of the investigations of Gow
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[15] and that of Townes, Gow, Powe, and Weber [93].
As noted in Chapter II, Gow [15] found that the governing
equations, subject to the assumptions normally applied for turbulent
flow in smooth pipes, are not valid for flow in rough pipes.

Thus,

the governing equations are re-analyzed for flow in rough pipes.
A second type of analysis which has proven useful in previous
investigations is also employed in the current study.

This consists

of a consideration of the energy spectra of the fluctuating velocity
components in the three corrdinate directions.

In addition to being

directly useful in analyzing the flow structure, these measurements
enable the calculation of additional quantities such as autocorrelation
functions and turbulence scales.
In summary, this study should yield information regarding
turbulent flow over rough surfaces which is currently unavailable
in the literature.

Such information should then produce clues

regarding the structure of turbulent flow near rough surfaces and the
manner in which this structure changes as the roughness is varied.

CHAPTER IV
. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Momentum and Continuity Relations
The equations expressing the conservation of momentum for the
Newtonian flow of a fluid at.moderate pressures Are the well-known
Navier-Stokes equations.

However, it is impractical to deal with

these equations directly for turbulent flow since the fluid velocity
consists of random fluctuations in the three coordinate directions.
On the other hand, the fact that the velocity fluctuations are
random suggests a statistical approach to the problem.

This can be

accomplished by considering the pressure and the velocity in each
coordinate direction to consist of. a mean and a fluctuating component.
Although it might seem reasonable to also consider fluctuations in
fluid density at this pointj Hinze [9] shows that such fluctuations
can be neglected for low mean velocities (less than about 200 fps
for air) such as those to be considered in the experimental phase
of this study.
Introduction of the mean and fluctuating components of pressure
and velocity into the Navier-Stokes equations, and then time averaging
these equations, results in the Reynolds equations for turbulent flow.
Although no analytical solution Co these.equations has been possible
since they.possess a greater number of unknowns than equations, they
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do serve to indicate measurable quantities of importance in the
turbulent flow process.

The Reynolds equations, as reduced for fully

developed axisymmetric flow in smooth pipes, have been investigated
experimentally by Laufer [41] and theoretically by Pai [33].

However,

the recent investigation by Gow [15] has indicated that this form of
the Reynolds equations may not be valid for turbulent- flow in rough
pipes.

An attempt will thus be made in the current investigation to

derive forms of the Reynolds equations which are valid for flow in
rough pipes.
One of the assumptions made in reducing the Reynolds equations
for flow in smooth pipes is that no mean velocity components occur
in either the radial or angular directions, and this assumption is
justified on the basis of continuity arguments.

However, for flow

in rough pipes, mean velocity components.in the radial and angular
directions must exist for flow around the roughness elements.

Since

the distance from the wall through which such effects may propagate
cannot be definitely determined at this point, these mean velocity '
components must be retained.

Thus, the following expressions will

be utilized for the instantaneous pressure and velocities:

^i +

(4.1a)
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P = P + p

(4.1b)

"Now, for the incompressible flow of a constant property Newtonian
fluid, the continuity equation, in cylindrical coordinates, is giwen by

3x 2

' Ix2

X2

9x 3

(4.2)

‘.Sx1

and the Navier-Stokes equations in the X1 , x2, and X 3 directions,
respectively, are given by

sr'-ifr +vv2bI
DU2

U3

Dt

x„‘

du3

+

u 2u 3

I 9P
P 9Xr

+ V

I 9Ppx, 8X 3

(4.3a)

-
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+ V
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5

(4.3b)

3
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+

,(4.3c)

3
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+
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I Sx1
2 Bx2
x 2 Sx3

(4.4a)
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V

2

9'

I

3'

(4.4b)

%2 9=3

Multiplying the continuity equation by TL and adding to the left hand
side of the Navier-Stokes equation in the

I 3P

+ v V

direction yields

U

(4.5a)

in - u

+ --

V

I

9P

U

V

2 9x

U 0 + -IT
3 . 2 3x

(4.5b)

(4.5c)
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Introducing the mean and fluctuating quantities, equations (4.1),
and time averaging, equations (4.5) become

^

W 1D2 +

I
U 1V

Ul'd2 + V 2

3■

+

® 1 D3 + “i V

+

(4.6a)
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(4.6c)

The reduction of the continuity equation, equation (4.2), under these
same conditions shows that it must be satisfied separately by the
mean and the. fluctuating components.
Although equalions-';(4.:6) gxpress the conservation of momentum
for turbulent flow in rough pipes, a further simplification may be
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expected if roughness elements of a fairly uniform height but with a
random shape distribution are considered.

An analogy with the

statistical time averaging process for temporal velocity fluctuations
suggests the possibility of a statistical space averaging process
for spatial velocity fluctuations due to the presence of the roughnesselements.

Thus the spatial average, in the

direction, of any

variable F is defined as

F

_JL

2tt

f2ir
F dx„

(4.7)

0

The spatially averaged mean velocity in the radial direction must
then vanish to satisfy continuity, and no spatially averaged mean
velocity component in the angular direction may exist in fully
developed flow for the type of roughness under consideration.

In

additioni,the fully developed flow restriction requires all spatially
averaged velocity gradients in the x^ direction to vanish. From
equation (4.7) , it may be seen that the gradient, in the x^ direction,
of any spatially averaged quantity must also be zero.
Utilizing the. foregoing results and spatially averaging equations
(4.6) yields the following relations:
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d Id2

O jId2 + V
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2
3 = - I 3P
P 3x2

d% Oj2dS + “i"3> + % Oj2jjS + uSuSj ■ 0

(4.8b)

(4.8c)

The conservation o f iiiomehtum for turbulent flow in a pipe having
closely packed roughness elements of a fairly uniform height is thus
expressed by equations (4.8).
obtained from these equations.

Some specific results can now be
These results will be compared to
= 0.

smooth pipe results by taking

First, equation. (4.8) may be integrated to yield
"W ■
— A— .

%

——

+

z= c /X

(4.9)
2

'

but all velocities vanish at x^ = R , so c must also Vanish,
Therefore,
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U2«3 = - *2*3

.

(4.1°)

for all values of x^. ..Thus, for a rough pipe, the ^ u ^ correlation
may have a nonzero value, while for smooth pipes it must vanish
everywhere.

This indicates physically the possibility of a transport

of radial momentum through a plane normal to the angular axis', in
rough pipes.
At the pipe cent er line

—

2

—2

and .

would be, -expected Ltd svanish, and

in this case equation (4.8b) indicates that

u

2
2

at

x2 = 0

(4.11)

This result is also valid for flow in smooth pipes, since no mean
velocity components appear, and has been verified experimentally by
Laufer [41].

Also, integrating equation (4.8b) with respect to x 2

yields

P0 - p
—

° "2 + “2

H-

U 3 ) dg ,(4.12)

an expression for the pressure variation in the radial direction.
For flow in smooth pipes, Laufer [41] and Gow [15] have shown that

I
I

Ug is greater than

over the entire cross-section, so it may-be

deduced, from equation (4,12) that the pressure on the solid wall will
be greater than that within the fluid.

This is in contrast with the.-,

results of Pai [33], but he apparently failed to account for the
direction of integration.
By differentiating equation (4.8b) with respect to
it can be
9fr
■
shown that %— is a function only of X1, and an examination of
3xT
I
^
3P
equation (4.8a) then reveals that ^
must be a pure constant.
Equation (4.8a) can thus be integrated to yield

B1P2 + uIu2
*2

R

. _T_
' *2

fl
dx„

(4.13)

where the pressure gradient has been replaced by the shear velocity.
At the pipe, center line,

uIu2 = 0

at

must vanish so

x2 = 0

in agreement with smooth pipe results.

(4.14)

Also, for a smooth pipe

equation (4.13) enables the determination of the u^u2 correlation
from mean velocity measurementscohly.
Equation (4.13) can now be integrated a second time to yield
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rxi' uiu2
iI = jI r

+

[1 - < V R)21 +

rX2

d?

U1U2

(4.15)

For turbulent flow in smooth,pipes the,last term in this expression
goes to zero, and equation (4.15) reduces to the- relationship first
obtained by Pai [33].

For smooth pipes, this equation produces the

surprising result that the longitudinal mean velocity profile can be
expressed as the linear sum of the laminar profile and a contribution
due to the turbulence.

Equation (4.15) indicates that the spatially

averaged longitudinal mean velocity profile for turbulent flow in
rough pipes can be expressed as the linear sum of the laminar profile,
a contribution due to the turbulent flow itself, and a.contribution
due to the presence of the roughness elements.

Energy Relations
Since, in this investigation, no heat transfer is being considered,
the applicable energy equations .will simply express the conservation
of mechanical energy, in analogy with the Bernoulli equation for
laminar flow.

In turbulent flow, however, two types of energy

quantities must be considered— that of the mean flow and that of the
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turbulent fluctuations.

The approach taken in this section will be to

first consider the turbulent energy balance and then to derive an
expression for the conservation of energy in the mean flow.
In order to develop the energy balance for the turbulent motions,
consider equation (4.3) which express the conservation of momentum.
The momentum equation in the x. direction can be rewritten as

f-i,,. .Zi

8t

j-i

hj

I

H i

9P

2

(4.16)

3xj

where
hi = h 2 = 1

and

Iy = x^

(4.17)

and
F1 = O

(4,18a)

yl2

U_U2 3
X0

2

+ “ 2 |U2
X2 \

+ 2

9x-

(4.18b)

I
+

2
X2

*3 - z&E:

(4.18c)

Multiplying the continuity equation by U_, and adding to.:.equation
(4.16) yields
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3t

-.I1

hj

3k .

i r f :

i

x

I

X2 ^

(4.19)

+ t v 2 di

An instantaneous energy balance for each coordinate direction
can now be obtained by multiplying equation (4.19) by IL to obtain

3(U^)
9t

3

^

+ j l

¥

9(U^)

- U.
i 9t

+ U.F. +

9x.

3
I
j=l

M.

9x.

^ 2

X l

(4.20)

v2L

Xn

This equation can be simplified if equation (4.16) is multiplied by
IL and then added to equation (4.20).

9(U2)
— ^-+

3
I

9(U2U )
#---- + 2 U.F. +

3-1 hj

3U

This yields

U 2Un
ii

12

x.

i 9P
PIl Sx^

(4.21)
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Introducing 'the mean and fluctuating quantities given by equation
(4.1) and time averaging,, equation (4.21) becomes

I '-L-

J 1 1-

r F2

( I Dj + 2Di V 3 +

Dj + V j

I

I' r^2
+ 2U.F. + 2u..F. + — [U. U 0 + 2U.u.u0 + ut U 0

ii

ii

2

i i 2

i

2

2— 2

+ u.u2 I

+ VCvzU 1

Ph.

Y
+ ,2&

i

2v

1
I

?

3uA 2

(4.22)

9xj

9xj

The mean pressure gradient can now be eliminated from this equation
by time averaging equation (4.19), then mulitplying it by -2U1, and
adding the resulting equation to equation (4.22).

This results in

_ _
3U
_ 3 (U±U )
U.U. TTTi - Uj — .
+ 2 u.u
i j 9x_
i
3x.
1 j 3xj
3■
^

atV j )
Sx.

—

I r~ ,— 2
+ 2uiFi “ T 1 [U2(U2 " ui} " uiu2 ]

2.U-; ----3P
ph. 3x.

---- 1

1

» x.

1

, ■ „ 2 112
+ v v ui
+ - X r U

—

zSiI1 ^ 2
V 2v
L
2 3x.
3=1 hj \ 3
/

(4.23)
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The expression for the conservation of energy due to the
turbulent fluctuations is then obtained by summing the three relation
ships indicated by equation (4.23) .

The expression for the conserva

tion of.!energy thus becomes

3

3

_ _

I' I V j

i=l j=l

9U -

i 9 (u2' U )

3 5 T + 2

V

+ 2

3U3 U2U3 + U2 U3
^

I
p

J

2v

4 +4

9x.

+ 5fuZu ^

4

+ ~

m-JT.

3 (u2u )

Cu2 cI2 + u 2q2]

0 (pu )
pu
I--------- + v V
h. 9x.

q

- W

(4.24)

where W is the dissipation function giyenLby

3

W=. I.

3

I

V

(4.25)

i=l j=l

hj
and q

is the turbulent kinetic energy.

As in the case of the momentum equation, a considerable simpli
fication can be obtained by spatially averaging in the angular
direction.

This yields the equation
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3

3

/'-4 2

U-U- ^
ill j=l hj l j 9 x B

+ - ~ ^

x2rU2q

x2 "“2
2

-

, 3U3u 2u3 + B 2u3 , 2v

+

"

^ —

2

+ U2q

2
2
u2 + u3

+ 4

T*

- 2 u

v
d
x„ dx_

3 3x,

2

x

2

L

2 dx

(4.26)

- W

2J

This then is the equation expressing the conservation of energy due
to the turbulent velocity fluctuations for flow in rough pipes.
For flow in smooth pipes equation (4.26) reduces to

dll.
U vU

1 2 dx:

2 ^ 2
I

,' --- 2 ^ PU2
=2 I u%q + —

d

X2 ^ 2

r

2V
2-

U 2 + Ug

-o-Tf

9u^

2 u

3 3x.

+ y

s

x2 dx2

X- dx-

2

2

- W

which has previously been obtained by Laufer [41].
that the ratio of the second term on

(4.27)

Laufer showed

the right hand side of this

equation to any other term is of the order of the square of the ratio
of the spatial micro scale to the pipe radius, and thus that this
term is negligible.

This same argument applies also to the energy

equation for flow in rough pipes.

Equation (4.27) can thus be
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written as

dtL
u

1 2 dx

2

v
d
Xg dx.

I

d

=2 1*24

=2 4=2

2 dx_

+

- W

(4.28)

The .left hand side of this equation represents the energy converted
from the mean flow to the fluctuating flow by action of the turbulent
shear stress.

The first term on the right hand side of this equation

represents the rate of.energy change due to the transfer of both
kinetic and potential energies by the velocity fluctuations in the

x_ direction and is normally referred to as the convective diffusion
of total turbulence energy.

The second term represents a gradient

type diffusion of the turbulent kinetic energy, and the last term
represents the direct dissipation of the turbulence energy by
viscous effects.
Comparing equation (4.26) .to.,7(4.28) it can be seen that these
two equations are very similar except that equation (4.26) contains
several terms which do not appear in equation (4.28).

With the

exception of the first term in equation (4.26), these additional
terms appear as gpatlal cross correlations between time averaged
fluctuating velocities and mean velocities in the x

and x^ coordinate
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directions, and these terms would probably, be expected to be relatively
small, although this statement cannot be rigorously proven at this
time.

Also, the first term in equation (4.26) represents the

conversion of energy from the mean motion to the fluctuating motion,
and this would, be.expected to be due principally to the action of the
u^Ug shear stress on the longitudinal velocity gradient in the Xg
direction since
of

and

are expected to be small, as are gradients

in the.x^ and x^ coordinate directions.

Thus, the energy

equation for the turbulence energy in rough pipes will be written as

dU,
u„ u

1 2 dx„ + X

v

d

+ W=O

(4.29)

=2 d=2

This equation will be utilized for flow in both smooth and rough pipes
by taking x to be the convective diffusion term in smooth pipes and
the convective diffusion term, plus the spatial correlation-'.tdrms'.in.
rough pipes.

The approach used in investigating this equation will

be to experimentally measure all terms except x and to then calculate
this term.

Also, some of the components of x will be measured directly

for flow in both smooth and rough pipes to determine roughness
effects on them.
Now, the second type of energy, balance to be considered is that
for conservation of energy of the mean motion.

This equation should
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be formulated to include the first term .in equation (4.29) which
indicates the conversion of energy from the mean to the fluctuating
flow.

Such an equation 'can be developed simply by multiplying the

integrated momentum equation in the longitudinal direction, equation
(4.13), by the mean longitudinal velocity gradient in the

direction.

This yields

ir

“*2

^ s^

+V 2

v [sj

(4.30)

This equation indicates that the energy available due to the pressure
drop along the pipe is partly converted into turbulence energy by
action of the u^u^ shearing stress, partly converted into an energy
associated with the presence of the roughness elements, and partly
dissipated directly by viscous action.

For flow inj,smooth pipes

this equation becomes identical to the mean energy balance originally
obtained by Laufer [41] since the

correlation vanishes.

. , Spectral Analysis
A slightly different approach to the analysis of turbulent flow
than that■taken in the previous section is an analysis of the kinetic
energy of the turbulence fluctuations according to their distributions
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over the various frequencies occurring in these fluctuations.
Although this method is, in general, more useful in the study of
isotropic turbulence than in the study of nonisotropic, turbulence,
it has been successfully utilized, in several investigations of non
isotropic turbulence, including that of Laufer [41], to yield
valuable information.

The .frequency spectra are also useful, in. that

they can be transformed into wave number spectra to indicate eddy
size distributions and in that various other quantities, including
autocorrelation functions and spatial and temporal micro and macro
scales, can be calculated from the frequency spectra.
A brief discussion of theoretical relationships regarding the
analysis of energy spectra in smooth pipes has already been presented
in the literature survey.

Since this type of analysis is concerned

with the frequency domain rather than a spatial domain, the theoretical
relations for flow in smooth pipes will also be valid for flow in
rough pipes.

Thus, no new theoretical results will appear for flow

in rough pipes, and the relationships presented in the literature
review will not be-repeated here.

For more detailed theoretical

analyses, the interested reader is referred to Bendat and Piersol [94],
Blackman and Tukey [95], and Kozin [96].

CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMWind Tunnel
The apparatus utilized for the experimental portion of this
investigation consisted of a closed circuit wind tunnel which is
illustrated schematically in Figure I.

Air was supplied by a

centrifugal blower, to the entrance section through an approximately
two foot diameter flexible duct.

The rectangular entrance section

consisted of a baffle plate, a series of furnace filters to remove
any dust or other foreign particles from the air, and a series of
screens to dampen any large eddies from the flow.

The cross-section

of the entrance section was reduced to slightly above one foot square
through a transition section in the form of a quarter sine wave.
Transition from the square cross-section to the one foot diameter
circular cross-section of the ,aluminum pipe was obtained through a
short, tapered sheet metal duct.

A honeycomb, section was also installed

at the entrance to the aluminum pipe to further insure that no large
eddies would propagate downstream.
.Seventy feet of.one foot diameter aluminum irrigation pipe
preceded the test section in order to insure that the flow would
be fully developed at the test section.

The length to diameter ratio

of approximately seventy is much greater than that usually considered

>■

ALUMINUM PIPE
TEST
SECTION

ENTRANCE
SECTION

BLOWER

DAMPER

FIGURE I

Schematic Representation of Wind Tunnel
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necessary for the establishment of fully-developed flow, even in a
smooth pipe with less suitable entrance conditions.

For example,

with good entry conditions, Laufer [41] found that a length to diameter
ratio of about 19 was sufficient for a smooth pipe, and a much smaller
entrance, length would be expected for flow in a rough pipe than for
flow in a -smooth pipe.
Although the aluminum pipe was nominally one foot in diameter,
careful measurments indicated an average diameter of 11.883 inches.
Thus, the steel test section was machined to this dimension.

A

traversing mechanism for radial positioning of the probe was mounted
on the test section.

This mechanism consisted of a probe support

holder mounted on two cylindrical rods which were positioned parallel
to each other but normal to the test seciton.

Motion of the holder

on the rods was provided by ball-bearing guides

Twelve positioning

rods, machined to lengths differing by precisely one inch, allowed
I
location of a probe to within one inch of a desired position.

A

micrometer screw feed, having a one inch travel and mounted on the
probe support Holder, then enabled, probe movements of less than 0.001
inches.

In order to establish a reference for measuring probe

location before each run the probe was moved toward a.polished spot
on the machined surface until the wire and its image appeared to
coincide.

This position was then considered to be at zero distance
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from the wall.

The probe support was free to rotate about an axis

normal to the pipe axis, and determination of the angular rotation
was made with a protractor attached to the support.

Although the

test section was normally mounted so. that the.linear probe movement
was vertical, the entire test section could be rotated to allow probe
movement in any other direction.
The test section was followed by another section of one-foot
diameter aluminum pipe, which was approximately four feet long, to
insure that downstream effects would not be felt at the test section.
The air was then carried to a heat exchanger by a flexible, duct.
(

This heat exchanger consisted of a large rectangular box containing
two automobile radiators through which water was circulated.

This

water flow rate was controlled by means of a throttling valve so
that a constant air temperature at .the test section was maintained
during each run.

Such a constant temperature was necessary to

eliminate thermal effects on the hot-wire readings and. to maintain
constant fluid properties.

The temperature was.monitored by means

of a mercury-in-glass thermometer located just downstream of the
test section.
The- heat" exchanger was connected to a manual damper by means
of a flexible duct.

This manual damper was. located on the inlet side

of the blower and could be used to control the flow rate through the
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system.

Flexible ducts were utilized to establish a closed.system

because of the adverse effects of dust and other foreign particles
on the response and calibration of the hot-wire probes.

Pressure Measurements
Two types of pressure measurements were required in this investi
gation.

First, the average static pressure drop along the pipe was

necessary for determination of the friction factor, and secondlyi'
a dynamic pressure measurement was necessary for calibration of the
hot-wire readings.

A series of piezometer rings consisting of four

wall taps each were: located' at various positions along the pipe,
beginning at about fifty diameters downstream of the test section,
for determination of the static pressure drop.

The four wall taps

comprising each piezometer ring were located ninety degrees apart and
were connected to a single plastic tube which led to a taut diaphram
differential pressure transducer.

Pressure differences as small as

0.00005 mm Hg and as large as 2 mm Hg could be read with this trans
ducer.

Thus the pressure drop between two piezometer rings wasvread

directly with this transducer and then divided by the distance
between the piezometer rings to yield the pressure drop per unit
length of pipe.

This procedure was then repeated.for numerous pairs

of piezometer rings. Added validity was given to the assumption of
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fully developed flow if each of these pressure drops per unit length
was nearly.the same, and. this was found to. be the case for all three
pipes utilized.. A final value for the pressure drop per unit length
was obtained by arithmetically averaging the foregoing individual
values.

These pressure measurements were facilitated by means of the

manifold system illustrated in Figure 2.
Although the differential pressure transducer was utilized as a
null indicating device, in turbulent flow pressure fluctuations
produce an unsteadiness in the meter reading, and this unsteadiness
appears as fluctuations about the null.reading.

A more accurate

determination of the null value can be obtained by feeding the electri
cal output of the pressure transducer into a filter to remove the
fluctuating portion of the signal and then displaying the output
of the filter on a digital DC voltmeter.

This technique is also illus

trated schematically in Figure 2.
The second type of pressure measurement required is the dynamic
head for calibration purposes. As will be shown later, the hot-wire
signal was electronically made linear with velocity, so only a
single dynamic head measurement was required for caliblation.

The

pipe center line was.selected as the position for.obtaining this
measurement since the dynamic head will be largest.in this location.
A one-sixteenth inch diameter impact tube was located just downstream

NOTE:

Equipment Abbreviations are Given in Appendix TI
PRESSURE
INDICATOR

PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

DCVM#4
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AIR
FILTER

CAPACITIVE
FILTER

AIR
FILTER

MANOMETER

ATMOSPHERE

TO STATIC PRESSURE TAPS
FIGURE 2.

TO TOTAL HEAD PROBE

Schematic Representation of Pressure Measurement System
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of the test section to measure the total pressure at the pipe center
line.

Since the dynamic pressure is simply the differential between,

total and static pressure, a static pressure measurement is also
required at this location.
In laminar flow the static pressure is a constant at any given
longitudinal position and could thus be measured at any radial
.position.

However, this is not the case for turbulent flow as

indicated by equation (4.12).

Although this would seem to dictate

that the static pressure should be measured at the. pipe center line
In turbulent flow, little information is currently available concerning
static pressure measurements within a turbulent flow field.

For

instance, it is known that the fluctuating velocities have different
effects on readings -taken,, from different probes, but the magnitude of
these effects is unknown.

Thus it would be advantageous to be able

to measure the static pressure on the pipe wall with a piezometer
ring as described previously.

The error involved, due to the radial

pressure gradient, in' following this procedure can be estimated for
flow in smooth pipes from equation (4.12)..

This equation was applied

both to the data of Laufer [41] and that of Gow [15], as well as to
that of the current investigation as will, be shown later.

It was

found that, for Reynolds numbers above about 50,000, the maximum
error encountered in center line dynamic head readings because of
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the radial pressure gradient is less than 0.5%.

Thus, dynamic head

readings were obtained by measuring the total pressure at the center
line and the static pressure at the pipe wall.

This reading was

made using a. water manometer which allowed readings from 0.001 to

20 inches of water.
To enable fluid property determination at.the test section,
the difference between the static pressure at the wall and atmosphere
pressure was also determined with the aid of the water manometer.
A barometer reading then allowed calculation of the actual static
pressure at the test section.

Corrections were applied to this

value for the temperature of the water in the manometer and for the
temperature of the mercury in the barometer.

Roughness Characterization
In the rough pipe studies, the entire seventy feet of aluminum
pipe was replaced by one-foot diameter aluminum pipe with sand grains
glued to .its.inner'.surface.

These sand grains were obtained by

sifting between two standard serve sizes, and the roughness size was
taken to be the average mesh size of the two screens.

Two different

roughnesses were utilized; the ,smaller averaged 0.0286 inches, and
the larger averaged 0.225 inches.

As mentioned previously, these

particular sizes allowed the study of the three flow regimes

HO

(hydraulically smooth, transition, and fully rough) at a single
Reynolds number.

A water soluble glue was utilized for.attaching the

sand grains to ,the pipe wall in both cases.

As will be shown later,

friction factor measurements indicated that a uniform sand surface
resulted in both cases.
As indicated in the literature review, most rough pipe studies
are referenced to an.equivalent sand diameter, kg , by comparison
with the friction factor curve obtained by Nikuradse [2].

Thus, the

rough pipes utilized in this study will also be referenced to kg in
order.to enhance comparison with both past and future studies. The
method for making this comparison can be briefly described as follows.
First, ,it was necessary to obtain a curve of friction factor versus
Reynolds number for each pipe.

However, in order to obtain either

Reynolds number or friction: factor, it is necessary to determine the
bulk fluid velocity, Uavg*

This can.be accomplished by employing

equation (2.55) after making several velocity profile runs so that
K can be experimentally determined.

It should be remembered that

this equation is valid for both smooth and rough pipes.
*

—

this equation at the pipe center line, only U
and u
^
max
determined in order to determine U

avg

. U

max

Evaluating
need be

can be evaluated directly

from the dynamic head .measurements at the pipe centerline, and u

*

.

can be evaluated by employing data for pressure drop per unit length
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with equation (2.33).

These measurements, together with determination

of fluid pressure and. temperature, allow calculation of both.the
friction factor, equation. (2.32), and the Reynolds number, Re.
equivalent sand diameter,

The

, can then be determined by employing

equation ^2.44) with the X- Re data which lieu in the fully developed
flow regime.

The results of this analysis will be presented in the

following chapters.

.Electronic Equipment
Constant temperature hot-wire anemometry equipment was utilized
for all velocity measurements in the present investigation, and since
the theory of operation of hot-wire anemometry equipment has become
well known in recent years, only a brief description will be
presented here.

For more details the interested reader is referred

to references [97, 98] .
Basically, hot-wire anemometry is concerned with the .determina
tion of the convective, heat transfer from.a heated wire as fluid
moves past the wire.

If the fluid .temperature and thermo dynamic ,£•

properties remain constant, then the convective heat transfer depends
only on the fluid velocity and temperature difference between the
wire and the fluid.

In a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer,

the heated wire is maintained at a constant temperature so that the
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heat transfer depends only upon the fluid velocity. Maintenance of •
the wire at a constant temperature is accomplished by connecting
the wire as one leg of a Wheatstone bridge curcuit.

As the fluid

velocity past the wire changes, a change in current passing through
the wire is required to maintain the constant temperature, and this
is accomplished by means of a feedback loop.

The anemometer circuitry

is arranged so that the output bridge voltage is proportional to the
current through the hot-wire.
The form of the relationship between bridge voltage (wire
current) and instantaneous velocity^ normal to the wire,,. V, has been
experimentally determined by King [99] to be

I2 r = A + B V 0,5

where A and B are pure constants.

,

(5.1)

The quantity A represents the

2

intersection of the I r versus V calibration curve with the I r axis
at zero velocity.

Although this calibration curve becomes non-linear

at very small velocities, it has been shown [97] that for most hot
wire applications, especially in air, A is very closely approximated
by the power output at zero, velocity, i.e., by the natural convection
and conduction losses through the probe supports.

Thus, A can be

obtained by simply squaring the bridge voltage when the probe is
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exposed to a zero velocity flow.

Electronically this can be done

by utilizing a linearizing circuit to first square the bridge voltage
and then to subtract off the bridge voltage obtained in a zero flow
situation., Squaring this signal then yields a voltage signal which
is directly proportional to the velocity normal to the wire,

' V = a e

(5.2)

The temporal mean value of this voltage (velocity) can then be
determined by time averaging the signal and displaying it on a
digital DC voltmeter, and the rms value of .the fluctuating component
can be determined by feeding the signal into an rms voltmeter.
It has been noted that the velocity:.'V is the instantaneous
fluid velocity normal to the probe, and thus velocity components in
the three coordinate directions can be obtained by positioning the
probe at different orientations in the flow field.

An analysis for

the sensitivity of the probe to the various components for an arbitrary
orientation is presented in Appendix I .
, The,anemometer and linearizer circuits described in the foregoing
paragraphs were utilized for all velocity measurements in the current
investigation.

Other instruments used for analyzing, the signals

from the linearizers will be discussed in the following sections.
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and a complete list of equipment is given in Appendix II.

It should

be noted, however, that Thermo-Systems, Inc. anemometers, linearizers,
and probe supports were utilized throughout the investigation.

The

probes themselves were 0.00015 inch diameter, copper coated tungsten
having an active length of 0.05 inches.

Longitudinal Mean, and Fluctuating Velocity Components
The analysis.in. Appendix II shows that the longitudinal mean
and fluctuating velocity components can be conveniently measured by
placing the hot-wire probe normal to the. mean flow direction.

In

this case the voltage from the linearizer will be given by

e = K (U1 + U1)

,

'

(5.3)

so that, the time averaged value or DC component of e will be
proportional to U 1 while the AC component of e will be related to
U1 by the same constant of proportionality.

Thus, KU1 can be

obtained by feeding the signal e into a capacitive filter for time
averaging and then displaying the output of this filter on.a digital
DC voltmeter.

The quantity Ku1 can be obtained by using e as a n

input to an rms voltmeter which first subtracts out the DC component,
KU1', and then gives the rms value of the AC component.

For convenience
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and accuracy, an rms voltmeter having a DC output proportional'to rms
voltage was utilized, and the output of this voltmeter was displayed
on a digital DC voltmeter.

Asschematic diagram of the instrumentation

used for measuring the longitudinal mean and fluctuating components
of velocity is shown in Figure 3.

The oscilloscope shown in this

figure was used for displaying the hot-wire signal so that the
frequency response "could be optimized using the method described in
reference [100].

The signal was also monitored with the oscilloscope

throughout each test run.to enable the early detection of any
malfunctions.
Before the voltage readings could, be converted to velocities,
it was necessary to determine the value of the constant K.
was accomplished experimentally as follows.

This

First, a dynamic head

measurement was made at the pipe center line as- described previously,
and U
was calculated from this dynamic.head.measurement.
max
Measurement of the DC value of e at the pipe center line then allowed
calcuation of K from the equation

K

/ Umax

(5.4)

Since the hot-wire signal was electronically made?linear with velocity
as described in.the previous section, K was taken as constant over
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the pipe cross-section.

The mean and rms values ,of velocity at any

radial position could .thus be determined by dividing the respective
voltage readings by K.
Although K was not a function of location in the pipe, it was
found to. vary slightly with time due to electronic drift and to small
temperature changes in the test fluid.

Thus, after measurements had

been made at a few radial positions, the probe was returned to the
pipe center line where the mean voltage was again read, and a new
value of K was calculated.

K was then taken to vary linearly with

time between, the two^successive calibration points.
In the past, several corrections have been applied to velocity
measurements obtained from hot-wire readings, and although most of
these are at least partially accounted for by the calibration techniques
described above, some deserve consideration at this point. ■ The
analysis of the hot-wire, sensitivity in Appendix I neglected the
higher order turbulence intensity terms in determining the velocity
normal to the probe.

This is certainly a valid assumption for small

turbulence intensities, but at.what point do the higher order terms
gain significance?

This is difficult, if not impossible, to

estimate for a non-isotropic turbulence, but it is shown in reference
[97] that for an. isotropic turbulence with a normally correlated
Gaussian.distribution, the error in the mean velocity for a 20%
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turbulence intensity (u|/U^) will be about 2% while that for a
50% turbulence intensity Will be about'13%.

Similar results would

be expected for a non-isotropic flow field such as that currently
under consideration.,

Thus, no correction will be attempted for the

effect of turbulence intensity, but this discussion should be kept
in mind if regions of large turbulence intensity are encountered.
A second type of possible error which should be considered is
the possibility of a significant heat loss to the wall when the probe
is in close proximity to this surface.
of this situation has. been

An experimental investigation

conducted by Wills[101].

Hefound that

hot-wire readings cbuld be corrected for thistype of heat loss by
subtraction of a constant from Reynolds number, based on wire diameter,
to the 0.45 power.

This new value is then used in place of the

previous Reynolds number. The constant to be

subtracted depends, only

upon the ratio of the wire diameter to the distance from

the wall.

This correction was applied to all hot-wire readings of the mean
velocity in the current investigation.

For the particular apparatus

under consideration, it was found that this correction became non
zero only .as the probe was positioned to within less than..0...02 inches
of the wall.
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Second Order Velocity Correlation Measurements
Several different types.of second order velocity correlations are
defined for turbulent pipe flow and will be considered in this section.
These include cross correlations between velocity fluctuations in
different coordinate directions, u ^ ^ , u^u^, and.UgU^, as. well as
_ 2 ~2
~~2
mean squared values of the fluctuating velocities, u^’, u^, and u^.
First consider the u^u^ correlation and the mean squared values
~~2
' ~2
U^ and u^, As shown in Appendix.I, the voltage output of a wire
oriented at 0= 0° and £ = -45° will be

eA ' KA (U1 + Y

’

<5-5)

and the voltage output of a wire oriented at a = 0° and % = 45° will
be
eB =

k B-

(U1 " U2)

•'

(5‘6)

An X-array probe having this wire orientation is available as a
standard commercial item.

Solving equation (5.5) and (5.6) for u^

and u2 ,

u

I

(5.7a)
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(5.7b)

and the u.u„ cross.correlation becomes
I z

(5.8)

At the pipe center line,

must vanish; however, this will

occur only if the sensitivities of the two wires are'indentical, ice.,
if

= Kg.

Since.it is almost inconceivable to find two wires and4

electronic circuits with completely identical sensitivities, this
condition can be accounted for experimentally, by setting the X-array
probe at the pipe center line and adjusting gain settings on the e^

2

2

and Sg circuits until e^ and eg are equal.

Equation (5.7) and (5.8),

when time averaged, then become

(5.9a)

(5.9b)

(5.9c)
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Thus, the

cross correlation can be obtained by determining the

mean square values of e^ and e^ and then, subtracting these two values.
~2
~2
Similarly, u^ and u^ can be determined if some electronic means exists
to add and -subgract e^ and e^'-.

This can be accomplished through the

use of. a standard sum and difference circuit, called a correlator.
For inputs e^ and e^, the functions e^, e^, e^ + e^, and e^ - e^
are available at the output,. Input attenuators on this circuit also
provide a convenient means for setting the sensitivities of the two
wires equal.

This calibration procedure was repeated each time the

probe was returned to the center line for a center line voltage
reading.

Also, the e^ and e^ signals presently under consideration

should be purely AC signals, but it is known that the total signal
from the. hot-wire will consist of both a mean and a fluctuating
component.

However, this mean component is removed at the input

to the correlator by operation of the correlator in the AC mode,
thereby giving the desired result of a purely AC signal.
~2 ~2
---Before final determination of u^, u^, or u^u^ can be made, the
constant K appearing in equations (5.9) must be obtained.
can be accomplished, in the following manner.

This

If the X-array probe

is rotated, through a.90°.angle, both wires will be normal to the
flow.

Consider the upstream wire.

Since this wire is normal to the

flow, the voltage output from.the linearizer will be
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a (U1 + U1)

(5.10)

so Bu1 can be determined by simply reading the rms value of e as
described in the previous section.

The constant a can also be deter

mined again by reading e and the dynamic head at the pipe center line,

~2

and thus U 1 can be determined.
$

~2

Knowing u

and having measured

' 2
-Ke ) 'WhdbKthe wires were at an angle to the mean flow, K can be
A
B■
_.

determined from, equation (5.9a), and u^ and U1^

can then be calculated

from equations (5.9b) and (5.9c) respectively.
A schematic of the electronic circuitry utilized in obtaining
these measurements is shown in Figure 4.

FTdte that probe A in this

figure represents the upstream wire when the probe is rotated so that
the wires are normal to the flow.

Also it should be pointed out

~2
that although complete mean velocity profiles and profiles of U1
were obtained with this probe, they would be expected to be slightly
less accurate than the measurements described in the preceding
section with the wire parallel to the solid surface.
—
measurements of U

Thus, the

.
~2
and U 1 obtained with this probe were used for
—

~~2

calibration purposes only, and the values of U 1 and U 1 presented
later in the results of this study were obtained with a wire parallel
to the solid boundary.
The schematic diagram shown in Figure 4 also applies to the
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measurement of the

correlation, and

comments, with a few minor exceptions.

as do most of the foregoing
Again an X-array probe is

utilized, and it can be seen from Appendix I that if one wire
is oriented at,■a = 45° and ? = 0° and: the other wire is oriented at
o =“45 a n d = - ;.Q^, equations (5.7) arid (5.8) still apply if U^ is
replaced by u^. The wire sensitivities can be set equal experimentally

~~2 ~~2

---

as before so that u^, u^, and u^u^ are given by equations (5.9),
again replacing u^ by u^. To determine the constant K in this case
the probe is rotated through a 45° angle rather than a 90° angle.
Rotation is carried out in such a direction that the lower of the
two wires is normal to the mean flow, thereby eliminating probe
support interferences on this reading.

Also, due to the fact that

the two- wiresvon this probe are separated by a small radial
displacement, a correction, in the form of a linear interpolation
~2
~2
between two successive readings, was; applied to e and e .
A
B

For

flow in the smooth..pipe this correction tended to make the-u^u^
correlation vanish over the entire cross-section of the pipe,
thereby indicating its validity.

The remainder of the previous

remarks for the u^-u^ probe also apply to the u^-u^ probe.
The only remaining second order correlation term is the u^u^
cross correlation.

Measurement of this term would, require a

combination of the two probes described previously.

That is, four
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hot-wires, four anemometers, and four linearizers would be required
for simultaneous.operation, and this would be a very difficult task
from an experimental point of view, even if the necessary equipment
were available.

Fortunately, the u^u^

correlation term does not

appear in either the momentum or energy equations, and thus is not
required in the.investigation of these equations.

Also, it was shown

theoretically that this term is zero for flow in a smooth pipe, and
it is, therefore, expected to be small for flow in rough pipes.
Several types of corrections have also been developed for
application to the X-array type probes discussed in. this section.
For instance, Chapagne et al [102, 103, 104] and Friehe and Schwarz
[105] have developed corrections for the cooling effect of velocity
components parallel to the wire, and Uberoi and Kavansznay [106]
have developed corrections for the effect of the nonzero size of the
wire.

However, since these terms are at least partially taken into

account by the foregoing calibration, procedures, no specific corrections
were applied.for these .effects.

Third Order Velocity.Correlation Measurements
The only governing equation which contains third order velocity
correlation terms in this investigation is the energy equation,
equation (4.29), and these terms appear implicitly in the convective
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diffusion term-x-

Although the technique ,used" in investigating this

equation will be to measure all terms except % and then to calculate
this quantity, it would certainly be useful to have some information
regarding the variation with, roughness of some of the terms comprising
%.

For both smooth and.rough pipes x contains the third order

correlation terms u^q
tions,

2

U 1U 0 ,.

which can be broken into three separate correla-

3
2
u0, .and u 0u0. As.-shown in the previous section, the
J Z

L Z Z

measurement of u^u^ is extremely difficult from an experimental point
of view, and the same wire arrangement would also be required for
measuring u^u^, thereby making its determination impractical also.

~2

However, the first two terms, u^-u^

3

and u^, could be obtained with

the available instrumentation, and a schematic diagram of the electronic
circiutry utilized in these measurements is shown in Figure 5.
Consider first the u^u^ correlation. ' Using the u^-u^ X-array
probe described in. the previous section, the wire sensitivities can
again be set equal experimentally so that u^ and u^ are given by

U1 = I«eA + eB)

(5.11a)

" 2 = K(eA - eB)

(5.11b)

Thus, U1U^ can be written as
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12

4

{ [(e^ + eg)^ + Ce^ -

(5.12)

- £'(eA + eB )2 " (eA ™ eB )]2 }

The

correlation can then be obtained if the difference between
and e^ can be added to or subtracted from the square of the sum

of e^ and e^.

This can be accomplished electronically by means of

two correlators.

Although not mentioned in the previous section,.

each correlator has two output terminals, at each of which e^, e^,
e^ + eg, and e^ - e^ are;' available.

Thus, e^ and e^ can be used as

the input to the first correlator while e^ - e^-is taken as. one of
the outputs.

This output is fed directly into the A input of the

second correlator.

From the second output terminal of the.first

correlator, e^ + e^ can be fed into a squaring circuit, and the
output of this squaring circuit then becomes the B input to correlator
number two. Reading the r m s value of the output of correlator number
two when it is set to add or subtract,, the inputs then yields the
first and second terms JLnlbtackets from.equation (5.12).

These terms

cannot be read directly, however. Although the input signals to the
first correlator are purely AC signals, a DC component may be
introduced by the squaring operation..

This DC component can be read
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directly on a digital DC voltmeter after the squaring operation.

The

true rms value of either of the terms in equation (5.12) is then
the square root of the sum of the square of this DC component and
the square of the rms reading from the output of the second correlator.
A slight.prohiem encountered in utilizing the above technique
is that, for a zero input voltage to either the first correlator or
to the squaring circuit, the DC outputs of these instruments will
not be Idenfiicallytzero, i. e., there will be a small DC offset.

This

can be subtracted out by placing a. variable voltage DC power supply
with a floating ground, in series with these instruments and adjusting
the power supply voltage to null the DC offset.
Calibration of this system was conducted in the following manner.
First, a function generator set to- yield a sine wave output was
utilized to set all input and 'output gains on correlator number two
equal to unity so that the DC component could be read prior to this
correlator, and the correlator could be operated in the AC mode.

The

DC offset of correlator number one and the squaring circuit were nulled
as described in the previous paragraph, and the two hot wires were
given equal sensitivities by adjusting the input gains on the first
correlator.

The gain on the first output of correlator number one

was set to unity.

Since the output of the squaring circuit was only

proportional to the actual square of the input signal, it was
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necessary to eliminate this scale factor experimentally.

This was

accomplished by introducing a sine wave into either input of correlator
number one and reading the rms value at output number one.

Therms

value of the square of this sine.wave could then be calculated and the
gain on output number two of the first correlator was adjusted to
yield this desired value at the output of the squaring circuit. In addition to measuring the quantities indicated by equation
(5.12), (e^ + e )

was also measured so that the procedure described

in the previous section could be utilized for the determination of the
constant K.

The method described there was also utilized for

determining the constant of proportionality between mean voltage and
velocity.

The entire calibration procedure given.in the foregoing

paragraph was repeated 'each time the probe was returned to the pipe
center line for mean voltage measurement..

3
Xhe u^ "third order correlation can be determined in a manner
completely analogous to that just described if it is recognized .that
“3
u^ can be written,, from equation (5.11b), as

~3
U2

4

( [<eA - =B)2 + Cei - e p i 2

' I(eA ' eB)2 ' (eA - eB)]2

1

(5.13)
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In fact, the only difference will be that.the quantity being squared
will be the difference between e^ and e^ rather than their sum.

Dissipation. Function Measurements
Since several specialized techniques were required for determina
tion of the terms appearing in the dissipation function, equation
(4.25), a separate section is devoted to this term.

First, it was

indicated in the literature review that the quantities

2
for

i = I, 2, 3

(5.14)

could be calculated from the spatial micro scale of turbulence by
equation (2.91), and the determination of the spatial micro scale
will be described in the energy spectra analysis.

For the present,

it is sufficient to realize that the quantities (5.14) can be
determined experimentally.
Next, consider the term

<5.15)

Hinze [9] has shown that this term is related, to a spatial correlation
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function by

U1U1 Cn)
= I

+ higher order terms(5.16)

UlUi (n)
where n is a small radial displacement.

Laufer [41] neglected the

higher order terms appearing in equation (5.16), and although one of
these terms was considered by Townsend [12] in a reanalysis of
Laufer1s data, this term did not appreciably affect the results.

Thus,

the higher order terms appearing in equation (5.16) will be neglected
in the current analysis.

—2
~2
Now, realizing that U 1 and U 1 Cn) will be

nearly identical, equation (5.16) can be written as

[u -u (n)]
— ---\----h

,

(5.17)

and this expression lends itself to experimental measurements much
better than does equation (5.16).
The utilization of equation (5.17).for the determination of the
quantity (5.15) requires the simultaneous measurement of the U1
fluctuating velocity at two points separated by a small radial
displacement.,; ql 'This was accomplished by purchasing a specially
constructed .probe.consisting of two wires, each oriented at

^ 90°
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and 'g = 0°.

The- electrical circuit illustrated schematically in

Figure 6 was then used for operation of this probe.

The- correlator

was -used directly for determination of the difference between the
two' signals.
Calibration of this circuit was accomplished in the following
manner.

First, with the probe at the center line of the pipe the

output, gain on the B Iinearizer wasvset to the center of its range,and the output gain on the A linearizer was adjusted to give a mean
voltage reading equal to that of the B linearizer.

The A linearizer

gain was then locked in position for the remainder of the run.

Each

time the probe was returned to the center line for voltage measurement,
the B linearizer gain was adjusted, if necessary, to compensate for
differences in drift between...the two -circuits. Using a known sine
wave input from the function generator, the A input gain on the
correlator was adjusted to unity, and the wires were experimentally
given equal sensitivities by adjusting, the B input gain until the •
rms voltage from probes A and B.iwer.e equal.

The output gain on the

correlation was set to unity for the entire run.

With the probe at

any position other than the center line, the mean, and rms voltage
readings were then taken to be .the averages of the readings from
the two wires.

Determination of the constant of proportionality

between voltage.and velocity followed exactly the same procedure
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outlined in the section on mean velocity, measurements.
Consider next the term

(5.18)

2

Xn

In a manner analogous to the previous development, this term can be
expressed as

2
(5.19)

where g is a small linear separation distance in the x^ direction.
The purchasing of a specially constructed probe consisting of two
wires oriented at a = 0° and X =. 90° allowed measurement of the
quantity (5.18) using circuitry and calibration procedures identical
to that just described.
The wire arrangements and electrical equipment required for
the determination of the remaining terms in equation .(4;25) make
their measurement completely impractical.. Thus, as in previous
turbulence studies, e.g., that of Klebanoff [107] for a boundary layer
and that of Laufer [41] for anamooth pipe, it is assumed that the
mean square values of the derivatives with respect to a given
coordinate direction separately satisfy the isotropic relations,
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2

(5,20a)

(5,20b)

This assumption allows the calculation of the remaining terms in
equation (4.25) and thus the complete determination of the dissipation
function.
It should be noted that in many previous turbulence studies,
the dissipation function has been calculated by assuming isotropic
relations between all terms.

The resulting expression for W in

this case is

W = 15v

(5.21)

Although an approximation has been made in the determination of W
in the current analysis, the.values obtained should be much more
reliable than values obtained from equation (5.21)..

Comparisons

will later be madq between these two values in order to determine
differences in magnitude.
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Energy .Spectra. Measurentents
As may be recalled from the literature review, the energy spectrum
function E.(n) for the fluctuating velocity in the x. direction is
I

X

defined as the fraction of energy of u^ contained in a frequency
range n to n + dn.

Energy spectra for the fluctuating velocities in all

three coordinate directions were obtained in the current investigation
with the aid of a commercial wave analyzer sensitive to frequencies
.from about 10 Hz to 620KHz.

Although bandwidths of 10 Hz, 100 Hz,

1000 Hz, and 3100 Hz were, available on the instrument, only the ,first
two. of these were utilized, and calibration of the instrument indicated
effective values of 6.2 Hz and 93.3 Hz rather than 10 Hz and 100 Hz.
This calibration procedure is described in Appendix III.
The theory of operation of the wave analyzer may be briefly
described in the following manner.

Two outputs are taken from the

instrument, the frequency n.at the center, of the bandwidth and the
ratio of the average value of the rectified voltage appearing within
the bandwidth to a reference voltage setting on the instrument.
This ratio is indicated on a logarithmic scale in decibels. Thus,
the dB output of the instrument is given by

2
(n)
avg
2
e „
ref

e
dB = 10 log

(5.22)
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where eaVg (n). represents, the average.,value..of. the. rectified signal
appearing in. the bandwidth centered on frequency n, and e ^ ^ represents
the reference voltage setting on the wave analyzer.

Now, from equation

—2
(2.73) U^ can be written as

(n)
Eh (n) dn

(5.23)

where u\(n) is the mean squared value of u^ occurring in, the bandwidth
An centered at frequency n.

Recalling that velocity is directly

proportional to voltage, equation (5.23) can be rewritten as

I
An

2

Si (a)
(5,24)

I
An

eavg fa)

2

■ 6ref
£

ejrw
(5.25)
= L g (a)

Introducing equation (5.22)

e?(n)

IOd3/10

An

d„

(5.26)

eavg(n)
Before equation (5.26) can be utilized the ratio of the mean
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squared to the rectified average value ,of e _ must jbe determined.

This

would be .possible if something were known about.the temporal distribu
tion of e^, and due .to the random nature of turbulence,, a Gaussian
distribution might be suspected.

Although this is not exactly the

case, as has been, shown byyprevious investigations, the deviation
from a Gaussian is not expected to be substantial.

Thus,.suchiia

distribution was assumed, and preliminary tests with the wave analyzer
indicated that the left hand side of equation (5.26). was unity -within
+20%.

This is well within the + 40% deviation' reported by Robertson

nt al [47] in their measurements.of rough pipe energy spectra.
The deviations obtained from equation (5.26) can be significantly
reduced,;however, by relaxing the.assumption of a Gaussian distribu
tion.

Instead, if the ratio of the mean.squared to the rectified

average value of e . is only considered to be independent of frequency,
as was the case.with the Gaussian distribution, equation (5.26) can
be rewritten as

-I

e&n)
f

An

10dB/10 dn

(5.27)

eavg(n)
The right hand side of equation (5.27) can conveniently be evaluated
by numerical integration of .the experimental, data, so the energy
spectrum function can finally be evaluated from
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(5.28)

An
,i

0

f
16#/I0d
An.

The bandwidth An appearing in the integral is not cancelled because,
in the experimental program, different bandwidths were utilized over
different frequency ranges
Two DC voltage outputs, proportionaltto frequency and dB
respectively, were available from the wave analyzer, and this instru
ment had the capability of automatically sweeping through a desired
frequency range.

This made it convenient to feed the signals directly

into a Hewlett Packard 2115A digital computer, through an analog to
digital converter, for recording.

This type of data acquisition

system is described by Enochson [108], e.g. Calibration of the analog
to digital conversion system, as described in Appendix IV, enabled
the frequency and dB to be output directly from the computer.
In preliminary tests with the wave.analyzer, it was found that
large bandwidths or sweep rates did not yield reliable results for
the very low frequencies, so three combinations of bandwidths and
sweep rate were utilized to cover the necessary frequency range..
These are tabulated in.Table 2.

Also, for frequencies less than

300 Hz it was found that the voltage signal proportional to frequency

n (min.) . n (max.)
Hz .
Hz
—
300

2000
Table 2.

An
Hz

sweep rate
Hz/sec

300

10

I

2000

100

10

100

100

—

Wave Analyzer Operating Ranges

was near zero, and therefore tended to be affected significantly by
electronic noise.

This problem-was eliminated by plotting.dB versus

frequency directly with an X-Y plotter in. this frequency range.
A s’
chematic diagram of the electrical circuit utilized to obtain
the

(n) spectrum function is shown in Figure 7, and that used to

obtain the TL^ (n) and

(n) functions, is 'shown in Figure 8 .

These

~2 ~~2
circuits are identical to those utilized for obtaining u^, u^, and
U^ except for the addition of the wave analyzer and the instrumentation
for recording its outputs.

Since the maximum input voltage to the

analog to digital converter was one volt, while the outputs of the
wave analyzer could reach abo.ut twenty volts, a simple resistive
network was utilized to attenuate these signals so that they did not
exceed a unit voltage.

A "variable speed pulse generator was utilized

with the computer so that sampling rates from the analog to digital
computer could be controlled by the source program.

During actual
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data runs,, control of the computer was exercised through a teletype
located in the laboratory with the wind tunnel.
In addition to obtaining frequency domain and wave number domain
information from the spectral analysis, autocorrelation functions
and turbulence scales were also determined from these data.

As stated

previously, the autocorrelation function is simply the Fourier cosine
transform of the spectrum function.

E_^(n) cos n t dn,

*i(t)

and can be obtained by numerical integration.

(5.29)

The Eulerian turbulence

scales can then be found by numerical integration of energy, spectra
and autocorrelation functions.

I

E^(n) dn

2

(5.30)

Yi

<(>.(t) dt

Ti =

(5.31)

0
Next, spatial turbulence- scales can be obtained by applying Taylor's
hypothesis, equation (2.77)., t'h the Eulerian scales,
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ai = U1 Yi

(5.32)

A. = U 1 T.

(5.33)

Elements of the dissipation function, as discussed in the previous
section, may finally be obtained from the spatial micro scale,

13u
3x
\

2
i

( 5, 34)

I

Data Reduction
The reduction of the experimental data in this investigation was
accomplished through use of an XDS SIGMA 7 and a HP2116A digital
computer. .The HP2116A was programmed in BASIC.for quick calculations,
and the bulk of the data reduction was carried out using FORTRAN IVH
on the XDS SIGMA 7 computer.

A single program was written to

determine the longitudinal mean and fluctuating velocities from the
voltage data obtained in every experimental run.

The corrections

described previously for heat loss to the wall and electronic drift
were applied in this program.
A subroutine, utilized together with the basic data reduction
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program, was used for reduction of any auxiliary data such as the
cross correlation data obtained with the X-array probes.

Thus it

was possible to utilize a single computer program to convert the
many different types of voltage data obtained in this investigation
to velocity data.

This velocity data was recorded both on printed

output and on punched cards.

These punched cards could then be used

as input data to a variety of additional programs for calculation
of the quantities of interest.

The output from these programs was

again in the form of printed output and plots obtained through use
of a numerically controlled CALCOMP X-Y plotter.

These programs are

described in more detail in Appendix V.
One source of difficulty in utilizing the punched card output
directly was the fact that in many cases it was necessary to combine
the data from two or more different types of runs in order to obtain
a quantity of interest, and these data were usually not available
at identical radial positions-.

Therefore, it was necessary to

utilizeisome type of interpolation scheme to, match the radial positions,
and a linear, interpolation.was first ,attempted.

Although this method

of interpolation normally produced good results, its accuracy was
found to be somewhat limited in certain cases.
A second source of difficulty stemmed from the fact that
derivatives.of measured quantities were required in some instances,
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and as is.usually the case, the direct numerical evaluation of these
derivatives from the experimental data was found to yield unsatisfactory
results.
These difficulties were alleviated by utilizing the method
described by Powe and Smith [109].to first fit a series of curves to
the experimental data, and-then.using the equations for these curves
to reproduce the experimental data and intermediate points,,
Polynomials were normally used, and they were selected on the basis
of how well they reproduced the experimental data rather than on
the basis of being physically meaningful equations.

As a result,

polynomials from the first through the fifteenth order, in radial
position, were commonly utilized.
Another source of difficulty was encountered in attempting, to
numerically evaluate the Fourier transforms encountered in reduction
of the energy spectrum data.

For instance, consider the integral

r
E .(n) cos.n t dn
-1O

.

(5.35)

1

For a given value of t .and at large frequencies, an experimental
value of Eh(n) will not be available for every cycle of the cosine
function, and therefore, a direct numerical evaluationXdf this
integral, using Simpson’s rule e.g., will not be accurate. This
problem can be eliminated in the following manner.

Consider two
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adjacent experimental values of the spectrum function, E .(m.) and
1 I
E-

L

> and assume a linear variation of Eh (n) between frequencies

ny and mJ ^ i .Functionally, Eh (n) can then be expressed, within this
frequency range as

n - m.

E1W -

[E.(m. ,n): - E (m. ) ]

where E^(ny) and E^(m^+^) are known experimental values.

,(5,36)

Utilizing

this expression, the integral (5.35) can be written as

N-I

OD

E .(n) cos n t dn =
O

1

V

i

" h

+

"j+l ' “j

I +■

iA .
j=l

Ei<mj+i)

*j+i - mJ I h h '

sin(m. t) - sinGnyt)
I-T-1j

Ei (mj+i) - V

m?

- cos(mj+1t)

- — cos(idit)+ m - sin(m ^t) - m. sin(mi t) >
tJ
J"i"-*J
j
j,

, (5.37%

for t not equal to zero, N being the total number of experimental
data points, and Eh(n) equal to.zero for all frequencies'larger than
N.

Evaluation of the integral from equation (5.37) results in the
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inclusion of all cycles of the cosine term and eliminates the
previously described difficulty.
In previons.-investigations, energy spectrum data have usually
been presented in the form of plots of the spectrum function versus
frequency at a given radial position.

Such a curve was plotted for

several radii, thereby yielding a family of curves.

In the current

investigation, energy spectra were obtained in approximately thiri'y
radial positions for the fluctuating.velocities in all three coordinate
directions, making it necessary to devise an alternative means of
presenting these data.

This was accomplished by obtaining contour

maps of the spectrum functions, thereby allowing the data to be
presented in a concise but.meaningful form.
All of the final results of this investigation were obtained
in the form of plots generated by.a CALCOME X-Y plotter controlled
by the XDS SIGMA 7 computer.

Printed output was also obtained as

supporting, information for these plots.

These results will be

presented in the following chapters.

should be noted that the .

solid lines appearing on the plots in these chapters represent the
equations obtained by curve fitting the experimental data, unless
otherwise indicated.

All directly measured experimental data are

also presented on these plots.

CHAPTER VI
SMOOTH PIPE RESULTS
Mean Velocity' and .Flow. Resistance
In order to establish the fact that the smooth pipe did, in fact,
yield flow in the hydraulically smooth regime, measurements were first
made of friction factor versus Reynolds number over a wide range of
Reynolds numbers^

This was accomplished by utilizing Cow's [15] mean

velocity data to determine values of K from equation (2.56).

These

calculations indicated that K was independent of.Reynolds number and
equal to approximately 0.336.

U

avg

=U

max

it is found that U

avg

Thus solving equation (2.56) for U , ,

(6 .1)

- 1.5u*/K

can be determined if the maximum mean velocity

and the shear velocity are known, and these two.quantities can be
evaluated from dynamic and static pressure measurements.

Therefore,

a friction factor versus Reynolds, number curve can be obtained solely
from pressure measurements, and.such data are presented in Figure 9.
The solid line on this figure represents Prandtl's universal friction
factor equation for turbulent flow in smooth tubes, equation (2.35),
and the experimental data do indicate that the flow is in the
hydraulically smooth regime over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
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FIGURE 9.

Flow Resistance Characterization for Smooth Pipe
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Specifically, .all measurements described in this section are made at
a Reynolds number of 165,000 yielding a value of y+ at the center line
of 3510.

Mean velocity measurements at the selected Reynolds number

are shown in,Figuire 10 for .the center portion of the pipe and in
Figure 11 for the wall region.

The dashed line in Figure 11 is the

velocity gradient at the wall obtained by evaluating: the integrated
momentum equation, equation (4.13), at the solid boundary. This- yields

dU1
I
d%2

_

*2
u
v

(6.2)

!

Thus, by employing equation (6.2) the velocity gradient at the wall
can be predicted directly from measurements of the static pressure
drop along, the pipe and' a. check on the mean velocity measurements is
obtained. • The ..dashed line in Figure 11 shows excellent agreement
with the mean velocity profile obtained,with.the hot-wire anemometer
and corrected for the heat loss to the wall'.
The solid line in Figures 10 and 11 represents values of the
mean velocity predicted by the empirical equation obtained from a
curve fit of the mean velocity data.

Although the curve fitting

procedures were not meant to generally, yield physically significant
equations, this particular equation appears to be general enough to
.warrant further consideration.

It was obtained by modifying and

I
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FIGURE 10.

Mean Velocity Profile for Center Portion of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 11.

Wall Region Mean Velocity Profile for Smooth Pipe
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combining two previously proposed relations for different regions
of the pipe.

Kays [13] has shown.that.equation (2.14) not only allows

for a slight Reynolds number dependence but also yields a zero velocity
gradient at the pipe center line in contrast with the standard
logarithmic relation.

Longwell [18] indicates that equation (2.16)

satisfies the wall boundary conditions and yields continuity in the
velocity and its gradient at y^, the point where this equation is
matched with a relationship for.the center region of the pipe.

During

the course of the current investigation it was found that all
boundary conditions, as well as the Reynold's equations, could be
satisfied by a relationship of.the form

u+ = A 0 + B 0 £n (Z) for
z
z

u+ = Ag tanh (Z/Ag)

for

Z

> Z
— a

Z <_ Z^

(6.3a)

,

(6.3b)

where Z is defined by

1.5 y+ (I + x_/R)
Z = ------------- ---I + 2(x 2/R)Z

.

(6.4)

Curve fitting Cow’s [15] velocity profile data in the center region
of the pipe (y* > 30) for Reynolds numbers between about 50,000 and
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and 500,000 allowed'the determination of
respectively.

and

as 5.98 and.- 2.42,

These ..values, are .in excellent agreement .with the

coefficients of the standard logarithmic equations listed in Table I.
Having values for Av. and B„, the constants A 0 and Z
2

■

z

J

a

can be calculated

from the requirement of continuity of u"*" and its gradient at Z^.

By

this methqd A^ and Z^ were determined to be 14.68. and 27.75 respective
ly.

An error analysis for 25 velocity profile runs performed by

Gow [15] in the given Reynolds number range revealed an average
deviation from equations (6.3) of only 2.4%, while 98% of these data
were within +10% of the equation.

Thus, equations (6.3) appear to

represent universal velocity profile expressions and have the advantage
over previously proposed relationships of satisfying all boundary
conditions' as well as the Reynolds equations.

. Fluctuating Velocities
The rms values of the fluctuating.velocities in the three
coordinate directions are presented in Figure 12 for the central
region of the pipe and in.Figure 13 for the wall region.

In contrast

with.hauler's [41] results, Figure 12 indicates that isotropic flow
is not attained at the pipe center line since.the three fluctuating
velocity components are not equal at that point.

However, as required

by equation (4.11), u^ and u^ are found to become equal when x^
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FIGURE 12.

RMS Values of Fluctuating Velocities in Center Portion of
Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 13.

RMS Values of Fluctuating Velocities Near Wall of Smooth Pipe
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vanishes.

This finding is in agreement with the results of Clark [39],

Gow [15], and Robertson, et al [46] who,all found u^ and u^ to be equal
at the center line while u| had a slightly larger value,

The

magnitudes of the rms.values of the fluctuating velocities, when
normalized with the shear velocity, were found to be near 0.8 at the
pipe center line in all the aforementioned investigations, iarid such
magnitudes are also indicated in Figure,-12.

This figure shows that,

for values of y/R less than unity, all the u’ incrhase, u^ at the
fastest rate and u], at the slowest.
to be attained at y

=14

A maximum value of u^ was found

(y/R = 0.004), while maximum values of

U^ and Ug were found at y+ = 28 and.y+ = 35 respectively.

The y+

value of 14 for the maximum in uj^ is identical to the value discovered
by Clark [39] and extremely close to the value of 15 given by Hinze
[9] in his analysis of Laufer's [41] data.
..It should be recalled that one of the assumptions made in
utilizing the hot-wire anemometry, equipment is that a small turbulence
intensity exists..

The intensities of the three fluctuating velocities

in the current investigation are indicated in Figure 14, and it pan
been seen that all intensities remain less than about .20%, except
possibly for points extremely near the wall.

In view of the fact

that it has been shown in reference [97] that a 20% turbulence inten
sity leads to an error of only about .2% in the mean velocity for an

.20
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FIGURE 14.

Turbulence Intensities for Smooth Pipe
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isotropic turbulence with a normally correlated Gaussian distribution,
the turbulence intensities:indicated in Figure 14 are not expected to
produce significant.errors, in the present results.
It has been indicated in the previous paragraphs that the flow
in the smooth pipe was non-isotropic, but no quantitative measure of
the degree of anisotropy has been given.

One such measure is given by

the ratios of the rms values of the fluctuating velocities in two
different coordinate directions, called, anisotropy ratios.

For a

perfectly isotropic flow, the anisotropy ratios would equal unity
throughout the flow field, and therefore, the deviation of the
anisotropy ratios from unity is an indication of the degree of
anisotropy.
in Figure 15.

Such results from the current investigation are. indicated
In agreement with the investigation of Robertson et aI

[46], the anisotropy ratio u^/u^ is seen to increase in an approximately
linear fashion from y/R = 0.1 to y/R = 1.0.

Numerical values of this

ratio shown in Figure 15 are also in. reasonable agreement with values
obtained by Robertson ert al [46].

They found values of 0.6 at y/R =

0.1 and 0.9 at y/R = 1.0, while values of 0.45 at y/R = 0.1 and 0.8
at y/R

f

. 1.0

are indicated from the current results.

The behavior

of the two remaining ratios is somewhat, similar to. that.just indicated
for u^/u-p i.e., their variation.is approximately linear from y/R = 0.1
to y/R = 1.0.

However, magnitude differences do occur in the three

1.0
u;/u;

,8

.6
,5
,4
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FIGURE 15.

Smooth Pipe Anisotropy Ratios
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ratios.

At y/R = 0.1, u^/u|.has a value of about. 0.6, .while u^/u^

is approximately 0.7, and at the pipe center line u^/u^. and u^/.u^-'
are 0.8 and 1.0 respectively.

As expected., Figure 15 indicates a

tendency toward isotropy by u^ and u^ a t .the pipe center line while
u| prevents the flow from becoming completely isotropic.I •Substantial
deviations from isotropic flow are indicated throughout the remainder
of the pipe.
Measurement of the fluctuating.velocities in the three coordinate
directions allows the calculation of the turbulence kinetic energy,
and this quantity will be of considerable importance in later consider
ations.

Figures 16 and 17 indicate that this quantity, when

normalized with the square of the shear velocityj has a value near
unity.at the pipe center line and then increases as x^ increases. This
rate of increase is very small near the center line but increases as
x^ increases.

A maximum value of about.4.0 is acquired at a value

~ 2 *2
of y/R of approximately 0.01, and q /u
then decreases rapidly to
zero.

These results are in very good agreement with Hinze*s [9]

analysis of hauler's data, although Hinze indicates a maximum value
of slightly greater than five.

This is, likely due to the Reynolds

number difference between the ...two: investigations: since 165,000 was
utilized in the current study while Hinze considered hauler's results
for a Reynolds number of 500,000.
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FIGURE 16.

Turbulence Kinetic Energy for Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 17.

Turbulence Kinetic Energy for Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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A knowledge of the fluctuating velocities, in the

and

coordinate ,directions also, allowsc.the prediction.of the pressure
variation in the radial-direction from the integrated momentum relation,
equation (4.12).

The results of this numerical integration of the

experimental data are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
the dimensionless pressure gradient

— ' —

(Pqi ^

less than unity at the pipe center line.

*2

P)/hu

Figure 18 shows that
has a.value slightly

This value remains nearly

constant as.Xg is increased from zero to 0.9, although it does
indicate a very slight decrease.

At a value of y/R of approximately

0 .1 , this dimensionless pressure gradient begins a very rapid decrease
to zero.

However, Figure 19 indicates that this decrease does not

occur in the expected manner; instead an inflection point exists at a
y/R of about 0.005.

Although this result might be somewhat questionable

due to the close proximity of the solid surface, the possibility of an
inflection -point in the.radial pressure profile should he kept in
mind for possible significance.

One very definite result which can

be obtained from these calculations is a verification of the validity
of measuring static pressure at the wall, rather than at the center
line, for dynamic head determination.
—

From Figure 18 it may be

—

observed that P^ - P^ is approximately equal.to pu

*2

.' Thus, the

error involved in calculating dynamic head from static pressure

*—

readings at the wall will be of■the order of 2 (u /U

2

) , and for
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FIGURE 18.

Radial Pressure Variation for Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 19.

Radial Pressure Variation for Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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the Reynolds.number considered .in this investigation,this amounts to
an error.of only about 0.26%.

Fluctuating Velocity Correlations
As mentioned previously, both second and third order velocity
correlations were considered in this investigation, and the second
order will be considered prior to the third order.

The second order

0.^2 cross correlation, normalized with the square of the shear velocity,
is presented in Figure 20 for the turbulent core and in Figure 21 for
the wall region.

The solid line in these {figures is obtained from

curve fitting the experimental data, and the dashed line is obtained
by employing mean velocity data together with the momentum relationships
given by equation (4.13).

The experimental data presented in these

figures show an approximately linear increase in the cross correlation
from the center line to y/R less than 0.1.

This correlation attains

a maximum value slightly above 0.8 at y/R - 0.03, and then begins a
rapid decline to zero.

A maximum deviation of about 6% may be

observed very near the wall between the experimentally determined
---- *2
values of u^Ug/u
and values predicted from equation (4.13).

First,

some error may be involved in the numerical evaluation of equation
(4.13).

However,, it is probably more likely, that the, major portion

of the error occurs in the measurement of the cross correlation term

1.0
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FIGURE 20.

Cross Correlation Between Longitudinal and Radial Fluctuating
Velocities for Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 21.

Cross Correlation Between Longitudinal and Radial Fluctuating
Velocities for Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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in close proximity to the solid wall where large gradients in all
velocity, terms exist.

Thus, the finite wire length has a certain

effect on the readings at this .point,..as does the nonzero separation
However, it is felt that^this 6%

distance between the two wires.

maximum deviation is well within acceptable limits.
•iL :s.eGgn$iu manner in which cross correlations between fluctuating
velocities can be analyzed is in terms of the correlation coefficient
A plot of ^ 2 versus y/R is presented in Figure 22.

^

curve shows a rapid increase in
to about 0.48 at y/R = 0.5.
essentially constant.

This

from zero at the pipe centerline

For smaller values of y/R,

remains

These results are in excellent agreement

with Laufer1s [41] pipe flow results and Reichardt1s (see Schlichting
[11]) rectangular channel results.
One of the assumptions implicit"in von Karman's similarity
hypothesis.(see Schlichting [11-]) is that the turbulence shear stress
and kinetic energy distributions must be similar, i.e., the ratio
of these two quantities must be constant.

Hinze [9] also shows that

if Prandtl's miximg length theory is valid a constant value of this
ratio will again be obtained.

From the data of the current

investigation. Figure 23 shows that, this ratio is, in fact, nearly
constant over the major portion of the pipe at a value of about
0.26, although it does decline rapidly to a null value at the center
1 -

.
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FIGURE 22.

Correlation Coefficient
Fluctuating Velocities in

for Longitudinal and Radial
Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 23.

Ratio of Turbulence Shear Stress to Turbulence Kinetic Energy
for Smooth Pipe
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line of the pipe.

This curve is in.excellent qualitative agreement

with Hinze's [9] analysis of Laufer1s data,, though the magnitudes
do vary slightly, probably due to the.difference in■Reynolds number
between the two investigations.
In many practical, applications involving turbulent pipe flow,
the quantity of interest.is the eddy diffusivity for momentum, and
■this parameter can be calculated by utilizing experimental u^u^
cross correlation data and mean velocity data' inecongunction with
the definition of e^, equation (2.68)..

Such values of

indicated by the solid lines in Figures 24 and 25.

are

From these

figures, the eddy diffusivity for momentum is seen to be nearly
constant over the central and major portion of the pipe.
constant value of e^/Ru

The

= 0.06 is. in excellent, agreement with values

determined by Hinze [9] from the investigations of both Nunner and
Laufer.
e^/Ru

*

Good agreement is also indicated near the wall where

goes through an inflection point as it approaches zero.

The

solid line in Figures 24 and 25 is compared with.the dashed line
obtained by utilizing equation .(2.71) which requires mean velocity
data only.

Thus, the solid line would be. expected to lie slightly

below the dashed line since.experimental values of u^Ug were slightly
less than those.predicted from mean velocity data.
The second .cross correlation.term determined experimentally in

.07

Ru*
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FIGURE 24.

Eddy Diffusivity for Momentum in Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 25.

Eddy Diffusivity For Momentum in Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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the current investigation was the cross correlation between longitudinal
and angular fluctuating velocities, u u

It should, be recalled from

the review of the literature.that momentum arguments require that this
term must vanish everywhere for flow in a smooth pipe, and this fact
is verified experimentally by Eigures .26.and .27.

It should be noted

that Gow's [15] data indicated slight deviations from zero, as did
the current.data in:the initial stages of the investigation.

However,

it was found that the deviations in both the current investigation
and that of Gow [15] could be accounted for by a correction due to
the nonzero separation distance between the two wires.used in making
the u^Ug measurements.

This correction has been described in the

previous chapter.
Third order velocity correlation terms measured in this
~2
_3
investigation included u^u^ and u^.

.

~2

The variation of u^u^/u

with radial position is indicated in Figures 28 and 29.

*2

This correla

tion is seen to vanish at the wall and the pipe center line and to
be negative at all.intermediate points. A maximum magnitude of
approximately 1.2 is attained for y/R - 0.2.

This resul.ti.-is. in

good.agreement with those of Xaufer [41] who also found the- correla
tion to be. negative and. to attain a maximum magnitude of about 1.4 at
y/R - 0.1.

Figure 30 indicates that the correlation coefficient

2

corresponding to u^Ug is approximately constant at -0.5 for values
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FIGURE 26.

Cross Correlation Between Longitudinal and Angular Fluctuating
Velocities for Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 27.

Cross Correlation Between Longitudinal and Angular Fluctuating
Velocities for Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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Radial Variation of Third Order
Region of Smooth Pipe
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Radial Variation of Third Order uiru
of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 30.

Correlation Coefficient for Third Order uiru
Smooth Pipe

Correlation in
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of y/R between 0.3 and 0.5.

For either larger .or smaller values of

y/R, this coefficient tends to zero in an approximately linear
fashion.
~2
'
~3
In contrast withthe -.u^u^ correlation, the
correlation is
shown by Figures 31 and 32.to be positive throughout the flow field.
— 3 *3
At y/R - 0.02, Ug/u
acquires a maximum value of about.I.5 and then
decreases to zero for smaller values of y/R.
equal to about 0.7 at the pipe center line.

This correlation becomes
These results show a

—3
marked deviation from those of Laufer [41] who found u^ to be
negative throughout the flow field.

Although the reason for this

discrepancy cannot be definitely discerned, Laufer did report difficulty
with experimental measurement of the third order correlation terms,
possibly due to a low frequency phase shift of his amplifiers, and
this might partly explain the deviation.

No other data regarding

this correlation are available for comparison.

The correlation

3
coefficient corresponding to the third order u^ correlation is
presented in Figure 33.

This correlation coefficient is seen to be

approximately constant at about 2.5 for y/R > 0.5 and then to
decrease slightly to about 2.0' for y/R between 0.1 and 0.5.
increase in the coefficient is observed for y/R < 0.1.

A rapid

Although a

first impression might be that this correlation coefficient should
not exceed unity, this can be readily disproved by consideration of
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FIGURE 31.

Radial Variation of Third Order u| Correlation For Central
Region of Smooth Pipe
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Radial Variation of Third Order u| Correlation for Wall Region
of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 33.

Correlation Coefficient for Third Order u| Correlation in
Smooth Pipe
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a highly skewed .wave form.

Also it .might be noted that Hinze [9]

shows that the temporal mean.value of the cube of any fluctuating

3

velocity is null for an isotropic turbulence. Thus, u^ can be
considered, as a measure of the deviation from isotropy, and the
foregoing results thereby indicate'a :lack of isotropy throughout the
pipe.

This is in agreement with the anisotropy ratios obtained in

the previous section.

Dissipation Function
Utilizing the previously stated assumption that the mean square
values of., the derivatives of fluctuating velocities with respect to
the

&nd

coordinate directions.separately satisfy the isotropic

relations, equations (5.20), measurement .of the terms

/8ulf

, for

\

i = I, 2 , and

yS u A 2
i

, for i = I, 2, 3, allows the complete deter

mination of the dissipation function.

Experimentally obtained values

of these quantities in the turbulent core are presented in Figures
34, 35, and 36, and values in the wall region of the pipe are
presented in Figures 37, 38, 39,. and 40.

The behavior of all of

these parameters is somewhat similar, i.e., they all rare relatively
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small at the pipe center line and have.a small rate of magnitude
change at this point.

As- the wall is approached, a sharp.increase

to a maximum value.is noted, after which zero is approached rather
rapidly.

Some differences should.be noted, however. Although

the magnitudes of the values of these terms are all nearly equal at
the center line, the maximum values are not equal, and these maxima

2
are attained at different radial positions.

The terms

— x"
9
2a

and

1

both reach maximum values at a y/R of

approximately 0.015, the former being about 9000 while the latter
is near 6100.

A decrease in distance from the wall and an accompany

ing increase in magnitude of the maximum values is noted' for

'.9ui

.*2

\2

'.an!2

and:-

At a y/R of approximately 0.005,

2x 2 u * 2

maximum values, of about 39,000 and 47j300, respectively are observed
for the two terms.

The extreme magnitude of 25,000 for

occurs at a position much closer to the wall, y/R - 0.0001

Zn*= 3=1
The only other data available regarding the terms in the
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dissipation function for fully developed turbulent flow in a smooth
pipe appear to be those of Laufer [41], and a point by point comparison
with his data is not:possible since the two Reynolds numbers obtained
by him were about a factor of three higher and three lower than that
utilizediin the current investigation.

However, the shapes of the

curves obtained in the current investigation are highly similar to
those of Laufer1s curves.

Linear interpolation of'Laufer1s data for

the two Reynolds numbers indicates good agreement with the current
results, especially regarding center line magnitudes, maximum values,
and the radial positions where these maximum values occur.
The foregoing experimental data can now be combined with the
isotropic relations given by equations (5.20) for determination of
the dissipation function itself, and a dimensionless form of this
function is given in Figures 41 and 42. In. similarity with the terms
/ *4
comprising W, vW/u
is very small at the center line and has a slow
rate of increase at this point.

Near a value of y/R of 0.03 a sharp

increase is noted,-and a maximum value of about 0.026 is reached at
y/R - 0.005.
zero.

The dissipation function then decreases rapidly to

Thus, the dissipation is observed to become relatively large

near the edge of the viscous sublayer as would ,be■expected.

These

results again show good qualitative agreement.with the values of the
dissipation function determined experimentally by Laufer [41] if the
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Reynolds number difference between the two investigations.is noted.
For comparison purposes. Figures 43.and 44. present,the variation
over the pipe.cross section of the dissipation function calculated
from equation (5.21) where complete isotropy between all terms is
assumed.

Of'course, the experimental values of W obtained in the

current investigation and presented in Figures 41 and 42 are not
totally reliable because of the assumption of directional isotropy,
but'uthese values are expected to be much more reliable than those
obtained with the assumption of complete isotropy.

A comparison of

Figures 43 and 44 with Figures 41 and 42 indicates reasonable
agreement over the central and major portion of the pipe.

However,

large deviations begin to occur near the edge of the viscous sublayer
where there is a sharp increase in. the dissipation.

The■maximum

value of the isotropic dissipation function occurs well within the
viscous sublayer.rather than near its edge.

These results indicate

that values.of the.dissipation function obtained in many previous,
investigations where complete isotropy was assumed are likely to be
reliable in the central portion of the pipe where the dissipation
is small, while such values may be somewhat unreliable near a solid
surface.where the dissipation is rather large.
At this point it should, be fiofeed .that the measurement of one of
the terms in the dissipation function,/Su^

•Six,

allows a check on the
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validity of Taylor’s hypothesis, equation (2.77), which is utilized
in many of the calculations in,this investigation.1 Lin [79] has
shown that, in addition to possessing a small turbulence intensity,
a shear flow must also satisfy the condition given by equation (2.78b)
if Taylor's hypothesis is to apply.

This condition is shown in

Figures 45 and 46 to be satisfied with a high degree of accuracy
throughout the flow field, except possibly for points extremely near
the solid wall. ' Thus, Taylor's hypothesis is expected to be valid
for flow in a smooth pipe with the possible exception of a very thin
layer near the wall.

Energy Relations

.

Consider first the mean energy balance given by equation (4.30).
For the smooth pipe, this equation indicates that- the energy available
due to the pressure1drop along the pipe is partly converted into
turbulence energy by action of the u^u^ shearing stress and partly
directly dissipated by viscous action.

The mean energy balance

determined.experimentally for the turbulent core of the pipe is
indicated by Figures 47, 48, and 49.

Figure 47 shows that only a

relatively small amount of energy is available throughout the central
po'rtionoof the pipe.

This quantity vanishes at the center line and

decreases to a value of -0.01 at y/R - 0.05.

The curve representing
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FIGURE 45.

Lin's Condition for Applicability of Taylor's Hypothesis in
Core Region of Smooth Pipe
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the turbulence production and'shown ■in Figure 48 is nearly identical
to the curve representing the availability, thereby indicating that
the major portion of the available energy in the central portion of
the pipe is converted to turbulence energy with little direct viscous
dissipation.

This conclusion is confirmed by Figure 49 which shows

the viscous dissipation to be negligible throughout this area of the
pipe, although a marked increase is beginning to occur for y/R less
than about 0 .1 .
The mean energy balance for that portions of".the^flow immediately .
adjacent to the pipe wall is presented in Figures 50, 51, and 52.
The availability is shown by Figure 50 to remain small until a y/R
of about 0.005 is reached.I.At this point the availability rapidly
decreases until a value of -1.0 is attained at y/R - 0.001.
52 indicates that.the direct viscous dissipation

•

Figure

remains near a

null value for values of y/R greater than about 0.005, and for smaller
values it rapidly increases to a value of unity to balance the
availability at the wall.

Thus, as can be seen from Figure 51, for

all values of y/R greater than about 0.005, the available mean energy
is converted directly into turbulence energy.

For y/R less than

0.005, there is a sharp increase in magnitude of the turbulence
production, but this is accompanied by increases in both.the available ■
energy and the direct viscous dissipation.

A maximum turbulence

Ru*
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FIGURE 50.

Availability of Mean Energy Due to Longitudinal Pressure
Drop Near Wall of Smooth Pipe
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production is attained near y/R = 0.0022 (y* = 8), and the production
then approaches zero in an approximately linear fashion.

A.comparison

of Figures 51 and 52 indicates that the viscous dissipation and the
turbulence production are approximately equal in magnitude at the

•

point where the production is a maximum, and this is also the point
where Kline et al [80] found the oscillations of the three dimensional
streaky structure to begin.

Also, Laufer [41] indicated no Reynolds

number dependence in the terms appearing in the mean energy balance,
and as a result, the data presented here are in excellent quantitative
agreement with his data.
To summarize these results it should be noted that the bulk of
the available energy.is taken'from the mean flow, in a very.narrow.
region immediately adjacent to the wall (y+ < 18), and a large portion
of this energy is directly dissipated by viscous action.

However,

a large portion of .the total -turbulence production also occurs within
this same region.

Thus, the importance,, to a complete understanding

of the turbulence phenomena, of. ,a. knowledge

of occurrences within

fluid layers very near the solid boundary, is again emphasized.
•Having established the amount.of energy converted from the mean
motion to turbulence energy, the.expression for the’turbulence energy
balance, equation (4.29), will now be examined in order to determine
the fate of this converted energy.

The portion of this energy which
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is dissipated by viscous effects was considered in the previous sec
tion, and the experimental results are shown in Figures 41 and 42.
A-comparison of the production.and dissipation produces the interesting
result that these two quantities nearly balance each other over the
entire cross section, with two. exceptions.

Near the center of the

pipe, the turbulence production vanishes while the dissipation
maintains a nonzero value,

This, of course, will have to be

accounted for by a diffusion of turbulence energy into this area.
Another slight difference occurs near the wall where the maximum
value of the dissipation occurs at a somewhat larger value of. y/R than
does the maximum value of the production.

It is interesting to note

that these two maxima are nearly equal in magnitude, however..
Experimentally determined values of the gradient type diffusion
of turbulence kinetic energy are indicated in dimensionless form in
Figure 53 for the central region of the pipe and in Figure 54 for'
the wall region.

This term is seen to be rather small over the

entire.cross section, as would be expected, although a pronounced
maximum value is attained just outside.the. viscous sublayer (y

- 70)

where the turbulence production is a maximum. .From this point,
the kinetic energy is diffused both toward the pipe wall and toward
the center line.

The resultant effect on the energy balance is a

loss in energy for values of y/R between about 0.013 and 0.7 and a

2dx
dx„
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Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Central
Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 54.

Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Wall
Region of Smooth Pipe
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gain in energy at the remaining radial positions.

Thus the gradient

type diffusion of kinetic energy .at least partially accounts for the
dissipation with lack of production at the pipe center line.

It

should be noted that, the y+ value of 70 is just outside the region
where Kline £t al [80] found the.abrupt breakup of the three-dimen
sional streaks to occur.
All terms appearing in the turbulence energy balance have now
been determined experimentally except the convective diffusion term
X, and this term may be calculated as the closing entry in equation
(4.29) .

The results of this calculation are presented i n ..Eigures

55 and 56.

.As was the case with hauler's [41] results, this term

is seen to be somewhat larger throughout the pipe than was the gradient
diffusion.

+

A pronounced maximum occurs near y

= 8 which'is identical

ly the pointvwhere a maximum production of turbulence energy occurs.,
This results in a loss of energy for y/R less than about 0.7 and
a gain of. energy .near0the center line, thereby completing the
compensation for dissipation without production in this area.

+

a maximum value of the- convective diffusion occurs at y

Although

= 8, there

still appears to be a loss:of energy completely to the wall due to
convective diffusion.

This is thought to be. a result of diffusion

of pressure energy from the wall as reported by Laufer [41].

Such •

a loss would be expected, however,, in order to balance the energy
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Convective Diffusion of Total Turbulence Energy in Central
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Convective Diffusion of Total Turbulence Energy in Wall Region
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gain from the gradient type diffusion.

Energy Spectra
In this discussion of the spectral analysis results, the commonly
accpeted physical interpretation of the .energy spectrum, as presented
in the review of the literature, should be kept immind.

This .

interpretation may be briefly reviewed in the following manner.

The

dissipation of turbulence energy, in which viscosity plays an important
role., is associated with small eddies corresponding to large wave
numbers or frequencies.

Kolmogorov [82] has postulated that such

eddies will be statistically isotropic and independent of the structure
of the large eddies, and Tchen [84] hypothesizes that E^(k^) will be
proportional to k^

-7

for this range of eddy sizes.

On the other

hand,both the production of turbulence energy by shear forces and
the diffusion of turbulence energy are considered to be associated
with low frequency velocity fluctuations corresponding to large
eddies.

Energy transfer in the frequency domain or the wave number

space is then taken to be from low to high values of frequency or
wave number.

This is equivalent to a transfer of energy from large

to small eddies.

In fact, Kolmogorov [82] shows that a subrange of

eddy sizes, where the dominant process is the transfer of energy by
inertial-forces with negligible dissipation and production, may exist.
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and Karman and Lin [83] show that the spectrum function
vary as
^i ^l^

-5/3
.
in this inertial subrange.
^3e proportional to k^

(k^) will

Tchen [84] indicates that

in a subrange of "eddy sizes where

the dominant process is.the inertial transfer of energy, dissipation
is negligible, but the'production is nonzero.

The foregoing physical

interpretation of energy spectra measurements has assumed ther
applicability of Taylor’s hypothesis, and it should be remembered,
as stated in the warning given by Kline [3], that this hypothesis
may not be valid very near the wall, especially for the fluctuations
normal to the longitudinal direction.
A contour map of the energy spectra of the u^ fluctuating veloci— L
ties is presented in Figure 57 for the frequency domain, and •
transformation to the wave number space is indicated by Figure 58.
These figures indicate the normally expected variation of the energy
spectrum at a given value of y/R, i.e, a relatively large value at
small frequencies and a rather rapid decrease at large frequencies.
Figure 58 indicates that for aigiven wave number there is.a decrease
in energy content of the dissipation eddies in moving from the wall
to the center line of the pipe in agreement with the examination
of the turbulence energy equation.

Again for a constant wave number,

the energy content of the eddies associated with production and
diffusion is seen to indicate a rapid decline, at both the wall and
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the center line, from a maximum value at an intermediate radial
position.. . The value, of y/R where.this maximum occurs is" seen to vary
from about 0.2 at the smallest wave numbers to around 0.001 for inter
mediate wave numbers.

Such behavior "would be expected since diffusion

is relatively large in this region, as is the production of turbulence
energy.
The possible existence of the various subranges of eddy sizes
can be established by an examination of Figures 59, 60, and 61.
Figure 59 shows the inertial subrange where the dominant process is
the transfer of energy from smaller to larger wave numbers without .
significant production or dissipation.

Such a subrange appears to

be exhibited over a rather wide range of wave numbers over the entire
pipe cross-section, and the wave numbers where this law applies
decrease in moving from the wall to the center line.

The production

subrange is shown to indicate a similar behavior in Figure 60.

A

comparison of these two figures reveals that the production subrange
does occur for slightly larger eddies than the inertial subrange, and
this is exactly the behavior .predicted by Tchen [84].

Within the

range of variables examined experimentally in this investigation,
an absence of any viscous subrange of eddy sizes is noted in Figure
61 for all values of y/R.

The shape of the contours in this figure

does indicate, however, that such a.subrange will probably occur at
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Production Subrange of Eddy Sizes For u^ Fluctuations in
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Viscous Subrange of Eddy Sizes For u^ Fluctuations in Smooth Pipe
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extremely large wave numbers.
The quantity of experimental.data, regarding the spectrum function,
which resulted.fromIdns present investigation enabled an accurate
evaluation, of. previously proposed coordinate systems which tend to
give the spectrum function a universal behavior, i.e., render it
independent of radial position.

The two such coordinate systems

yielding the best results are shown in Figures 62 and 63.

The

coordinates proposed by Robertson nt al [47] are shown to yield
extremely good results over the entire pipe cross-section, with only
slight variations occurring at the highest values of nA^/U^.

Figure

63 shows that the coordinates proposed by Goma and Gelhar [30] also
yield fairly.good results, the only exceptions being those previously
noted by them.

These are a decrease in magnitude of the spectrum

function in moving from the center line to the wall at small values
of 2nR/U1, and an increase in magnitude as the wall is approached
_L
for large values of 2nR/U.^.
Energy spectra in the frequency domain and the wave number
space for the velocity fluctuations in the x_ coordinate direction
are shown -in Figures 64 and 65 respectively.

As in the case of the

spectra, a decrease in the energy content of the dissipation
eddies may be observed in moving from the wall to the center line of
the pipe at a constant frequency or..wave number.

Near the pipe wall
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the Eg spectra are also similar to the

spectra in that a sharp

decline in energy content is noted as the wall is approached for low
wave numbers.

A significantly- different behavior is indicated in the

central region of the pipe* however, for the low wave numbers.
Figure 65 shows that there is an energy deficiency at such wave
numbers,'arid this resultis in agreement with the findings of Laufer
[41].

This indicates the occurrence of a very different process

than the commonly .achepted picture of energy transfer from lower to
higher wave numbers.

Since the gradient diffusion and the convective

diffusion of kinetic energy, as well as the turbulence production,
are considered to be very low frequency phenomena, while the dissipa
tion is associated with high frequencies, the turbulence energy
balance suggests that the energy deficiency in the Eg spectra may
possibly be due to the convective diffusion of pressure energy.

If

such energy were transferred from another of the fluctuating veloci
ties, say u^, in favor of the Ug velocity, then the energy deficiency
in Figure 65 could be explained.

Such an explanation is plausible

if Laufer’s [41] hypothesis that the pressure energy term is associated
with intermediate wave numbers is accepted.

The generally smaller

magnitude of the E^ spectra than the E^. spectra at a given wave
number and a given value of y/R, as indicated by a.comparison of
Figures 65 and 58, would be expected due to the smaller magnitude of
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at any radial position.
The various subranges of eddy sizes for the.

spectra are

examined by means of Figures 66* 67, and 68. As in the case of
the

spectra, the inertial and .,production subranges are seen to be

exhibited over a fairly wide range of wave numbers throughout the
pipe, and an increase in magnitude of the wave numbers where these
subranges appear is observed;, as the wall is approached.

Also, the

production subrange again Occurs for. slightly larger eddies than
does the inertial subrange.

The viscous subrange does not appear

in Figure 68, but its possible existence at very large wave numbers
is indicated.
The dimensionless forms of the energy spectra suggested by
Robertson ^t jal [47] and by Goma and Gelhar •i[;30] are shown plotted
in Figures 69 and 70, respectively, for the u^ velocity fluctuations.
Neither of these coordinate systems render the E^ spectra independent
of y/R .except, for large,wave numbers.
The variation of the E^ function.for the wave number space and
for;the frequency domain is indicated in Figures 71 and 72.

The

behavior of this function is seen to be similar to the E^ spectra
in most aspects. -A very slight decrease in energy content of the
viscous dissipation eddies may be observed in moving from the pipe
wall to its center line at a constant wave number in Figure ,72.

An
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Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes For u^ Fluctuations in
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Smooth Pipe
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energy deficiency is again observed near the pipe center line, and for
an intermediate range of values of y/R, the

spectra appear to be

independent of wave number for the larger .eddies.

This indicates a .

possible transfer, of energy from the u^ fluctuating velocity to the
U^ fluctuating velocity by action of the fluctuating pressure.

Again

a pronounced decrease in energy content of the large eddies is noted
near the edge of. the viscous.sublayer, but in contrast to previous
cases, an increase in energy content may be observed for positions
very close to the solid surface.

This indicates that a significant

portion of the production and diffusion of kinetic energy in this
region may go in favor of the fluctuating velocity in the
coordinate•direction.

A comparison of the magnitudes of the Eg

spectrum function in Figure 72 with those of the E^ and E^ functions,
at a given value of y/R and a given wave number, indicates that Eg
lies between the other- two functions.

This would be expected since

~2
~2
~2
Ug is larger than u^ but smaller than u^.
The possibility of occurrence of the inertial, production, and
viscous subranges of eddy sizes is examined .in Figures 73, 74* and
75 respectively.

As in the two previous cases, the Inertial and

production subranges occur throughout the pipe, and the wave numbers
where they-exist increase.as the wall is approached.
eddies are again larger than the inertial eddies.

The production

!Figure 75
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indicates the apparent occurrence of the viscous subrange at very
large wave numbers, but it appears that the dissipation eddies for
the U^ fluctuating velocity are slightly larger than those for the
u^ and Ug fluctuations.
The normalized forms of the-

spectra proposed by Robertson

et al [47] and Goma arid Gelhar [30] are presented in Figures 76 and
77 respectively.

Both sets of coordinates appear to render the

spectra virtually independent of radial position except for low
values of the dimensionless frequency near the pipe center line.
Thus, even though neither set of coordinates is completely universal,
both yield good results for the

and the E^ spectra.

■ Autocorrelation Functions
Autocorrelation functions obtained by taking the Fourier cosine
transform of the energy spectra are presented in Figures 78, 79, and
80 for the fluctuating velocities in the x^, x_ and x^ coordinate
directions respectively.
behavior for

These figures indicate a generally similar

and (j)^ in that, for■^'particular value of time, ■

they all acquire a minimum value near the edge of the viscous sub
layer and then incfeasbyas .either, the wall or the center line is
approached.

This indicates that the curvature of (|> with respect

to time at t = 0 is smaller at the edge of the viscous sublayer

log[E„(n)U1/"^|A„]=-5.0
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Spectra for Smooth Pipe Normalized as Proposed by
Robertson e_t al [47]
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Spectra for Smooth Pipe Normalized as Proposed by
Goma and Gelhar [30]
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Autocorrelation Function for u^ Fluctuating Velocity in
Smooth Pipe
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Autocorrelation Function for u^ Fluctuating Velocity in
Smooth Pipe
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Autocorrelation Function for u^ Fluctuating Velocity in
Smooth Pipe
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than at other radial* positions.

The resultant increasing curvature

as the wall is approached is indicative of the .increasingly dominant
role of the low frequencies in this region.

Bakewell [68], who also

found this type of .behavior for the autocorrelation functions in the
wall region, points out that this-type of variation is consistent
with the intuitive notion that the depth of penetration of the viscous
sublayer by high frequency velocity fluctuations should be much lower
than that for low frequency fluctuations.

On the other hand, the

increase in curvature of the autocorrelation functions in moving from
the edge of the viscous sublayer toward the center line is compatible.
with the spectral analysis where very large eddies were found to
exist near the center of the pipe.

u‘,->

The behavior described in the foregoing paragraph applies to
, all three autocorrelation functions with only minor modifications.
The increase in curvature of <j>^ in the. wall region is not quite so
pronounced as that of (j>^ or ^ .

This.implies that high frequency

u^ velocity fluctuations penetrate further into the viscous sublayer
than do those of u0 or u„ as might be expected.

Also, very near

the pipe center line, the curvature of <j>^ and

appears to decrease

slightly while that of

continues to increase.

This is indicative

of a slight reduction of.elongation of the eddies in the x^ and x^
directions, while the elongation in the x^ direction continues to
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increase.

Turbulence Scales
A measure of the most rapid changes which occur in the u^
fluctuations is the Eulerian micro scale

and experimentally

determined values of this quantity are presented in Figure 81 for
the central core of the pipe and in Figure 82 for the wall region.
The curves for all three micro scales have a somewhat similar shape,
i.e., they all increase slightly, in moving from the center line
toward .the wall, until a maximum value is attained in the vicinity
of y/R = 0.4.

These micro scales then decrease until;a minimum

value occurs just outside the viscous sublayer, and the values again
show an increase.■ This increase is in accord with the autocorrelation
results where it was observed that the high frequency eddies could
not penetrate deeply into the viscous sublayer.
pipe,
Y .

Throughout the

is seen to be larger than Yg which, in turn, is larger than
This indicates the presence of higher frequency fluctuations

in the u^ velocity than in either u^ or U^.
The Eulerian macro scale of turbulence, which is a rough measure
of the longest connection time in the behavior of the fluctuating
velocities, is. presented for the turbulent core of the pipe in
Figures 83, 84, and 85 for. velocity fluctuations in the three coordin
ate directions.

Likewise, this same information for ,ithev-wall region
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FIGURE 81.

Eulerian Micro Scales for Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 82.

Eulerian Micro Scales for Wall Region of Smooth Pipe
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Eulerian Macro Scale For

Fluctuating Velocity in

Central Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 84.

Eulerian Macro Scale for u^ Fluctuating Velocity in Central
Region of Smooth Pipe
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FIGURE 85.

Eulerian Macro Scale For
Region of Smooth Pipe

Fluctuating Velocity in Central
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of the pipe is presented in Figures 86, 87, and 88.

These figures

indicate that the Eulerian macro scale is fairly constant in the core
region of the pipe for all three coordinate directions.
near the wall increases are observed in T^ and

while

However,
decreases.

This indicates the disappearance of some of the very low frequency
components of U 1 at the same time.that u

and u

are extended to

lower frequencies. As in the case of the Eulerian micro scales, T^
is observed to be of largest magnitude throughout the pipe, with
the exception of the region very close to the wall, whereas T^ is
again of lowest magnitude.

This is indicative .of the occurrence

of lower frequency velocity fluctuations in u^ than in.either of the
other fluctuating velocities.
Transformation of the Eulerian micro scales into the spatial
micro scales, with the aid of Taylor's hypothesis, is indicated in
Figures 89 and 90.

The spatial micro scales, which indicate the

)
average dimensions of the smallest ,(viscous dissipation) eddies
I

in the flow field, are seen to increase with distance from the wall
I

to a maximum value near the mid radial position.
then occurs in. proceeding to the center, line.

A slight decrease

This behavior is

indicative of a decrease in the size of the .viscous dissipation
eddies as the wall is approached.

.Throughout the pipe, it is seen

that these eddies are longest .in the :x^ direction and shortest in
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FIGURE 86.

Eulerian Macro Scale For u^. Fluctuating Velocity in Wall
Region of Smooth Pipe
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Eulerian Macro Scale For u^ Fluctuating Velocity in Wall
Region of Smooth Pipe
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Spatial Micro Scales For Central Region of Smooth Pipe

FIGURE 90.

Spatial Micro Scales For Ball Region of Smooth
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the %2 direction.

The magnitudes of -,the spatial..micro scales are

in good agreement with.those obtained by Laufer [40], who found
maximum values on. the order of 0.IR for all three- in M s

Channel

flow experiments.
Figure 91 shows the variation of the three spatial macro scales
over the .pipe radius.

Theseymacro scales ^dvrhich1
'..are indicative of

the longest connection distance between velocities at two points in
the flow field or the size of the largest eddies, are seen to be
relatively constant over the, central and.major portion of the flow
field.

One exception is a pronounced decrease dn.VA^ at the pipe

center line.

However,

still remains larger than the other

two scales throughout the jpipe, and this implies the existence of
large eddies which are elongated in the axial direction.

In contrast

with other turbulence scales, A^ is seen to be larger than A^ except
near the pipe wall where the presence of the solid boundary is
thought to suppress the extent of the large eddies in the x^
direction.

The magnitudes of A^, A^, and A^ are considerably.lower

than the values found by Laufer [40] in his channel flow studies,
and this finding is in agreement with the .pipe flow experiments
of Robertson et a l .[47].
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CHAPTER VII
. RESULTS FOR SMALL ROUGHNESS
Mean Velocity and Flow Resistance
In order to establish the equivalent sand diameter of the rough
ness elements utilized in this pipe, measurements were first made
of friction factor versus Reynolds.number over a.wide range of Reynolds
numbers.

As in

the case of the smooth pipe, K was found to be

independent of Reynolds number and equal to about 0.368 so that
pressure measurements, together with equation (6 .1), could be employed
to generate the X-Re curve.

The results are shown in Figure 92 where

the solid line again represents Prandtl's universal friction factor
relationship for turbulent flow in smooth tubes, equation (2.35).
The resultant friction factor curve indicates that the small roughness
does yield flow in the hydraulically smooth regime for small Reynolds
numbers, and the dip characteristic of a high density sand roughness
is observed in the transition regime.

For the higher Reynolds

numbers obtained, the friction factor appears to be becoming
independent of Reynolds number, thereby indicating an approach into
the fully rough flow regime.

The utilization of this high Reynolds

number data with equation (2.44) allowed the determination of the
equivalent sand, diameter, kg, as 0.0280 inches, in close agreement
with the actual average roughness height of 0.0286 inches.

All
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FIGURE 92.

Flow Resistance Characterization for Small Roughness
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experimental data obtained for this pipe were at a Reynolds number
of 165,000 yielding a value of y

at the .center line of 4220, and

it may be noted from Figure 92 that.this Reynolds number yields a
friction factor near the bottom.of the dip in the X- Re curve.
Experimental measurements of the longitudinal mean velocity
profile in the turbulent.core of this pipe are presented in Figure
93, and such measurements for the wall region are shown in Figure 94.
One feature of this profile deserves special notice.

At a value of

y/R near 0.002 a slight rise in the profile is noted, and this results
in an-.apparent tendency toward.a nonzero value of the velocity at
the wall.

This occurrence is not cause for concern regarding the

validity of the experimental results, since data obtained below the
mean height of the roughness elements (y/R < 0.00482) are not
expected to be generally meaningful, but is simply thought to be
indicative of an increased heat loss to the solid surface because of
the presence of the roughness elements.

In fact,, this phenomenon

has been observed in several previous smooth pipe investigations
where no correction for heat loss to the wall was applied, e.g.
that of Clark [39].

Fluctuating Velocities
The- rms values of the fluctuating velocities in the three
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FIGURE 93.

Longitudinal Mean Velocity Profile For Central Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 94.

Longitudinal Mean Velocity Profile for Wall Region of Pipe
With Small Roughness Elements
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coordinate directions are presented in Figure 95 for the central
region of.the pipe and in Figure 96 for the wall region.

As required

by the momentum relation, equation (4.11), u^ and u^ are equal at
the pipe center line, and u^'has a somewhat larger magnitude.

In

moving from the center line toward.the pipe wall, all three components
are observed to increase, u| at the .fastest rate and u^ at the
slowest.

Maximum values of u| and u^ were both found to be attained

near y/R-= 0.05 while a maximum in u^ occurred around y/R = 0.015.
This resulted in u^ and u^ becoming essentially equal for a short
distance just beyond the mean height of the roughness elements.
As a check on the assumption of small turbulence intensities,
the intensities of all three fluctuating velocity components are
presented in Figure 97.

The curves in this figure indicate intensities

less than 20% in all cases, and in veiw of the discussion in
reference [97], significant errors due to turbulence intensity
magnitudes are not expected.
The- degree of anisotropy1 prevailing in the pipe currently under
consideration may be investigated by means of Figure 98 which shows
the variation of the three anisotropy ratios over the pipe cross
section.

The.ratios u^/u^ and u^/u^ are seen to be approximately

constant near a.value of 0.5 at.most radial positions, although
they increase to about 0.7 at the pipe center line.

The ratio u^/u^
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FIGURE 95.

Fluctuating Velocities in Central Region of Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 96.

Fluctuating Velocities for Wall Region of Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 97.

Turbulence Intensities in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 98.

Anisotropy Ratios For Flow in Pipe With Small Roughness
Elements
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also remains nearly constant at about 0.9 through most, of the pipe
and increases to a value of.1.0 at both:the wall and the center line.
Thus, the u^ and u^ fluctuating velocities, indicate a definite
tendency toward isotropy,for flow in the pipe.with the small
roughness elements, but the u^ fluctuating velocity prevents the
attainment of complete isotropy. ■
Having determined values of the fluctuating velocities in the
three coordinate directions, the turbulence kinetic energy can now
be calculated.

This.quantity is shown normalized with the -square

of the shear velocity in Figure 99.

It can be seen that the normal

ized kinetic energy has a value near unity at the center line and
then increases in moving toward the wall.

This rate.of increase is

very small near.the center line but increases.with increasing radius.
A maximum value of about 3.3 is acquired near a value of y/.R of 0.06,
and for y/R less than 0.01 the kinetic energy decreases rapidly to
zero.
In contrast with the. smooth-pipe, a knowledge of the fluctuating
velocities does not permit a ■rigorous calculation of the radial
pressure variation in a rough pipe.

It may be recalled that informa

tion regarding this pressure variation is needed to ascertain the
validity of dynamic head calculations involving static pressure
measurements at the pipe surface.

However, this pressure variation

6
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FIGURE 99.

Turbulence Kinetic Energy For Flow in Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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may still be estimated from equation (4.12) if it is assumed that
the spatially averaged mean velocities in the .x and x coordinate
2
u
directions yield only a negligible,contribution to the pressure
term.

The results of calculations made using this assumption are

shown in Figures 100 and 101.

The dimensionless pressure term

plotted in these figures is seen to remain constant at about 0.6 from
the center line to the mid radial position, at which point it begins
to increase.

A sharp■maximum value of unity is exhibited near

y/R - 0.015, and the dimensionless pressure then decreases to zero.
As in the case of the smooth pipe* an inflection point in this
profile is exhibited in the near wall .-region.
may be observed that

—

—

From Figure 100 it

is approximately equal to pu

*2

/2.

Thus,

it is estimated that the error involved in calculating dynamic head
from static pressure readings at the wall will be of the order of
(u /U
) , and in the current results this amounts to an.error of
max ’
only about 0.2%.

Therefore, it is felt that measurement of the static

pressure at the wall has'beeh justified.

.. Fluctuating Velocity "Correlations
The second order u^u^ cross correlation, normalized with the
square of the shear velocity, is presented in Figure .102 for the
pipe containing the .small roughness elements.

The variation in this
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FIGURE 100.

Radial Pressure Variation in Central Region of Pipe With
Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 101.

Radial Pressure Variation Near Wall of Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 102.

Second Order

Cross Correlation for Flow in Pipe

With Small Roughness Elements
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correlation is seen to be'approximately .linear from a null value
at the center line to about 0.45 at y/R - 0.1.

At this point the

u Ug correlationhtggins.;ko.rise. rapidly, and ajsharp -maximum occurs
near y/R =’0.02.

The correlation then decreases toward zero.

These

results are in good agreement with both those of Gow [15] and those
of Robertson at a]L [47], if their data are adjusted for the failure
to account for the vanishing of u^u^. at the pipe center line.

Values

of the u^Ug correlation obtained by ©Sma and Gelhaf [30] are somewhat
larger then those obtained in the present investigation, as well as
the/.investigations of Gow [15] and Robertson at al [47], but this
is probably accounted for by a difference in roughness type since
they used spherical beads whereas sand grains were utilized in the
other investigations.
The correlation coefficient corresponding to u^Ug in Figure 103
shows a nearly constant value of about 0.28 over the major portion
of the pipe, 0.1 < y/R < 0.6.

For y/R greater than.0.6 this correla

tion coefficient tends toward zero, while for y/R < 0.1 a peak in
the curve is noted.

It should be recalled that both Prandtl1s

mixing length theory and von Karman1s similarity hypothesis result
in a constant value of the ratio of the u^u^ shear stress and the
turbulence kinetic energy, and this ratio is seen, in Figure 104, to

Vremain constant at about 0.16 over a. large portion of the pipe .'
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Variation of ^

Correlation Coefficient for Pipe With

Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 104.

Turbulence Shear Stress to Kinetic Energy Ratio for
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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H o w e v e r a s in the .case of

tends to zero at the pipe center

line and exhibits a peak, .near the wall.
In contrast with flow in a smooth pipe, the

correlation

cannot be estimated from the mean velocity measurements since the
applicable momentum equation, equation (4.13) contains, in this case,
the spatial U ^

correlation.

However, if it is assumed that the

experimental measurements of the mean velocity and the u^Ug correlation
are actually spatially averaged quantities, then the U^Ug spatial
correlation can be estimated from equation (4.13).

The results of
— Zx-

this calculation are presented in Figure 105 where U^U^/u

*2

is seen

to vary in a 1linear fashion from zero at the pipe center line to
about 0.45 near y / R = 0.1.

A sharp decrease, corresponding to the

peak in the u^u^ correlation, is then observed.

The spatial correla

tion vanishes at y/R = 0.02 and then again begins to increase.

The

foregoing variation in this spatial correlation thus enables
satisfaction of the momentum equation, whereas the momentum.equation
could not have been satisfied if the radial mean velocity term had
not been included as shown by Gow [15].
For flow in a rough pipe, the eddy diffusivity for momentum, '
which is of immense interest in .practical applications , can no
longer be.determined from equation (2 .68) since the turbulent shear
stress given by equation (2.66) is not necessarily valid.

However,

equation (2.66) is not used in the development of equation (2.71),

1.0
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FIGURE 105.

Spatial U^Ug Correlation For Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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so this expression can still be utilized for calculation of the eddy
diffusivity.

The results of, such calculations for the pipe containing

the small roughness elements are.given in Figures 106 and 107.

These

figures indicate a constant value of the eddy diffusivity (e^/Ru
0.08) for y/R greater than about 0.3.

=

For smaller values of y/R,

tends toward zero, and a very sharp drop immediately adjacent to the
wall is indicated by Figure 107.
The second cross correlation term determined experimentally
in the current investigation was the cross correlation between
longitudinal and angular fluctuating velocities, u^.u^.

It should be

recalled from the review of the literature that momentum arguments
. require that this term must vanish for flow in a smooth pipe,.:and
Figures 108 and 109 confirm that this is also the case for flow in
the pipe containing the small roughness elements, with one exception.
For values of y/R between about 0.04 and.0.1, the u^u^ correlation
is found to have a negative value, reaching an extreme of about -0 .1 .
This indicates the existence of a transfer of longitudinal momentum
across planes normal to the x^ axis in this near wall layer where a
peak in the u U^ correlation was observed.
The variation of the third order u ^ ^ .correlation with radial
position is indicated in Figure HO,

for the central region of the

pipe and in Figure 111 for the wall region.

This correlation is
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FIGURE 106.

Eddy Diffusivlty For Momentum in Central Region of Pipe
With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 107.

Eddy Diffusivity for Momentum in Wall Region of Pipe With
Small Roughness Elements
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Second Order

Cross Correlation For Turbulent Core of
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FIGURE 109.

Second Order

Cross Correlation Near Wall of Pipe With

Small Roughness Elements
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seen to vary nearly linearly from a null value at the pipe center line
to about -0.9 at y/R =0.1.

It then sharply decreases to about -1.9

before vanishing at the solid surface.

As with previous correlations,

the extreme; value, occurs not too far above the mean height of the
roughness elements.

The correlation coefficient corresponding to

~~2

u^Ug is seen to remain essentially constant over most of the pipe in
Figure 112, although it does vanish at the center line and a pronounced
extreme value is observed near the wall.
—3
*3
The u^ correlation, normalized with u , is seen in Figures 113
and 114.

This dimensionless form of the correlation varies from

about 0.5 at the pipe center line to around 1.5 at y/R = 0.04.

At

this point an increase to a value of about 2.0 is observed until, at
the mean height of the roughness elements, the correlation decreases
to zero.

~2
In contrast with the u u

-L z

—3
third order correlation, u„ is

seen to be positive over the entire cross section.

Z

'Figure 115 shows

' ~3
that the correlation coefficient corresponding to u^ remains nearly
constant at a value of 3.0 over the entire cross section, except for
a slight dip near the wall.

Dissipation Function
Components of the turbulence dissipation function determined
experimentally for the turbulent core are presented in Figures 116

N-H
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Correlation Coefficient For
Roughness Elements

in Pipe With Small
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FIGURE 113.

Third Order

Correlation For Central Portion of Pipe With

Small Roughness Elements
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Correlation Near Wall of Pipe With Small
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Dissipation Terms for Central Region of Tube With
Small Roughness Elements
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and 117, and values in the wall region of the pipe are presented in
Figures 118 and 119.

The behavior of all these components is somewhat

similar, i.e., they all are relatively small at the pipe center line
and have a small rate of magnitude change at this point.

As the

wall is approached, a sharp increase to a maximum value is noted,
after which zero is approached rather rapidly.
should be noted, however.

Some differences

All magnitudes are nearly equal at the

2

2

pipe center line,

being slightly smaller, and all of the components reach a maximum
value near y/R = 0.01, just above the mean height of the roughness
elements, but the magnitudes of these maxima differ considerably as
indicated by the difference in scale between Figures 118 and 119.

term

The

about 25,000 while

are only slightly lower at around

2
20,000.

I

R2
A significant decrease to about 10,000 occurs for —
'
2u

—
dXl

2u*2
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FIGURE 117.

Dissipation Terms for Central Region of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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Dissipation Terms for Wall Region of Tube With Small Roughness
Elements
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Dissipation Terms For Wall Region of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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2

2

and

R'

2u

5,500.

A2

decreases to an even larger extent to approximately

There appears to be no data available in the literature for

comparison with these results.
The foregoing experimental data can now be combined with the
isotropic relations given by equation (5.20) for determination of
the dissipation function itself,, and a dimensionless form of this
function is given in Figures 120 and 121 as the solid lines.

In

similarity with the. terms comprising W, the dimensionless dissipation
function is very small at the pipe center line and reveals a slow
rate of increase at this point.

This rate of increase grows in a

rather gradual fashion until a maximum value of the dimensionless
dissipation function near 0.015 is attained at y/R - 0.008.
dissipation function then diminishes rapidly to zero.

The

Thus, as in

the case of other turbulence quantities, the dissipation reaches a
maximum value just beyond the mean height of the roughness elements.
The dashed line in Figures 120 and 121 is representative of
the dissipation function calculated from equation (5.21) where complete
isotropy between all terms is assumed.

The dissipation calculated

in this'i manner is seen to be slightly less than that obtained
experimentally in this investigation, except near the maximum value.
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FIGURE 120.

Dissipation Function in Central Region of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 121.

Dissipation Function Near Wall of Tube With Small Roughness
Elements
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The isotropic dissipation becomes slightly larger in this region
due to the fact that, the maximum occurs at a lower value of y/R.
Nevertheless, it would appear that.the assumption of complete isotropy
in dissipation calculations yields reasonable results for this rough
pipe.

This fact, combined with the previously determined anisotropy

ratios, indicates a tendency toward isotropic flow for the pipe
currently under consideration.
A check on the validity of.applying. Taylor's hypothesis for the
shear flow currently under investigation may be obtained by inspection
of Figure 122 -for the central region of the pipe and Figure 123 for
the wall region.

In these figures, Lin's [79]. condition, equation

(2.78b), is investigated.

This condition is seen to be satisfied to

a high degree of.accuracy throughout the flow field, except possibly
for points well below the tops of the roughness elements.

Therefore,

in view of the turbulence intensity results as well as the current
result, Taylor's hypothesis is expected to be valid throughout the
flow field, except possibly for points much nearer the wall than the
mean roughness height.

Energy Relations
Consider first the mean energy balance given by equation (4.30).
For a rough pipe, this equation indicates that the energy available
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FIGURE 122.

Lin’s Condition For Applicability of Taylor's Hypothesis
in Turbulent Core of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 123.

Lin's Condition for Applicability of Taylor's Hypothesis
Near Wall of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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due to the pressure drop along the pipe is partly converted into
turbulence energy by action of the u^u^ shearing stress, partly
converted into an energy associated with the presence of the roughness
elements, and partly dissipated directly by viscous action.

The

mean energy balance determined experimentally for the turbulentcore of the pipe is indicated by Figures 124 and 125.

Figure 124

shows that only a relatively small amount of energy is available
throughout the central portion of the pipe.

This quantity vanishes

at the center line and decreases to a value of -0.01 at y/R - 0.05.
The curves representing the conversion of mean energy to turbulence
energy and to an energy associated with the presence of the roughness
elements, termed a roughness energy,, are also shown in Figure 124.
These curves are seen to be essentially equal to each other and to
about one half the available energy for y/R greater than about 0.05.
For smaller values of y/R, the turbulence energy production surpasses
the roughness energy production.

The foregoing results dictate that

the direct viscous dissipation of mean energy should be negligibly
small in the central portion of the pipe, and this statement is
confirmed by Figure 125.

Although the dissipation is extremely

small throughout this region, a very large gradient is observed to
occur for y/R less than about 0.1.
'

■.

,■

The mean energy balance for that portion of the flow field

MEAN ENERGY TERMS
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FIGURE 124.

Mean Energy Terms for Central Region of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 125.

Direct Viscous Dissipation of Mean Energy in Turbulent
Core of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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immediately adjacent to the pipe wall is presented in Figures 126, 127,
and 128.

The availability of mean energy is shown by Figure 127 to

remain relatively small until the top of the roughness elements is
reached, and a marked ascent then occurs.

Figure 128 reveals that the

dissipation remains small throughout the cross section,, and although
it does show a marked increase at.the mean roughness height, it still
does not completely balance the available energy at this point.
This difference may be accounted for, however, by examination of the
production terms in Figure 126.

These terms remain equal until a

value of y/R of about 0.03 is reached, at which point they begin to
diverge.

The turbulence energy production increases in magnitude

from this point to a maximum of about 0.03 and then decreases to
zero.

On the other hand, the roughness energy production decreases

in magnitude until a null value is attained, and then a significant
increase in magnitude is noted.

This increase in magnitude then

accounts for the difference between the availability and dissipation
of mean energy in the near wall layers.
To summarize these results it should be noted 'that the bulk of
the available energy is taken from the mean flow in a narrow region
above the roughness elements.

Although a portion is directly dissipat

ed by viscous action, a significant portion is also converted into
roughness and turbulence energies.

Except for this small region.
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Roughness and Turbulence Energy Production Near Wall of Tube
With Small Roughness Elements
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Availability of Mean Energy Near Wall of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 128.

Direct Viscous Dissipation of Mean Energy Near Wall of
Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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the roughness and turbulence energy production terms are nearly
equal throughout the pipe.
Having established the amount of energy.converted from the
mean motion to turbulence energy, the. expression for the turbulence
energy,balance, equation (4.29), will now be examined in order to
determine the fate of this converted energy.

The portion of this

energy which is dissipated by viscous effects was considered in the
previous section, and the experimental results are indicated by the
solid lines in Figures 120 and 121.

A comparison of the production

and dissipation produces the result that these two quantities nearly
balance each other over the entire cross section, with two exceptions.
Near the center of the pipe, the turbulence production vanishes while
the dissipation maintains a nonzero value.

This fact will have to

be accounted for by a diffusion of turbulence energy into this
region.

Another difference occurs just■above the roughness elements

where the maximum magnitude of the -production is seen to be about
twice that of the dissipation.

This demands' the diffusion of a

large amount.of energy from this area in order for the energy balance
to be satisfied.
Experimentally determined values of the gradient type diffusion
of turbulence kinetic energy are indicated in dimensionless form in
Figure 129 for the central region of the pipe and in Figure 1.30 for
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FIGURE 129.

Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Central
Region of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 130.

Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Wall
Region of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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the wall region.

This term is .seen to be rather small over the entire

cross section, although a small magnitude maximum value is observed
near y/R = 0.1, and a rather large magnitude minimum value is acquired
just below the mean height of the roughness elements.

It is surprising

to note that even though this diffusion term is small throughout the
central portion of the pipe, it remains positive in this region
thereby indicating a loss of energy.

Thus, the transfer of kinetic

energy by gradient diffusion is in a direction from the center line
toward the wall resulting.in'the,.largelgain in energy in the wall
region exemplified by Figure 130.

Also, this means that there is

a loss of energy near the center line, both by viscous dissipation
and by gradient diffusion, which will have to be taken into account
by a convective diffusion of energy into this area.
All terms appearing in the turbulence energy balance have now
been determined experimentally except the convective diffusion term
X, and this term may now be calculated as the closing entry in
equation (4.29).

For the case of a rough pipe it should be remembered,

however, that this term will also contain any possible interactions
between turbulence and roughness energy terms.

The results of this

calculation for x are presented in Figures 131 and 132.-

This term

is observed to be somewhat larger than the gradient diffusion every
where except in the near wall region.

A decisive maximum value occurs
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Convective Diffusion of Turbulence Energy in Central Region
of Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 132.

Convective Diffusion of Turbulence Energy Near Wall of Tube
With Small Roughness Elements
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for y/R slightly less than 0.1, and the convective diffusion is
negative throughout the remainder of the pipe.

This indicates a

transfer of energy, from the point where this maximum occurs, hoth
toward the wall and toward the center line.

A gain in energy is

thereby observed in each of these locations.

The energy at the

center line compensates for the losses by dissipation and gradient
type diffusion, while the gain near the wall must be matched by a
dissipative loss.

Energy Spectra
A contour map of the energy spectra of the u^ fluctuating
velocities is presented in Figure 133 for the frequency domain, and
transformation to the wave number space is indicated by Figure 134.
These figures indicate, for any given value of y/R, that
)

has a

relatively large magnitude at small frequencies and rapidly decreases

)

as higher frequencies are approached.

)

a given wave number there is a decrease in energy content of the

)

dissipation eddies in moving from the wall to the center line of the

;

Figure 134 indicates thht for

pipe in agreement with the previous examination of the turbulence

)

energy equation.

)

of the eddies associated with production and diffusion is seen to

)

indicate a rapid decline, at both the wall and the center line, from

I
)
)

)

Again for a constant wave number, the energy content
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FIGURE 134.

Wave Number Space Energy Spectra for
Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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a maximum value at an intermediate radial position.

The value of

y/R where this maximum.occurs is.slightly less than 0.1 for the
lower wave numbers, and such behavior would be expected since a
majority of the turbulence is produced in this region, and diffusion
is also relatively large in this vicinity.
The possible existence of the various subranges of eddy sizes
can be established by an examination of Figures'135, 136, arid 137.
Figure 136 shows the inertial subrange where the dominant process is
the transfer of energy from smaller to larger wave numbers without
significant production or dissipation., Such a subrange appears to
be exhibited over a rather wide range of wave numbers over the entire
^pipe cross-section, and the wave numbers where this law applies
decrease in moving from the wall to the center line. ..The production
subrange is shown to indicate a similar behavior in Figure 136.

A

■comparison of these two figures reveals that the production subrange
does occur for slightly larger eddies than the inertial subrange,
and this is exactly the behavior predicted by Tchen [84].

Within

the range of variables examined experimentally in this investigation,
an absence of any viscous subrange of eddy sizes is noted in Figure
137 for all values of y/R.

The shape of the.contours in this

figure does indicate, however, that such a subrange will probably
occur at extremely large wave numbers.
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Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes for
Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 136.

Production Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Fluctuations in
Tube With Small Roughness Elements
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The dimensionless coordinate systems proposed by Robertson et_ al
[47] and Goma and Gelhar [30] for yielding the spectrum function
independent of radial position are evaluated in Figures 138 and
139.

Figure 139 shows that the coordinates proposed by Gomarand

Gelhar [30] yield good results for large values of 2nR/U^ while
substantial deviations occur for low values, especially near the
wall.

Excellent results are obtained through most values of nA^/U^

by utilizing the system specified by Robertson ert al_ [47] .

Slight

deviations do occur, however, for large values of nA^/U^.
Energy spectra in the frequency domain and the wave number space.
for the velocity fluctuations in the x

coordinate direction are

shown in Figures 140 and 141 respectively.

As in the case of the

E^ spectra, a slight decrease in the energy content of the dissipation
eddies may be observed in moving.from the wall to the center line
of the pipe at a constant frequency or wave number.

A significantly

different behavior of the E^ and E^ spectra are observed for low
wave numbers, however.

The E 0 spectra immediately adjacent to the

wall and those in the vicinity of the pipe center line both shdw a
slight energy deficiency for this wave number range, but no such
deficiency is observed for intermediate radial positions.

As

explained in the previous chapter, this type of energy deficiency is
thought to be due to the convective diffusion of pressure energy which
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Spectra for Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
Normalized as Suggested by Robertson et^ al [47]
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FIGURE 139.

U1 Spectra for Pipe With Small Roughness Elements Normalized
as Suggested by Goma and Gelhar [30]
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Frequency Domain Energy Spectra of
Fluctuating Velocity
in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 141.

Wave Number Space Energy Spectra of u„ Fluctuating Velocity
in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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is an intermediate wave number phenomena.

Cate must be utilized,

however, in presuming that this interpretation automatically applies
for a rough pipe since the convective diffusion term contains, in
addition to pressure and kinetic energy, interaction's between
turbulence and roughness energy.

The lack of an energy deficiency

at the intermediate radial positions indicates that the commonly
accepted process of energy transfer from lower to higher wave numbers
occurs in this region.
spectra than the

The generally smaller magnitude of the

spectra at a given wave number and a given value

of y/R, as indicated by a comparison of Figures 134 and 141, would

~2

be expected due to the smaller magnitude of u^ at any radial position.
The various subranges of eddy sizes for the E^ spectra are
examined by means of Figures 142, 143, and 144.

As in the case of

the E^ spectra, the inertial and production subranges are seen to
be exhibited over a fairly wide -range of wave numbers throughout
the pipe, and an increase in magnitude of the wave numbers where
these subranges appear is observed as the wall is approached.

Also,

the production subrange again occurs for slightly larger eddies than
does the inertial subrange.

The viscous subrange does not appear in

Figure 144, but its possible existence at very large wave numbers
is indicated.
The dimensionless forms of the energy spectra suggested by

Iogtk1
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Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes for
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Production Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u Velocity
Fluctuations in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Viscous Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Velocity Fluctuations
in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Robertson et_ al [47] and Goma:and Gelhar [30] are shown plotted in
Figures .145 and 146,.respectively, for the

velocity fluctuations.

Both of these coordinate systems yield reasonable results except for
low wave numbers, especially near the center of the pipe.

The

failure to exhibit a universal behavior in this region is due to
the energy defect observed in the wave number space. Figure 141.
The variation of the

spectrum function for the wave number

space and for the frequency domain is indicated in Figures 147 and.
148.

The behavior of this function is seen to resemble that of the

E^ spectra in most aspects.

A Very slight decrease in energy content

of the viscous dissipation eddies may be observed in moving from
the pipe wall to its center line at a. constant value of the wave
number in Figure 148.

An energy deficiency -As again;;observed both

at the pipe center line and near the wall, but no such defect is
present for intermediate radial positions.

This indicates a possible .

transfer of energy from the u^ fluctuating velocity to the u_
fluctuating velocity by action of the fluctuating pressure, although
it is conceivable that it might also be indicative of a transfer of
energy in favor of u^ due. to. interactions between turbulence and
roughness energy.. A comparison of the magnitudes of the E^ spectrum
function in Figure 148 with those of E^ in Figure 141 indicates near
equality of these two functions.

This supports the notion of a
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U2 Spectra for Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
Normalized as Proposed by Robertson j^t a^ [47]
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Spectra For Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
Normalized as Proposed by Goma and Gelhar [30]
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tendency toward isotropy by

and

as was concluded by examination

of the anisotropy ratios.
The possibility of occurrence of the inertial, production, and
viscous subranges of eddy sizes is examined in Figures 149, 150,
and. 151 respectively.

As in the two previous cases, the inertial

and production subranges occur throughout the pipe, and the wave
numbers where they exist increase as the wall is approached.

The

production eddies are again larger than the inertial eddies. Figure
151 indicates the apparent occurence of the viscous subrange at
very large wave numbers, as was the case with the

and

spectra.

The normalized forms of the E^ spectra proposed by Robertson
at al [47] and Goma and Gelhar [30] are presented in Figures 152 and
153, respectively.

Both sets of coordinates indicate a fairly

universal behavior for large values of the ordinate, but substantial
deviations occur for small values.

Thus, although both sets of

coordinates yield reasonable results for the E^ spectra, neither the
E^ or the E^ functions are correlated in the desired manner.

Autocorrelation Functions
Autocorrelation functions obtained by taking the Fourier cosine
transform of the energy spectra are presented in Figures 154, 155,
and 156 for the fluctuating velocities in the x^, x

and x^ coordinate
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Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes For U3 Velocity Fluctuations
in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Production Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u- Velocity Fluctuations
in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Viscous Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Velocity Fluctuations
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Spectra for Flow in Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
Normalized as Suggested by Robertson e_t al [47]
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U 3 Spectra for Flow In Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Autocorrelation Function for u^ Fluctuating Velocity in Pipe
With Small Roughness Elements
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directions respectively.
behavior for

and

These figures indicate a generally similar
in that, for a particular value of time,

they all acquire a .minimum value just beyond the mean height of the
roughness elements and then increase as either the wall or the center
line is approached.

This indicates that the curvature of (j>. with

respect to time at t = 0 is smaller at,this radial position than for
other values of y/R.

The resultant increasing curvature as the

wall is approached is indicative■ of the increasingly dominant role
of the low frequencies in this region.

It may be recalled that

Bakewell [68] has pointed out that this type of variation is
consistent with the intuitive notion that the depth of penetration
of the viscous sublayer by high frequency velocity fluctuations should
be much lower than that for low frequency fluctuations.

On the other

hand, the increase in,curvature of the autocorrelation functions in
moving from the top of the roughness elements toward^the center line
is compatible with the spectral analysis where very large eddies
were found to exist near the center of the pipe.
The behavior described in the preceding paragraph applies to all
three autocorrelation functions with only minor modifications.

The

increase in curvature of the <j)^ function at t = 0 in the wall region
is not quite as predominant as that of the other two functions.

It

may be inferred from this occurrence that high frequency u^ velocity

355
fluctuations penetrate further into the wall region than do those of
u^ or u^, as might be anticipated.

Also, Meryinear the axis of

symmetry of the pipe, the curvature of <f>^ and ^
slightly while that, of

appears to decrease

continues to increase.

This is suggestive

of a slight.i:reduction in eddy, size in the x^ and x^ directions, while
they continue to elongate in the Xg direction.

Throughout the

majority of the pipe all three functions appear to approach zero
asymptotically for a given value of y/R.

However, near the center

line, significant oscillations of <j>0 and <j) are 1observed in their
approach to.zero.

Turbulence Scales
Experimentally determined values of the Eulerian. micro scale
Y^, which 'is .a measure of the. most rapid changes which occur in the
U i fluctuations, are.presentediin Figure 157 for the central core
of the pipe and in Figure 158 for the wall region.

The curves for

all three micro scales have a somewhat similar shape,, i.e., they all
increase.slightly, in moving from the center line toward the wall,
until a maximum value is attained.
vicinity of y/R = 0.4 for
for Yo•

This maximum occurss in the

and Yg but is delayed until y/R - 0.09.

These micro scales then decrease until.a minimum value

occurs just above the roughness elements, and the values again show
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FIGURE 157.

Eulerian Micro Scales in Central Region of Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 158.

Eulerian Micro Scales in Wall Region of Pipe With Small
Rpughness Elements
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an increase.

This increase is in accord with the autocorrelation

results where it was observed that the high frequency eddies could
not penetrate deeply into the viscous sublayer.
near the wall,

Except for points

is seen to be larger than y^which, in turn, is

larger than y^.

This indicates the presence of higher frequency

fluctuations in the u^ velocity than in either

or u ^ .

However,

just above the top of the roughness elements, y^ b'ecomes smaller
than either y^ or y^, thereby indicating the emergence of very high
frequency components in the u^ fluctuations.
A rough measure of the longest connection time in the behavior
of the fluctuating velocities is the Eulerian macro scale, and
values of this parameter for the core of the current pipe are
presented in Figures 159, 160, and 161j

Likewise, this same'informa

tion for the wall region of the pipe is presented in Figures 162,
163, and 164.

These figures indicate that the Eulerian macro scale

is fairly constant in the central region of the pipe for all three
coordinate directions.

Near the wall T^ shows a slight peak and then

remains relatively constant, Vtfhile

decreases slightly and T^

decreases very abruptly after reaching,'a peak value.

The peaks in

this curve are indicative of very low frequency components, and
decreases in T^ denote the disappearance of such components.

As in

the case of the Eulerian micro scales, T^ is observed to be largest
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Eulerian Macro Scale in
Direction for Central Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 160.

Eulerian Macro Scale in
Direction for Central Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Eulerlan Macro Scale in X 3 Direction for Central Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Eulerian Macro Scale in
Direction for Wall Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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Eulerian Macro Scale in x Direction for Wall Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 164.

Eulerian Macro Scale in X3 Direction in Wall Region of
Pipe With Small Roughness Elements
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through the central region of the pipe while

is smallest, though

only slightly smaller than T^.
Transformation of the Eulerian .micro scales into the spatial
micro scales is indicated by Figures 165 and 166.

The spatial micro

scales, which reveal the average dimensions of the smallest eddies
in the flow field, are seen .to generally increase with distance from
the wall to a maximum value near the mid radial position.
decrease then occurs in proceeding to the center line.

A slight

This behavior

is indicative of a decrease in the size of the viscous dissipation
eddies as the wall is approached.

Throughout the central region of

the pipe, it is seen that these eddies are longest in the x^
direction and shortest in the x^ direction.

Near the roughness elements,

however, there is a decrease in elongation in the x^ direction and
an increase in the x

direction.

This may be due to the breakup of

long eddies in the longitudinal direction by the roughness elements
at the same time that cells become interwoven with these elements,
thereby causing a stretching action in the x^ direction.
The variation of the spatial macro scale i;n the x^ direction
is shown in Figure 167, while variations of the
are shown in Figure 168.

and

macro scales

These macro scales, which are indicative

of the size of the largest eddies in the flow field, are seen to be
relatively constant over the central and major portion of the flow
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Spatial Micro Scales for Central Region of Tube With Small
Roughness Elements
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Spatial Micro Scales for Wall Region of Pipe With Small
Roughness Elements
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Spatial Macro Scales in
and x^ Directions For Tube
With Small Roughness Elements
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field.

The magnitudes of these macro scales, reveal the existence

of "large eddies which are very elongated in the axial direction.■
Near the roughness particles, a sharp decrease of elongation in the
x^ direction of the large cells occurs, just as was the case.with
the small cells.

It should be noted that the magnitude of the

spatial macro scale in the longitudinal direction determined in this
investigation -for flow in a rough pipe is in excellent agreement
with the value of about 0.15R found by McQuivey and Richardson [69]
for flow near a rough surface in an open channel.

CHAPTER VIII
RESULTS FOR LARGE ROUGHNESS
Mean Velocity and Flow Resistance
In utilizing the pipe containing the large roughness elements,
measurements were first made of.friction factor versus Reynolds
-number over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in order to establish
the equivalent sand diameter.

As in previous cases, Gow's [15]

data indicated that K was independent of Reynolds number and equal
to about 0.312.

Thus, pressure measurements employed in conjunction

with equation (6.1) yielded the X-Re data shown in Figure 169, where
the solid line is Prandtl1s universal friction factor relationship
for turbulent flow in a smooth tube, equation (2.35).. The experimental
measurements presented in Figure 169 indicate that flow in the pipe
containing the large roughness elements does follow the type of
behavior shown by Nikuradse [2] with his larger sand grains, i .e .,there is an abrupt rise from the smooth pipe line without the dip
characteristic of smaller roughnesses for the transition regime.
The friction factor then becomes independent of Reynolds number in
the fully rough flow regime.
Utilization of the data from the fully rough flow regime,:together
with equation (2.44), allowed the determination of the equivalent
sand diameter, k^, as 0.52 inches. Although this value of kg is about
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FIGURE 169.

Flow Resistance Characterization for Large Roughness
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2.3 times as large as the actual mean height of the roughness elements,
this result is consistent with the findings of many previous investi
gators, as pointed out in the literature review. All experimental
data obtained for this pipe were at a Reynolds number of 165,000
yielding a value of y+ at the center line of 7050, ,and it may be
observed from Figure 169 that this Reynolds number yields flow which
is well into the fully rough flow regime.
Experimental measurements oftthe longitudinal mean velocity
profile in the turbulent core of this pipe : are presented in Figure
170, and such measurements for the wall region are.shown in Figure
171.

As in the case of the pipe containing the small roughness

elements, a slight rise is noted in the mean velocity profile below
the tops of the roughness elements, and thus linear interpolation
of the experimental data would indicate a nonzero velocity at the
wall.

This is consistent with the supposition made in the previous,

chapter that there is an increased heat loss to the solid surface due
to the presence of the roughness elements.

However, no adverse

effect on the experimental data is anticipated since this phenomenon
occurs below-the-top of the sand grains.

Fluctuating Velocities
The rms values of the fluctuating velocities in the three
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FIGURE 170.

Longitudinal Mean Velocity Progile in Central Region of
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 171.

Longitudinal Mean Velocity Profile in Wall Region of Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements

coordinate directions for the pipe currently under consideration
are presented in Figure 172.

As required by the momentum relation,

equation (4.11), u^ and u^ are seen to be approximately equal at the
pipe center line, and u^ has a somewhat larger magnitude.

In moving

from the center line toward the wall, all three components are observ
ed to increase,. u| at the fastest rate and u^ at the slowest.

This

statement remains valid until just beyond the tops of the roughness
"
,

elements where pronounced peaks are observed in u^ and u^, but no
such peak is.observed in u^.

Thus, for a small distance adjacent

to the sand grains, u^ becomes larger than u^.

When the roughness

particles are reached, all three velocity components decrease rapidly
to zero.

It should also he observed that the magnitudes of U^ and

U^ do not differ.greatly throughout.the flow field, thereby indicating
a tendency toward isotropy by these two components.
As a check on the assumption of.small turbulence intensities,
the intensities of all three fluctuating velocity components are
presented in Figure 173 for the central region of the pipe and in
Figure 174 for ,the wall, region. . Thes,e=.curves indicate the presence
of small intensities in the central region of the pipe, but as the
wall is approached all three intensities increase.

None of these

exceed about 50%, however, until the tops .of the roughness particles
are reached, and in view of the discussion in reference [97], the •
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RMS Values of Fluctuating Velocities in Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 173.

Turbulence Intensities in Central Region of Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 174.

Turbulence Intensities in Wall Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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errors involved, though probably significant, are not expected to
be prohibitive.

Beneath the roughness elements the intensities become

exceedingly large, and reliable results are not expected in this
region.
The degree of anisotropy prevailing in the pipe.currently under
consideration may be investigated by means of Figure 175 which shows
the variation of the three anisotropy ratios over the pipe cross
section.

Over most of the central portion of ".the pipe, Ug/u^ and

u^/u^ are seen to be essentially constant, the former at about 0.5
and the latter near 0.85.
the solid surface.

Both increase to a value near unity at

On the other hand, u^/u^ decreases in an

approximately linear fashion from 0.8 at the pipe center line to 0.6
near y/R = 0.1.

This term then indicates a'decrease as the wall is

approached.
Having determined values of the fluctuating velocities in the
three coordinate directions, the turbulence kinetic energy can now
be calculated,.

This quantity is shown normalized with the square

of the shear velocity in Figure 176.

It can be seen that this

dimensionless kinetic energy has a value slightly less than unity
at the center line and then increases in moving toward the wall.
This rate of increase is small near.the center line but increases
with increasing radius.

A pronounced maximum value of about 3.2
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Anisotropy Ratios for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 176.

Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Pipe With Large Roughness
Elements
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is acquired near y/R = 0.06, and the kinetic energy then decreases
to zero as the wall is approached.
It may be recalled that information regarding the pressure
variation in the radial direction is required to ascertain the
validity of the dynamic head determined from static pressure measure
ments at the solid boundary.

In the previous chapter it was indicated

that this pressure variation cannot be rigorously calculated for
flow in a rough pipe because of the spatially averaged mean velocities
which appear in equation (4.12).

However, i f it is assutiied that

these mean velocity terms yield only a negligible contribution to
the pressure term, its radial variation can still be estimated from
equation (4.12).

In the event that this assumption is not valid,

the ordinate in Figure 177 will simply be a combination of the
pressure and the spatially averaged mean velocities.

With the

foregoing discussion in mind, this figure indicates a minimum in
the pressure at about the mid radial position.

At both the center

—
—
*2
line and just above the roughness elements, (P^ - P)/pu attains
a value of about 1.2, and a decrease to a null value is observed
very near the wall.

By the method utilized for the two previous

pipes, the error involved in calculating dynamic head from static
pressure measurements at the wall is estimated to be of the order of
*

—

2 (u /U

2

) , which in this case amounts to about 0.4%.

Therefore, it
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FIGURE 177.

Radial Pressure Variation in Pipe With Large Roughness
Elements
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is believed that measurement of the static pressure at the solid
surface is justifiable.

Fluctuating Velocity Correlations
The second order u^u^, cross correlation, normalized with the
square of the shear velocity,, is presented in '!Figure 178 for the pipe
containing the large roughness elements,

The variation in this

correlation is seen -.to be approximately linear from a null value at
the center line to about 0.2 at the mid radial position;

The

correlation then remains essentially constant near 0.25 for values
of y/R between 0.1 and 0.5.

A sharp peak in u^Ug is noted just

above the roughness elements, and the correlatio.nltheh.decreases to
zero as the wall is approached.

As noted in the previous chapter,

such behavior is typical of that found by Gow [15], and Robertson
et al [47].

',

The correlation coefficient corresponding to u^u^ in Figure 179
shows a nearly constant value of about 0.2 over the major portion of
the pipe, although it does vanish at the wall and the pipe center line.
A peak corresponding to that in the u^u^ correlation is observed near
the roughness elements.

A very similar behavior.is exhibited by the

turbulence kinetic energy in Figure 180.. It should be recalled that
a constant value of this ratio in the central portion of the pipe,
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FIGURE 178.

Second Order u^u Cross Correlation in Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 179.

Variation of ^12 Correlation Coefficient for Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 180.

Turbulence Shear Stress to Kinetic Energy Ratio for Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements
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such as indicated by Figure 180, .would .be obtained if either von
Karman's similarity hypothesis or Prandtl's mixing length theory were
valid.
It was indicated in the previous chapter that measurements of
the U^U2 correlation and the mean velocity permit calculation of the
spatial correlation between.mean velocity components in the longitu
dinal and radial directions.

The results of such a calculation for

the pipe containing the large roughness particles are indicated in
Figure 181.

Here, the spatial correlation, normalized with the

square of the shear velocity, is seen to increase almost linearly
from a null value at the center line to about 0.6 at y/R = 0.1.
Then, just above the roughness elements a distinct minimum, correspond
ing to the maximum in u^u^, is observed
The eddy diffusivity for momentum, determined with the aid of
equation (2.71), is presented for flow in the pipe containing the
large roughness size in Figures 182 and 183.

Figure 182 establishes

the fact that this quantity attains a nearly constant value of 0.05
near the center line and crests at a value of about 0.075 near
y/R = 0.4.

A decrease to a minimum value of about 0.005 near the

top of the roughness elements is then noted.

A second peak is noted

well below the top of the roughness elements at y/R - 0.01, and the
eddy diffusivity then vanishes.

A phenomenon such as this second
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Spatial

Correlation for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 182.

Eddy Dlffusivity for Momentum in Central Region of Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 183.

Eddy Diffuslvlty for Momentum In Wall Region of Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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peak is not expected .but could have important consequences in many
rough pipe considerations, e.g. heat transfer.
The second cross correlation term measured experimentally in the
current investigation was the cross correlation between longitudinal
and angular fluctuating velocities, u^u^.

Although momentum

considerations require this term to be zero for flow in a smooth
pipe, nonzero values, except near the center line and at the wall,
are indicated in Figure 184.

An extreme value of about -0.25 is

indicated at a value of y/R approximately equal to the mean roughness
height.

Such behavior is indicative of a transfer of longitudinal

momentum across planes normal to the x_ axis, and this, in turn,
indicates mean velocity variations in the x^ direction as postulated
in the analytical considerations.
~2
The variation of the third order u^u^ correlation with radial
position is shown in Figure 185 for the central region of the pipe
and in Figure 186 for the wall region.

This correlation varies

linearly from zero at the pipe center line to>about -0.9 at y/R 0.15.

A sharp increase to a maximum value of about 0.5 at the top

of the roughness particles is then noted, and afterwards this
correlation tends toward zero again.

The correlation coefficient

~2
corresponding to u^u^ is seen, in Figure 187, to be constant at
about -0.5 over most of the pipe, although it does increase to a
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Second Order u^u Cross Correlation for Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 185.

Third Order u^uT Correlation for Central Region of Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements
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Third Order
Correlation for Wall Region of Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 187.

Correlation Coefficient for
Roughness Elements

in Pipe With Large
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slightly positive value at both the center line and the roughness
particles.
~3
The u^ correlation, normalized with the cube of the shear
velocity, is shown in Figures 188 and 189.

This dimensionless form

of the correlation, though vanishing at the pipe center line, is
slightly negative over about the central half of the pipe, and
then increases to a peak almost identically at the top of the roughness
particles.

—3
The correlation coefficient corresponding to u^ in

Figure 190 vanishes at the pipe center line, but is approximately
constant at -1.3 over the remainder of the central half of the pipe.
From the roughness elements to the mid radial position the coefficient
again remains nearly constant, this time near 1.7.

Dissipation Function
Components of the turbulence energy dissipation function determined
experimentally for the central region of the pipe are presented in
Figures 191, 192, and 193, and. values near the wall are presented
in Figures 194 aftd 195.

The behavior of all these components is

somewhat similar, i.e., they are all relatively small at the pipe
center line and have a small rate of magnitude change at this point.
As the wall is approached, a sharp increase to a maximum value is
noted, after which zero is approached rather rapidly.

Some differences
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Third Order
Correlation For Central Region of Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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Third Order
Correlation Near Wall of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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Dissipation Terms for Central Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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Dissipation Terms for Central Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 193.

Dissipation Terms for Central Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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Dissipation Terms for Wall Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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Dissipation Terms for Wall Region of Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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should he noted, however. Although all terms are nearly equal at
the pipe center line, the maximum values are significantly different
as indicated by the differences in scale in Figures 194 and 195.

'3u,

V2

The maximum value of

is smallest at about 8,000 while
V

U

W
\ I

is largest near 30,000.
2u

indicate maximum values of 16,000,and

at 12,000.

I

and L
2/
2x„u

*2

9uI
I

3

is slightly lower

All these maxima occur just above the roughness elements

at y/R near 0.03 to 0.04.
The foregoing experimental data can now be combined with the
istoropic relations given by equation (5.20) for determination of
the dissipation function itself, and d dimensionless form of this
function is given as the solid line in Figure 196.

In similarity

with the terms comprising W, the dimensionless dissipation function
is very small at the pipe center line, though not %ero, and reveals
a slow rate of increase at this point.

This rate of increase grows

in a rather gradual fashion until a maximum value of the dimensionless
dissipation function near 0.0043 is attained at the top of the rough
ness elements.

The dissipation function then diminishes rapidly to
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FIGURE 196.

Dissipation Function for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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zero.
The dashed line shown in Figure 196 is representative of the
dissipation function calculated from equation (5.21) where complete
isotropy between all terms is assumed.

The dissipation calculated

in this manner is seen to be a very good approximation to that
obtained experimentally except just beyond the roughness elements
where the maximum dissipation occurs.

Here the dissipation calculated

by assuming complete isotropy differs at mosty by about 17% from
that determined experimentally.
A check on the validity of applying Taylor’s hypothesis for the
shear flow currently under investigation may be obtained by inspection
of Figure 197.

In this- figure* , Lin’s [79] condition, equation

(2.78b), is investigated.

This condition is seen to be satisfied

to an extremely high degree of accuracy for y/R greater than about
0.1, and then the ordinate does not exceed about 7% until below
the mean height of the roughness elements.

Thus, Lin's condition

regarding the applicability of Taylor's hypothesis is satisfied
with a reasonable degree of accuracy throughout the entire flow field
above the sand grains.

Energy Relations
Consider first.the mean energy balance given by equation (4.30).

.05-
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FIGURE 197.

Lin's Condition for Applicability of Taylor's Hypothesis in
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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Experimentally determined values of the terms appearing in. this energy
equation are shown in Figures 198, 199, and 200 for the central
region of the pipe and in FigufGs 200, 201, and 202 for the wall
region.

The mean energy available due to the pressure drop along

the pipe is seen, from Figures 198 and 201, to be relatively small
over the central region of the pipe.

The availability then peaks

to a maximum magnitude slightly above the top of the roughness
elements.arid begins to decrease.as the elements themselves are
approached.

A minimum magnitude occurs at about one half the average

roughness height, and the availability then.shows a sharp increase
in magnitude.

The portion of the mean energy which is directly

dissipated by viscous effects, shown in Figures 199 and 202, is
seen to follow a behavior essentially identical to that described
for the availability of mean energy.

However, the magnitude of the

dissipation is observed to be much smaller than .the availability
throughout the.pipe indicating that a significant portion of the
mean energy available must be converted to .some other form.

This

statement is confirmed by Figure 200 which represents the mean
energy converted to turbulence energy and.that converted to an energy
associated with the presence of the roughness elements.

Over the

central portion of the pipe, these two conversion terms are seen to
'

‘ ■

be approximately, equal,: but at about the point where availability
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Availability of Mean Energy in Central Region of Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 199.

Viscous Dissipation of Mean Energy in Central Region of
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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Mean Energy Conversion Terms for Pipe With Large
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Large Roughness Elements
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Viscous Dissipation of Mean Energy Near Wall of Pipe With
Large Roughness Elements
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and dissipation possessed maximum magnitudes j the .production of
turbulence .energy far.exceeds the production of roughness energy.
The turbulence energy production then decreases much more rapidly than
does the roughness energy production. ' Thus, for values of y/R less
than e/R, the roughness energy production exceeds the turbulence
energy production.
To summarize these results it should be noted that the bulk of
the available energy is taken from the mean flow in a narrow region
above the roughness elements. Although a part of this energy is
directly dissipated, a large portion is converted into turbulence
and roughness energies.

Except for the small region near the roughness

elements, these two energy production terms are nearly equal through
out the pipe.
Having established the amount of energy converted from the mean
motion to turbulence energy, the expression for the turbulence energy
balance, equation (4.29), will now be examined in order to determine
the fate of this converted energy.

The portion of this energy which

is dissipated by viscous effects was considered I m the previous
section, and the experimental results are indicated by. the solid line
in Figure 196.

A comparison.of the production and dissipation produces

the result that these two quantities nearly balance each other over
the central and major portion of the cross-section.

However, at the

418
pipe center line the turbulence production vanishes while the dissipa
tion does not, and the magnitude of the. production is seen to be
significantly larger than that of ■the dissipation ij:ust beyond the
roughness elements. ' This demands the diffusion of a large amount
of energy from this area in order for the energy balance to be
satisfied.
Experimentally determined values of the gradient,type diffusion
of turbulence kinetic energy are. Indicdtediln.Figure 203 for the
central region of the .pipe and in Figure 204 for the wall region.
This term is observed to be nearly zero over the entire central
portion of the pipe.

For y/R near 0.1 a very small magnitude

maximum is.observed, and just above the roughness elements a much
larger magnitude minimum value is encountered.

The gradient diffusion

remains positive for values,of y/R less than't the mean, height-of the
roughness elements.

These results indicate that the gradient diffusion,

although small, represents a. gain of energy at a radial position just
beyond the top of the roughness elements and a loss in energy at
Other:.radii.

Thus, the. gradient diffusion of turbulence energy is

toward the tops of the. roughness'elements .from both the wall and
the center line.
All terms appearing in the ..turbulence energy balance have now
been determined experimentally except the convective diffusion term
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FIGURE 203.

Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Central
Region of Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 204.

Gradient Diffusion of Turbulence Kinetic Energy Near Wall
Of Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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X, and this, term may now be calculated as the closing entry in
equation (4.29).

As pointed out in the previous chapter, it should

be remembered that this term also contains, in addition to the
convective diffusion, any interactions between turbulence and roughness
energy terms.

The results of this.calculation for x are presented

in Figures 205 and 206.

This term is observed to be somewhat larger

than the gradient diffusion of kinetic energy for almost.all radial
positions.

Negative values are indicated for values of y/R greater

than about twice the mean roughness height, but a pronounced maximum
occurs just above the top of the sand grains.

This indicates a

substantial loss in energy from this region and a corresponding energy
gain in the turbulent core of the pipe.

Thus, the production and

diffusion terms are accounted for in the fluid layers immediately
above the sand grains, and dissipation without production at the
center line is justified.

Energy Spectra
A contour map of the energy spectra of the u^ fluctuating
velocities is presented in Figure 207 for the frequency domain,
and transformation to the wave number space is indicated by Figure
208.

These figures show that, for any given value of y/R,

has

a relatively large magnitude at small frequencies and rapidly -
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Convective Diffusion of Turbulence Energy in Central Region
of Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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Convective Diffusion of Turbulence Energy in Wall Region of
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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decreases as higher frequencies are approached.

Figure 208

indicates that for a given wave number there is a decrease in energycontent of the dissipation eddies in moving from the top of the
roughness elements to the center line .of the pipe in agreement with
the previous examination of the turbulence energy equation.

Again

for a constant wave number, the. energy content of the eddies
associated with production and diffusion is seen to exhibit a rapid
decline, at both the wall and the center line, from a maximum
value at an intermediate radial position.

The value of y/R where

this maximum occurs is slightly greater than 0.1 for the lower wave
numbers, and this value of y/R decreases toward the roughness elements
as the wave number is increased.
The possible existence of the various subranges of eddy sizes
can be established by an examination of Figures 209, 210, and 211.
Figure 209 shows the inertial subrange where the. dominant process
is the transfer of energy from smaller to larger wave numbers without
significant production or dissipation.

Such a subrange appears over

a substantial range of wave numbers over the entire pipe cross-section
and the wave numbers-, where this law applies decrease slightly in
moving from the top of the roughness elements to y/R - 0.1 but
remain essentially constant from this point to the pipe center line.
The production subrange is shown. £o indicate a similar behavior in
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Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes for
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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Figure 210.

A comparison of these.two figures reveals that the

production subrange does occur for slightly larger eddies than/
does the inertial subrange,, and this.is exactly the behavior predicted
by Tchen [84].

Within .the range of variables examined experimentally

in this investigation, an absence of any .viscous

subrange of eddy

sizes is noted in Figure 211 for all values of y/R.

The shape of the

contours in this figure does indicate., .however, that such a subrange
will probably occur for wave numbers slightly larger than those
obtained,experimentally.
The dimensionless coordinate systems proposed by Robertson et^ al_
[47] and,Goma and Gelhar [30] for yielding the spectrum function
independent of radial position are evaluated in Figures 212 and 213.
Figupe 213 shows that the coordinates proposed by Goma and Gelhar
[30.] yield good results at all values of y/R only for large.values
of 2nR/U^.

However, the coordinates proposed by Robertson et, al [47]

appear to yield excellent results over the entire range of experimental
variables, althbughra slight deviation does occur near the.wall for
large values of nA^/U^.
Energy spectra in the frequency domain and the wave number space
for the velocity fluctuations in the x^ coordinate direction are
shown in Figures 214 and 215 respectively.

As in the case of the

spectra,, a slight decrease in the energy content of the dissipation
eddies may be observed in moving from the wall to the.center line of
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Spectra for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements Normalized
as Proposed by Robertson et al [47]
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the pipe at a constant .frequency or wave 'number.

As was the case

for the smooth pipe and the pipe containing the small roughness
elements, a significantly different behavior of the

and

spectra

are observed for low wave numbers where an energy deficiency occurs
in the E^ spectra for all values of y/R.

This type of energy defect

is thought to be due to the-'.convective diffusion of pressure energy
which is an intermediate wave .number phenomena, but care must be
utilized in applying this interpretation for rough pipes, as pointed
out in the previous chapter, since the convective diffusion term
also represents interactions between roughness and turbulence energy.
The generally smaller magnitude of the E^ spectra than the E^ spectra
at a given wave number and a given value of y/R, as indicated by a
comparison of Figure 208 and 215, would be expected due to the
~2
smaller magnitude of u^ at any radial position.
The various subranges of eddy sizes for the E^ spectra are examined
by means of Figures 216, 217, and 218.

As in the case of the E^

spectra, the inertial and production subranges are seen to be
exhibited over a fairly wide range of wave numbers throughout the pipe,
and an increase in magnitude of the wave numbers where these subranges
appear is observed in moving from the center line toward the wall.
Also, the production subrange.again occurs for slightly larger eddies
than does the inertial subrange, and the existence of the viscous
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FIGURE 216.

Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Fluctuations in Pipe
With Large Roughness Elements
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subrange. Figure 218, is' anticipated.at very large wave numbers.
Neither the dimensionless coordinate system proposed by Robertson
et^ nJ [47]', Figure 219, nor. that proposed by Goma and Gelhar [30] ,
Figure 220, appears to render the

spectra, independent of radial

position for the pipe containing the large .roughness elements.

This

failure is apparently due to the energy defect observed in the wave
number space.
The variation of t h e . s p e c t r u m function for the-wave:number
space and for the frequency domain is indicated in Figures 221 and
222.

In similarity with the E^ spectra., an energy deficiency is noted

at low wave numbers for all radial positions except those immediately
above the sand grains.

As in previous cases, this energy defect is?

probably due to a transfer of energy from the.u^ fluctuating velocity
to the u^ fluctuating velocity by action of ,the fluctuating pressure.
A comparison of the magnitudes of the E^ and E^ spectrum functions,'
Figures 215 and 222, indicates nearly identically values at a.given
wave number and a given radial position.

Such behavior would be

expected due, to the tendency toward isotropy by the u^ and 'u^
fluctuating velocities.
The possibility of occurrence of the inertial, production, and
viscous subranges of eddy sizes is examined in Figures 223, 224, and
225 respectively.

As in the two previous cases, the inertial and

IogtE0(Ii)U1/u^Ao]=-4.0
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FIGURE 219.

Spectra for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements Normalized
as Proposed by Robertson ^t al [47]
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FIGURE 220.

Spectra for Pipe With Large Roughness Elements Normalized
as Proposed by Goma and Gelhar [30]
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Frequency Domain Energy Spectra for
in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements

Fluctuating Velocity
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FIGURE 222. Wave Number Space Energy Spectra for U3 Fluctuating
in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 223.

Inertial Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u„ Velocity Fluctuations in
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 224.

Production Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Velocity Fluctuations
in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 225.

Viscous Subrange of Eddy Sizes for u^ Velocity Fluctuations in
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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production subranges occur throughout the pipe, and the .wave numbers
where they exist increase as the wall is approached.

The production

eddies are again larger than the inertial eddies, and Figure 225
indicates the apparent occurrence of the viscous subrange at large
wave numbers.
The dimensionless coordinates suggested by Robertson et_ al [47]
tend to impress a fairly universal behavior on the
indicated by Figure 226.

spectra, as

On the other hand. Figure 227 shows that

the coordinate system proposed by Goma and Gelhar yields acceptable
results only for large wave numbers.

Autocorrelation Functions
Autocorrelation functions obtained by taking the Fourier cosine
transform of the energy spectra are presented in Figures 228, 229,
and 230, for the velocity fluctuations in the x^, x^ and x^
coordinate directions respectively. , These figures indicate a
generally similar behavior for

<p^, and (j)^ in that for a particular

value of time, they all acquire a minimum value near..the mean height
of the roughness elements and then increase as either .the wall or
the center line is approached.

This indicates that the curvature of

<j>^ with respect to time at t = 0 is smaller at the top of the roughness
elements than at other radial positions.

The resultant increasing
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FIGURE 226.

u Spectra for Flow in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
Normalized as Suggested by Robertson et al L J
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FIGURE 227.

Spectra for Flow in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
Normalized as Suggested by Goma and Gelhar [30]
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Autocorrelation Function for
Velocity Fluctuations in
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FIGURE 229.

Autocorrelation Function for u^ Velocity Fluctuations in
Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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curvature as the wall is approached is indicative of the increasingly
dominant role of low frequencies in this region, and also signifies
the inability of high frequency velocity fluctuations to penetrate
the area containing the roughness elements.

On the other hand,

the increase in curvature of the autocorrelation functions in proceed
ing from the roughness elements toward the center line is .compatible
with the spectral analysis where very large eddies were found to
exist near the center of the pipe.

The slight decrease in all three

autocorrelation functions near the center line of the pipe is
suggestive of a slight reduction in eddy size in the three coordinate
directions in this region.

Turbulence Scales
Experimentally determined values of the Eulerian micro scale
Y ., which is a measure of the most rapid changes which occur in the
i

.

u^ fluctuations, are presented in Figure 231.

The curves for all

three micro scales have a somewhat similar shape, iee., they are all
relatively constant near the center line but increase slightly in
moving toward the wall.

A pronounced minimum then occurs a short

distance above the roughness elements, and the micro scales again
increase.

This increase is in accord with the autocorrelation

results where it was observed that the high frequency eddies could

Y 1W R

Y jW R
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FIGURE 231.

Eulerian Micro Scales in Pipe With Large Roughness Elements
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not penetrate1beneath the 1roughness elements.
the wall,
than y 2 ’

is seen to be larger than

Except for points near

which, in .turn, is larger

This indicates the presence of higher frequency fluctuations

in the u^ velocity than in either u^. or u^.
A rough-measure of the longest connection time in the behavior
of the fluctuating velocities is the Eulerian macro scale, and
values of this parameter for the. pipe containing the large roughness
elements are presented in Figures 232 and 233.
that

These figures indicate

is relatively constant in the central region of the pipe

while T^ and T^ decrease slightly in this region.'

Near the roughness

elements all three Eulerian macro scales decrease, indicating that
very low frequency fluctuations cannot penetrate into the region
occupied by the sand grains.

The Eulerian macro scale in the x^

direction is observed to be larger than the other two throughout
the pipe.
Transformation of the Eulerian micro scales into the spatial
micro scales is indicated by Figures 234 and 235.

The spatial

micro scales, which reveal the average dimensions of the smallest
eddies in.the flow field are seen to generally increase with distance
from the wall to a maximum value near y/R = 0.6.

This behavior is

indicative of a decrease in the size of the viscous dissipation eddies
as the wall is approached.

Throughout the central region of the pipe,

.040
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FIGURE 232.

Eulerian Macro Scale in
Roughness Elements

Direction for Pipe With Large
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FIGURE 233.

Eulerian Macro Scales in
and
With Large Roughness Elements

Directions for Pipe
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FIGURE 234.

Spatial Micro Scales in x
Large Roughness Elements
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Directions for Pipe With
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FIGURE 235.

Spatial Micro Scale in
Roughness Elements

Direction for Pipe With Large
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it is seen that these eddies are longest in the

direction and

shortest in the x^ direction^
The-variations of the spatial-macro scales in the three
coordinate directions are shown .in Figures 236, 237, and 238.

These

macro scales, which are indicative of the size of the largest eddies
in the flow field, are seen to be essentially constant over the central
portion of the flow field.

The magnitudes of these macro scales

reveal the existence of large eddies which are extremely elongated
in the axial direction.

Near .the roughness elements, all of the

macro scales show sharp decreases indicating the breakup of the
large eddies by the sand grains.

As with the pipe containing the

small roughness elements, the longitudinal macro scale

in the

central region of the pipe shows excellent agreement with the value
of 0.15R found by McQuivey and Richardson [69] for flow in an open
channel with rough surfaces.
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FIGURE 236.

Spatial Macro Scale in x. Direction for Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 237.

Spatial Macro Scale in x. Direction for Pipe With Large
Roughness Elements
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FIGURE 238.

Spatial Macro Scale in
Roughness Elements

Direction for Pipe With Large

CHAPTER IX
COMPARISON OF SMOOTH AND ROUGH PIPE RESULTS
Mean Velocity and Flow Resistance
A fixed value of the Reynolds number, approximately 165,000,
was utilized for the experimental measurements in all three pipes.
It has been shown that this Reynolds number yielded,flow in the
hydraulically smooth, transition, and fully rough flow regimes for
the smooth pipe, that containing the small roughness elements, and
that containing the large roughness elements respectively.

This

enabled a study of the changes in flow characteristics in passing
from one regime to another at a constant Reynolds number.
A comparison of the mean velocity profiles in these three pipes
indicates that the effect of an increase in roughness, is to steepen
the velocity gradient throughout the central portion of the pipe.
Thus, the mean velocity profile in a rough pipe tends to more
closely resemble the well known laminar flow profile than does the
mean velocity profile in a smooth tube.

This behavior also indicates

that a much higher center line velocity is required in a rough tube
to obtain a given Reynolds number than would be necessary in a
smooth tube to acquire the sarnie Reynolds number.

The roughness

elements tend to create a large drop in the mean velocity at their
outer edge so that the velocity gradient near the wall is much steeper
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for a smooth than'for a rough tube.

Fluctuating-1Velocities
A comparison of the fluctuating velocities, when normalized
with the shear velocity, obtained for flow in the three .pipes indicates
a similarity in' behavior.

In all cases u' and u' are nearly equal

L

J

at the pipe center line while u| has a somewhat larger value.

In

proceeding toward the wall, all three fluctuating velocities increase
to a maximum value before vanishing at the pipe wall. .Some effects
of roughness, are evident, however.

Of course, the peaks in the

curves for the rough pipes occur at larger values of y/R than do
those for the smooth pipe simply due to the presence of the roughness
elements.

Also, as roughness is increased, u^ and u^ tend to become

more nearly equal throughout .the pipe, indicating a trend 1toward
isotropic flow by these two velocity components. " This trend is
verified by an examination of the anisotropy ratios, although in
each case u^ prevents the flow from becoming completely isotropic.
Of special interest is the fact that u^ exceeds u^ in .magnitude near
the large roughness elements, in contrast to smooth pipe observations.
One of the 'AsAumptlons implied in the direct, application of hot
wire anemometry equipment.is that of small turbulence intensities,
and the validity of this, assumption was investigated for each of the
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three pipes.

Eor the smooth pipe and that containing the small

roughness elements, it was. found that none of the intensities exceeded
about 20%, and this is considered to be an acceptable level.

For

the large,roughness the intensities were also found to be less than
20% over the major portion of the cross-section, but a rapid increase
was observed just above the roughness particles.
height the intensities
values occurred

At the mean roughness

had become as large as 50%, and much larger

closer to the wall.

Although errors incurred with

a 50% turbulence intensity are expected to be large, they are not
expected to be prohibitive in view of the discussion in reference
[97].

Reliable results are not expected beneath'ithe"roughness

elements due to the intensities in this region, however.
The turbulence kinetic energy, which is of considerable
importance.in further considerations, does not vary substantially
as roughness is changed if normalization with respect to the square
of the shear velocity is utilized.

Minor differences include a

slight decrease

in the magnitude ofthe dimensionless kinetic energy

and an increase

in the value of y/R where the maximum magnitude

occurs as roughness size is increased.
A knowledge of the fluctuating velocities in the x

and x^

coordinate directions enabled the estimation of the radial pressure
variation from equation (4.12).

For all three pipes, the magnitude
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of this radial pressure drop was found to be.small enough that an
error of less than 0.4% was incurred by utilizing static pressure
measurements at the solid surface for center line dynamic head
calculations.

.Fluctuating Velocity Correlations
One of the major differences between smooth and rough, pipe data
is observed in the second order cross correlation terms.

In the

central region of the pipe, the u^u^ correlation, normalized with
the square of the shear velocity, is observed to become progressively
smaller as the roughness size is increased.

This occurrence is

consistent with the results of Gow [15] and.those of Robertson et al
[47].

It should also be noted that Goma and GejIhar [30] found

identical magnitudes of this normalized correlation for flow in a
smooth pipe and one roughened by spherical beads.

This indicates

a definite effect of the type of roughness elements as well as their
size.

The reason for the decrease in the second order correlation

for flow in rough pipes may be deduced from the analytical considera
tions where it is seen that mean velocity components in the radial
and angular directions, corresponding to flow around the roughness
elements, must propagate into the turbulent core.

Slightly above

the roughness'elements, large peaks are observed in u^Ug/u

*2

so that
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this quantity approaches values obtained in the smooth pipe for a
very short distance.
Some basis for both'Prandtl's mixing length theory and von
Karman1s similarity hypothesis was obtained by observing that the
ratio of the u^u^ correlation to. the turbulence kinetic energy was
nearly constant over the central regions of all three pipes.

-However,

it has been pointed out by Hinze [9] that such an observation does
not constitute a rigorous proof of these theories.
Calculations of the eddy diffusivity for momentum, which is of
considerable importance in many practical applications, indicate a
*

slightly larger value of this quantityj when normalized with Ru ,
for flow in the transition regime than for flow in either the
hydraulically .smooth or the fully rough regimes.

This may aid in

explaining the higher heat transfer efficiency found by Dipprey
[1] in the transition regime.
The second cross correlation term measured experimentally in
this investigation was the u^u^ correlation, and the presence of a
rough boundary was also found to have significant effects on this
quantity.

For flow in a .smooth pipe .theretcan be no transfer of

longitudinal momentum across planes normal to the x^ axis, so u^u^
must be zero, and this statement was confirmed experimentally.
However, experimental measurements of the u^u^ correlation for flow
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in rough pipes indicated nonzero .values of.this quantity,.and these
values increased in magnitude as.the,roughness.size increased.

As

in the case of the u^u^ correlation., .the reason for. such behavior
may be deduced from the analytical considerations where, mean radial
and angular velocity components.
.are allowed.
The effects of roughness on the third order correlation terms
are not observed to be as pronounced as those on the second order
correlation terms, but definite effects are present.

The results

obtained for the smooth pipe and that containing^the small roughness
elements indicate a high degree of similarity with only minor
differences occurring in extreme values, and radial positions where
these extreme values occur.

In each.case the u^u^ correlation,

normalized with the cube of the shear velocity, is seen to be
negative over the entire cross section and to vary from zero at the
center line to an extreme value in the vicinity of y/R = 0.15 before
returning to zero at the solid boundary.

~~3 , *3
In contrast u^/u is

positive over the entire cross section and varies from about 0.6
at the center line to an extreme.value very.near the wall before
returning to zero.

2
*3
On the other hand,..u^u^/u
for the large

roughness elements is seen to acquire a.positive value just above
the sand grains, although, it does, remain negative for. other radial

~3

*3

positions.. Also, .in this case u^/u.

is found to be negative over
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most of the cross-section, acquiring a positive value only near the
top of the roughness elements.' This indicates that, while the
convective diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy may be similar in
the smooth pipe and that containing the small roughness elements,
a significant change may occur for flow in the fully rough regime.

Dissipation Function
A comparison of dissipation function measurements for the three
pipes indicates that the presence of a rough boundary significantly
affects this term.

An increase in the size of the roughness elements

produces a substantial decrease in the magnitude of vW/u \

and

although a major portion of the dissipation occurs near the solid
boundary for all three pipes, the value of y/R where, this peak in
the dissipation occurs is seen to increase with roughness size.
In each case, experimentally determined values of the dissipation
function were compared-with values calculated from the assumption
of complete isotropy between components of the dissipation function.
Such calculated values were found to be in much better agreement
with experimental values for the two rough pipes than for the smooth
pipe.

This tends to confirm the trend toward isotropy indicated by

the anisotropy ratios.
Some insight as to the reason for the changes which occur in the
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dissipation function can be obtained by an examination of the
components of this function.

Significant decreases in the maximum

as roughness size is

increased seem to explain the smaller .values qf the dissipation
function in the rough pipes.

A tentative explanation for the

decrease in magnitude of these two quantities can be obtained by
observation of the values of y/R where the maxima occur.

This value

is extremely near the wall for the smooth.pipe and is slightly
beyond the top of the roughness elements for the other two pipes.
Thus, it is possible that the occupancy of the area very near the
wall by the roughness elements prevents the maximum from occurring
in this region and thereby yields a change in the basic flow structure.
It should also be noted that measurement of the dissipation
terms allowed the evaluation of Lin’s [79] condition regarding the
applicability of Taylor’s hypothesis in a shear flow.

This condition

was found to be satisfied to a reasonable degree of accuracy for
all three pipes.

Energy Relations
Two types of energy balances were investigated, in the current
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study,,

A mean energy balance indicated1that ..the ..energy available

due to the pressure drop, along the.pipe in.the longitudinal direction
was partly directly dissipated, partly.converted, into a roughness
energy, and partly converted to turbulence energy.

A turbulence

energy.balance then .revealed that.the;portion of the mean energy
which was converted to .turbulence energy.was partly directly
dissipated and partly diffused .to.other regions of the pipe by
either gradient type diffusion .or convective diffusion.
Experimental measurements of. the quantities appearing in the
mean energy balance indicated that the. bulk of the available energy
is taken from the mean flow in a narrow region adjacent to the wall
for all three pipes.

In the central region of these pipes the

availability was found to approximately equal.the conversion to
other forms of energy.

Near the wall' sharp.increases in all energy

terms; availability, dissipation, and conversion; occurred.

Direct

viscous dissipation was seen to represent the fate of a considerable
portion-of the available mean energy .in the smooth pipe, and
proportionately less energy was.dissipated directly as the roughnesswas increased.

Instead, a part of. the available energy was converted

into an energy associated with the presence of the roughness elements,
and the majority of this production occurred below the tops of the
sand.grains.

Since these sand grains occupied the region where the
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maximum Curbulence production occurred in the.smooth■pipe, the
majority of the turbulence energy in the rough pipes was produced
just above the mean roughness height.
Consider now the turbulence energy balance.

The direct viscous

dissipation of turbulence energy, as, described in the previous
section, is seen to be nearly identical to the turbulence production
over the majority of the flow field so that the turbulence is in
energy equilibrium.

Exceptions ..to these statements are evident

for all three pipes at two radial positions, the pipe center line
and the point where a maximum turbulence production occurs. Near
the center line the production vanishes in all cases while the
dissipation does not.

This requires a diffusion of energy into

this area in order to satisfy the energy balance.

Also, at the

point where the production is a maximum, the production is signifi
cantly larger than the dissipation, thereby necessitating an energy
diffusion from this region.
Examination of the experimentally determined values of the
gradient diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy indicates a
significant effect of the roughness elements.

For the smooth pipe

there is seen to be a transfer of energy by gradient diffusion, both
toward the wall and the center line, from the point where production
is a maximum.

This results in a loss of energy in the region where
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production exceeds dissipation and a gain o f .energy a t ,the center
line where production vanishes but dissipation remains nonzero.
completely different phenomenon occurs in the rough pipes.

A

In this

case the transfer of energy is from the center line toward the wall,
resulting in a loss of energy.at. the center line and a gain.of energy
near the top of the roughness elements, where most of the turbulence
is produced.

This, of course, will have to be balanced by a convective

diffusion of turbulence energy...

It.should be noted that the gradient

type diffusion is relatively small over the entire cross section
for all three pipes and decreases as: roughness is increased.
The convective diffusion term, calculated as the closing entry
in the turbulence energy balance, was found to exhibit a somewhat
similar behavior for all three pipes.

A maximum value was observed

near the point where the production was a maximum, and the convective
diffusion was negative in .the central region of the pipe.

Thus a

loss of energy occurred near the top of ,the roughness elements, or
near the. edge of the viscous sublayer, and an energy gain was observed
in the turbulent core:.

This then represented complete'satisfaction ,

of the turbulence energy balance.

••Energy Spectra
For all three pipes, a very similar behavior was found for the
energy spectra of the u^ fluctuating velocity.

The commonly accepted
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picture of energy transfer from smaller to larger wave numbers was
verified by the fact that

is relatively large .at small, wave numbers

and rapidly decreases as.higher frequencies are. approached.

A

decrease in energy content of the dissipation eddies occurs in moving
from the wall to the center line of the pipe, and the eddies associated
with production and diffusion.of kinetic energy.indicate a maximum
energy content at an intermediate radial position.

Such behavior

is consistent with examination .of the energy equation in the previous
section.

In all cases the inertial and production subranges were

observed throughout the pipe for a significant range of wave numbers,
and the existence of the viscous subrange .at large wave numbers was
hypothesized.

Several means of 'normalizing ,these spectra were

attempted, and the.coordinate systems suggested by Robertson.et al
[.47] and Goma .and Gelhar [30] .appeared to yield the best results.
. A similarity was also found to exist among the E^ spectra for
the three pipes investigated..experimentally.. ^A decrease in the
energy content of the viscous dissipation eddies was. observed in
proceeding.from the wall to the center line, and an energy deficiency,
postulated as being due to a transfer of u^ energy in favor of U^ by
the fluctuating pressure, was observed for small wave numbers. This
energy deficiency occurred at .significantly different values of y/R,
for .the three pipes, however.- For the smooth pipe it was observed
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only at- an.intermediate radial position, while for.the pipe containing
the small roughness elements an.energy defect.occurred everywhere
except at intermediate radial positions.

In the pipe containing the

large roughness elements .such,.,a deficiency, was noted at all radial
positions.
than

For all three, pipes,

was found to be generally smaller

at a given radial position and a given wave number as.would

~2

be expected due to the smallef magnitude of u„. As in the case of
.z
E^, both the inertial and the production subranges were observed,
and the existence of the viscous subrange of eddy sizes was postulated
to occur at large wave numbers.
All the remarks in the preceding paragraph regarding Phe
spectra also apply to the E^ spectra.

In addition, comparison of

the magnitudes of E^ and E^ with, those of E^ for each pipe are in
agreement with results expected from mean squared values of the
fluctuating velocities.

Autocorrelation Functions
The autocorrelation functions in the x^,.x^ * and x^ coordinate
directions were obtained in this investigation by taking the Fourier
cosine transform of the energy .spectrum function in...-the respective
coordinate direction.

None of these autocorrelation functions

appear to be influenced significantly by the presence of the roughness
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elements.

For all three correlation functions; and all degrees

of roughness, a minimum value is obtained near the edge of the
roughness elements or the viscous sublayer for a particular value of
time.

The functions .then.increase in proceeding toward .either the

wall or .the center line.

The increase near the wall was interpreted

as being indicative of the increasingly dominant role of low
frequencies in this .area, while that in the central region of the
pipe was taken to be representative of the large eddies occurring in
this region.

However, immediately adjacent to the center line a

slight reduction in eddy size occurred.

For the large roughness,

this reduction took place in.;all three coordinate directions, but
for the smooth pipe, and that containing the small, roughness,
reduction occurred only in the

and x^ coordinate directions.

Turbulence. Scales
The behavior of the Eulerian micro scales, which are a measure
of the most rapid changes in the velocity fluctiations, in the
three coordinate directions.is somewhat similar for all .three pipes.
In every case these turbulence scales were found to increase slightly
in moving from the center line toward the wall, and a pronounced
minimum value occurred just.beyond either the viscous sublayer or
the top of the roughness elements.

An.increase wa s .then observed
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in proceeding toward the wall.

This increase was interpreted as an

indication of 'the inability of the very high .frequency fluctuations
to penetrate the.wall region.
found to be larger than

For.- the smooth, pipe .y w'as always

which was larger than

This indicated

the presence of higher frequencies in. the u^ velocity fluctuations
than in either U^ or u^.. ■The .same observation was also valid for
the rough pipes except for the region immediately above the roughness
elements where y^ became smaller than y^ or y^.

This.indication

of higher frequencies in the u^ fluctuations above the.roughness
elements may be due to vortex shedding from the sand grains.
The Eulerian macro scales of turbulence, which are a rough
measure of the longest connection time in the behavior of.the fluctu
ating velocities, also are found to exhibit a somewhat similar behavior
for the three pipes in that T^, T^, and T^ remain relatively -constant
through the central region of the pipe with T^ >
the wall, however, some deviation does occur.
T^ decreases.while T^ and T^ increase.

T^ > T ^ . Near

In the smooth pipe,

This .is indicative of the

disappearance of some of the very low frequency components of u^
at the same time that

and .u^.are.extended to lower frequencies.

For the pipe containing the small, roughness elements T^ exhibits a
slight'ipeak just above the top of the sand ,grains and then .remains
relatively constant in moving toward the wall.

On.the other hand.
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decreases slightly and
slight peak.

decreases abruptly after reaching a

This indicates that low.frequency fluctuations parallel

to the wall tend to be disrupted.by the presence of the roughness
elements, while low frequency fluctuations normal to the wall tend to
intermesh with the roughness particles.

For the pipe containing the

large particles, all three Eulerian macro scales decrease near the
top of the sand grains.. Thus, these particles are large enough that
the low frequency fluctuations in the

direction cannot penetrate

below them.
The average dimensions of the smallest (viscous dissipation)
eddies in the flow field are represented by the spatial micro scales
of turbulence. For all three pipes studied experimentally, the
spatial micro scales in the three coordinate directions ,generally
reached a maximum value near.the mid radial position and then
decreased in moving toward either the wall or the center line.

The

decrease in proceeding toward the center line represents a slight
decrease in the size of the viscous dissipation eddies in. this region,
and a more substantial reduction in size occurs' in moving toward
the wall.

Throughout the flow field the dissipation eddies are

observed to be elongated most in the x^ direction and least in the
x^ direction.

The addition of roughness particles to the solid

boundary appears to affect the spatial micro scales only in the
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region immediately, .above, the..roughness elements.

For the pipe

containing the small roughness elements, the sand particles tend to
disrupt the eddies in the .longitudinal direction causing a decrease
in elongation.
in the

At the same.time, .the eddies are stretched slightly

direction as they are.interwoven with the roughness particles.

For the pipe containing the large roughness elements, however, all
of the spatial micro scales become nearly identically near the
crests of the particles.
For turbulent flow in the central region of a pipe, the spatial
macro scales, which are indicative of the size of the largest eddies
in the flow field, appear to be qualitatively independent of the
nature of the pipe wall.

In ,all cases in the current, investigation

these macro scales were found to be
region with

> Ag > A^.

relatively constant through this

This indicates the existence of large

eddies which are very elongated in the axial direction and somewhat
suppressed in the .angular direction.

As in the case of the spatial

micro scales,, a slight dependency' on roughness size is observed near
the solid boundary.

For the smooth boundary, the elongation of these

cells in the radial direction was seen to .be suppressed by the
presence of the wall, so that,A^ became larger than

The small

roughness elements were observed to .disrupt the cells in the
longitudinal direction so that a decrease in A^ occurred.

The large
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eddies appeared to be completely disrupted, by. the presence of the
large roughness elements since all three macro scales were observed
to decrease near.the tops o f .these.elements.

CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was undertaken in an attempt to gain an increased
understanding of the nature of turbulent flow in pipes having both
smooth and rough boundaries.

A review of the available literature

indicated that a great deal.of information was available regarding
turbulent flow in smooth pipes, but little was known regarding the
structure of turbulent flow near rough boundaries.

The available

information did indicate definite changes in the flow structure,
but the nature of these changes had not been determined.

Several

methods of analysis were employed in the present investigation in
an attempt to determine these changes in structure.
First, applicable forms of the governing differential equations
expressing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy were
developed in order to determine' the controlling parameters. This
development was effected in the following manner.

The governing

momentum equations are the well known Navier-Stokes equations, but
in this form, the equations are not generally useful for turbulent
flow because of the random fluctuations which appear in the pressure
and velocity components.

However, this random nature suggests the

possibility of a statistical analysis, and this is effected by
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writing the pressure and the velocity components as the sum of mean
and fluctuating quantities. . In. the previous analytical irivestigations
for smooth pipes, the mean velocity components in the radial and
angular directions have been considered to vanish by continuity
arguments, but for flow in rough pipes, mean velocity components in
both radial and angular directions must exist as the fluid passes
over the roughness elements, thereby dictating their inclusion in the
momentum equations.

Also, for rough pipes velocity gradients may

exist in both angular and longitudinal directions,. in contrast to
smooth pipes, due to the presence of the roughness elements.

Thus,

introduction of mean and fluctuating quantities into the NavierStokes equations, and .time.averaging .these expressions, still
results in a set of relationships.which are rather difficult to apply
for flow in rough pipes.

However, in analogy with the statistical

time average, the random shape of sand grain type roughness elements
suggests the possibility of a statistical averaging process in the
angular direction.

Such an average was defined., and.the .momentum

equations were spatially averaged according to this definition.
This yielded a set of momentum equations very similar to those
normally obtained for flow in smooth pipes, and as the roughness size
went to zero the two groups of expressions became identical.

The

only terms included in the'rough pipe equations which do.not appear
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in smooth pipe equations are spatial correlations between radial and
angular mean velocities. .All- terms appearing in the resulting
equations, except the spatial correlations, could be measured
experimentallyand the spatial correlations were calculated as the
closing entry.
A relationship expressing the distribution of.the mean energy
was obtained simply b y ■multiplying the momentum equation in the
longitudinal direction by the longitudinal mean velocity gradient in
the radial direction.

This equation indicated that the energy

available due to the pressure drop along the pipe was partly
dissipated directly by viscous, action, partly converted into turbulence
energy by action of the u^u^ shear stress, and partly converted
into an energy associated with the presence of the roughness elements
by the

^ shear stress.

For flow in smooth pipes .this .expression

reduced directly to the mean energy balance previously obtained by
Laufer [41].
The fate of that portion ..oftthe...mean energy converted to
turbulence energy was then investigated through the development of
a turbulence energy balanhe.

The spatial averaging concept was again

employed in this derivation.

It was found that the.resulting equation

could be written in a Tdfm'".identical to that obtained by Laufer [41]
for flow in smooth pipes.

This equation showed that the portion of
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the mean energy converted to the turbulence energy was partly
directly dissipated by viscous effects and partly diffused to other
radial positions by either gradient diffusion or convective diffusion.
However, in the rough pipe equation, the convective diffusion term
was also found to be.indicative of any interactions between turbulence
and roughness energy.
Having established the controlling parameters for turbulent
flow in rough pipes, an experimental investigation was devised to
determined the effects of wall roughness on these parameters.

The

aparatus utilized in this investigation consisted of a .one foot
diameter, closed circuit wind tunnel.

All velocity measurements

were obtained by hot-wire anemometry techniques.

Basically, two

types of analysis were utilized in this experimental study.

The

first consisted of the direct measurement of the controlling parameters
found from the analytical results.

These parameters were measured

in pipes containing three degrees of roughness which .yielded flow
in all three regimes, hydraulically smooth, transition., and fully
rough.

These data were then supplemented by experimental measurements

of the distributions of the fluctuating velocities in the frequency
domain and conversion of these measurements to the wave number space.
Such measurements also permitted.calculation of'autocorrelation func
tions and.the various turbulence scales.
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The results of this experimental study may be briefly summarized
in the following manner.

Experimental measurements of the longitudinal

mean velocity and rms values of fluctuating velocities, did not show
a substantial roughness dependency., in-agreement'with previous
investigations. Minor differences' in smooth and rough pipe results
include the fact that the mean velocity profile in the central region
of the pipe becomes flatter as the roughness size is reduced, and the
value of y/R where the fluctuating velocities reach an extreme value
is shifted outward from, the wall as roughness size is increased.
The anisotropy ratios indicate a slight trend toward isotropy with
increasing roughness, and this tendency is .confirmed by comparing
experimentally determined values of the dissipation function with
values obtained assuming.complete isotropy between components of the
dissipation function.
Although the measurements described in the foregoing paragraph
indicated somewhat similar results for smooth and rough pipes, other
types of measurements indicated a wide divergence in the results.
This tendency was especially predominate in both cross correlation
and energy equation measurements.
normalized with u

*2

The second order u^u^ correlation,

, showed a significant decrease as roughness size

was increased, and the analytical results show that this indicates
an increase in the spatial U^U^ correlation as roughness increases. '
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Also, the u^u3 -correlation became nonzhro for.the rough pipes
indicating a.transfer of.longitudinal.momentum in the angular direction, ■
and such a phenomenon cannot occur for smooth pipes.

A relatively

high degree of similarity was found to. exist between, the third order■

~2
u^u^ and

~~3

.correlations for flow in ..the smooth tube .and that

containing .the.small roughness elements; but large differences
occurred for the tube containing the large roughness elements.

This

indicates that any changes in the. convective diffusion for the pipe
containing the large roughness elements may be due to the diffusion
of kinetic rather than pressure energy.
Significant changes with roughness were also observed for the
terms appearing in.the .energy equations.

In both the mean and

the turbulence energy balance,, the major effects appeared .to be
due to the fact that the roughness elements occupied the region
where most of the energy exchanges.occurred in the smooth pipe.
Also, for the rough pipes a portion of the available mean energy
was converted to a roughness energy, but this appeared to be taken
from the portion which was directly dissipated.in the smooth pipe
rather than from the portion which was,converted to turbulence energy. ■
One of the most distinct effects of roughness on the turbulence
energy balance was to substantially.suppress both the gradient, diffusion
of kinetic energy and the direct viscous dissipation of the turbulence
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energy.

In addition the direction of.the gradient diffusion of

kinetic energy showed a complete reversal from the smooth pipe
behavior .where it resulted in/an energy gain at the center line of
the pipe.

However, since both the gradient diffusion and the

dissipation were of smaller magnitudes than.in the smooth pipe,
•significant changes were not observed in the convective diffusion
of total turbulence energy.

On the other hand, the measurements

of the third order correlations, at least for the large roughness,
indicate changes in the convective diffusion of kinetic energy, so
a change in the convective diffusion of pressure energy is. demanded.
Such a change is indicated by the spectral analysis where significant
differences in radial positions where energy defects in

E3

(k^) and

occur are .observed.
A great deal of similarity for energy spectra in a given

coordinate direction was observed for the smooth and rough pipes.
Except for the energy defects noted in the previous paragraph,energy
transfer was found to be from smaller to larger wave numbers.in all
cases.

Both production and inertial..subranges existed for fairly

wide wave number ranges, and the production subrange was observed
for slightly larger eddies than the inertial subrange.

The experiment

al results indicated the probable existence of the viscous subrange
at very high wave numbers. As would be expected in view of the
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foregoing statements, roughness was also found to have little effect
on the autocorrelation functions.
A large amount of insight regarding the structural turbulence
changes with roughness was also gained by an examination of .the vari
ous scales of turbulence.

This examination was highly complimentary

to the previously described examination of the turbulence energy
balance.

In .the central region of the pipe, variations, in eddy

size were observed to be relatively independent of the nature of
the solid boundary.

The flow in this .area consisted of large eddies

which were very elongated in the axial direction, while their extent
in the angular direction was somewhat suppressed.

The small eddies

contained by "these large eddies were also elongated in the axial
direction but were more Suppressed in the radial than the angular
direction.

The size of both the large and the small eddies was seen

to reach a maximum near.the mid radial position and to decrease only
slightly at the center line.

In .contrast, the eddies near the wall

were very much dependent on the nature of the solid boundary.

About

the only effect of the smooth pipe in this region was the retardation
of the extent of the larger eddies in the direction normal to the
surface. . Addition of the small roughness elements tends to disrupt
the longitudinal extent of both the large and small eddies.

At the

same time, the small eddies tend to be stretched in the radial
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direction as ,they are interwoven with the .roughness particles.

On

the other hand., the large roughness elements appeared to almost
completely .obliterate the large eddies, which are considered to be
responsible,for turbulence production and the diffusion of turbulence
kinetic energy. ■ In addition, a tendency .toward isotropy by the
viscous dissipation eddies is noted since their extent in all direc
tions becomes nearly the same.
In summary, turbulent flow in smooth and.rough pipes has been
investigated both, analytically and.experimentally in this study.
Applicable forms of the governing differential equations expressing
the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy were derived in order
to determine the controlling parameters, and an experimental.investi
gation was devised to determine these, as well as other, parameters
of intenest. Although much of this desired information is currently
available for flow in smooth pipes, all of the measurements were
first

performed for flow in a smooth pipe in order to verify the

apparatus and experimental techniques.

These results were found to

be in excellent agreement with previously obtained data, ,and in
addition, .much more comprehensive data than.were .previously available
have been.provided.

The. same techniques were then utilized for the

rough pipe measurements.
This experimental study indicated very definite.changes in the
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basic flow structure as the wall roughness is varied.

Probably the

most important reason for this is the fact that the roughness elements
occupy the region where turbulence is produced in the smooth pipe by
the three-dimensional streaky structure observed by Kline et_ al [80].
Moreover, the possibility of structural .changes in going from the
transition regime to the fully rough ,flow regime has been indicated.
Tentative descriptions of ..all these various changes in flow structure,
as determined from hot-wire data, have been given.
Before a complete and.definite determination of the flow structure
near rough surfaces can be made, flow visualization data are needed
in addition to the hot-wire.results obtained from the present study.
Also, additional hot-wire data, possibly regarding the distribution
of the u^^- and u^u^ shear stresses in the frequency domain and the
variation.of the spatial correlations with radial position, would
be helpful.

In addition, ithe results of Goma and Gelhar [30] regard

ing the u^u^ shear stress ,for flow in a pipe roughened with spherical
beads indicate the possibility of an effect of roughness type on the
flow structure, so the entire investigation described here should
be repeated for other types of roughness elements.

In conducting

such an analysis, it is felt that digital, rather than analog, signal
handling would .be profitable.. This could be accomplished by feeding
the linearized hot-wire signals directly into an analog to digital
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converter and recording the output, e.g. , on magnetic .tape.

Mean

squared values of the fluctuating, velocities and the various
correlations could then be obtained- by processing these data on a
digital computer, and a Eourier integral analysis could be applied to
obtain the energy spectra, autocorrelations, and turbulence scales.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX I
HOT-WIRE SENSITIVITY FOR AN ARBITRARY ORIENTATION
Consider a hot-wire oriented at
flow field as shown in Figure 239.

an arbitrary position in a

The size of this probe is taken

to. ,be sufficiently small ,so that the cylindrical velocity components
can be represented in a cartesian coordinate system.

The velocity

component sensed by the hot-wire will be that pOrtioni .of the
instantaneous velocity which acts in a direction normal to the wire,
and an expression for this velocity in terms of the angles a and £
is now sought.

The total vector velocity can be expressed as

U = (U1 + U1) I1 + u 3i2 - u 2i3

(I.I)

and a unit vector parallel to the wire can be written as

= - coso cos? I1 + sino cos? I3 + sin?i3

.

(1 .2)

The velocity component normal to the wire can then be expressed as

V = U-

or

(U ' ip)

(1.3)

U.+u
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FIGURE 239.

Sketch of Hot-Wire at an Arbitrary Orientation with
Respect to the Mean Velocity
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V - [• (U1 + U1) (I - cos a cos^£) +

I

-Ji

sin2a cos^?

i —

.

9

~ ~2 u2 coso sin2?] I1 + [-^-(U1 + U1) sin2a cos %

2

2

+ U 3 C l - sin a cos £) +

I

!

-i

uU sina sin2£]±2

I —
I
+ ["^(U1 + U1) coso sin2% - - U 3 sino sin2?

2

- u 2 cos U i 3

(1 .4)

.

Assuming small turbulence intensities, U 1ZU1, so that such terms to
powers greater than the .first may be neglected, the magnitude of the
normal velocity may be. written as

(uj + 2 ^ )

[(I - COs2O cos2?)2 + sin ^ o c o / c

cos2dsin22cJI +,—
U1U3 j^sin2o cos^c (I - cos2o cos2c)

+ sin2o c o s 2 c(l - S i n 2O C O S 2 C) - ^

—
+ U 1U 3

2

2

9_ c ° s o s i n 2 2c]

cososin2c(cos ocos C - I) +

sinosin2osin2Ccos C

2
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coscr sin2^ cos £

(1.5)

Expanding the radical',oh the right hand side of equation (I 5) by the
binomial series finally results in

V = K (U^ + u^ + fiu^ +. Tu2')

where k ,

(1.6)

and T are functions' of a and g given by

K = [(I - cos^ocos^s)^ + •|-(sin^2acos\

+ cos2o-sin22?)i1/2

j_

fi =

(I. 7a)

3

2

2

pr [4 sin2a cos ? (I - cos acos ?)
BK2 -

+ 4 sin2a cos2? (I - sin2a cos2?)

r. - sin2a sin 2£]

I

r = — r

[2 coso sin2<; (cos

(I.7b)

2

2

2

a- cos ^ - I - cos £)

4K
+ sinf sin20 sin24 cos

2,

(I.7c)
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Thus, the velocity sensed by a hot-wire for a given orientation
with respect to the mean velocity can be determined from equations
(1.6) arid (1.7).

Some specific results from these equations are

given in Table 3.

K

a

r

—

1.0

0

0

+90°

1.0

0

0

CT
+90°

45°

0

0.707

0

1.0

S

—

; '

0

0.707

0

-1:0

0

45°

0.707

-1.0

0

0

-45°

0.707

1.0

0

Table 3.

Sot-Wire Sensitivity For
Specific Orientations

APPENDIX II
EQUIPMENT LIST
A complete list of the equipment utilized in the experimental
portion of this investigation is given below.

The abbreviations

in this list refer to those used in the schematic diagrams of the
electrical systems in Chapter V.

Abbreviation

. . Equipment Type

Blower

Aerovent Type CBD Centrifugal Blower

Pressure Transducer

MKS Baratron Type 77-H Pressure Head

Pressure Indicator

MKS Baratron Type 77-MXR Indicator

Manometer

Meriam Instrument Co. Model 347B2
Micromanomet er

Anemometer

Thermo Systems Inc. Model IOlOA
Constant Temperature Anemometer

Linearizer

Thermo Systems Inc. Model 1005B
Linearizing Circuit

Scope

Tektronix Type 549 Storage Oscilloscope
with Dual Trace Plug in Unit

Cor #1

Thermo Systems Inc. Model 1015B Correlator

Cor #2

Thermo Systems Inc. Model 1015C Correlator

RMSVM #1

Hewlett Packard Model.

3400A rms voltmeter

!At).b.r,eviatt,on

'Eqnipment Type
modified for increased averaging time

RMSVM //2
DCVM #1

-Thermo Systems Inc. Model 1060 rms voltmeter
Hewlett Packard Model 3440A Mainframe
with Model 3444A DC.Multi-function Unit
Plug in

DCVM #2,

Hickock Model. DMS-3200 DC Digital Voltmeter

DCVM #3

Honeywell Type VTlOO DC Digital Voltmeter

DCVM H

Honeywell Digitest Model 333

PS #1

Harhison Laboratories Inc. Model 855B
DC Power Supply

PS #2

Burr Brown Research Corp. Model 527
DC Power Supply

SQ

Burr.Brown .Research Corp. Model 4098/25
Differential Input Multiplier/Divider
Wired .as Squaring Circuit

Wave Analyzer

Hewlett Packard Model 3590A.Wave Analyzer
with Model 3594A Sweeping Local Oscillator
Plug in

X-Y Plotter

Hewlett Packard Model 7004A X-Y Recorder
with Model 17175A Filter and Model 17171A
DC Preamplifier on each axis
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Abbreviation
A/D

..Equipment Type
Hewlett Packard Model 5610A.16 Channel
analog:to digital converter and multiplexer

Computer

Hewlett Packard Model 2115A Digital Computer

Pulse Generator

Electronic Research Laboratories, Montana
State.University, Model 921A Digital
Controller

TTY

Teletype Corporation Model 33

Gen #1

Hewlett Packard Model 3300A Function
Generator with Model 3304A Sweeps/Offset
Plug in

Gen #2

Wavetek Model H O Function Generator

Gen #3

General Radio Type 1390-A Random Noise
Generator

Filter

Spectrum Corp. Variable Band Pass Filter

APPENDIX III
DETERMINATION OF WAVE. ANALYZER EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTHS
In the derivation .of the equations tranfprming the wave analyzer
outputs to energy spectra, it was assumed that the high and low pass
filters in the instrument were ideal so that the wave analyzer was
totally sensitive to any signal within the set bandwidth and completely
insensitive to any signal outside this.bandwidth.

This behavior will

certainly not be characteristic of■any real filter,.but instead a
more gradual roll off will be. exhibited.

This fact may be accounted

for, however, by determining the total amount of energy sensed by
the instrument at a given bandwidth setting and then calculating
an effective bandwidth which ah. ideal.filter would have to possess:'.in
order to pass the same amount of energy.
The determination of this effective bandwidth was accomplished
in the following manner. A sine wave was input to the wave analyzer
from a function generator, and the amplitude of this sine wave was
adjusted until a zero dB reading was.obtained from the wave analyzer
with the bandwidth, centered on the frequency of the sine wave.

The .

wave analyzer was then allowed to sweep■through the sine wave
frequency and the output was recorded on an X-Y plotter.

The

resultant plot completely defined the characterics of .the: high and
low pass filters in the wave analyzer, and since the height-.of, this
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curve had been set to unity (zero dB), the effective bandwidth of
an ideal filter was simply equal to the total area under the curve,
which could be determined by numerical integration.
The procedure outlined in the foregoing paragraph was repeated
for sine waves of numerous frequencies, and for each of these sine
waves the various bandwidth and sweep rate settings available on the
wave analyzer were utilized.. As might be expected, it was found
that the effective bandwidth did not depend on either frequency or
sweep rate but was only a function of the bandwidth indicated on the
instrument.

Numerous tests showed that for indicated bandwidths

of 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1000 Hz the effective values of the bandwidth
were 6.20 Hz, 93.3 Hz, and 954 Hz respectively.

This information

then permits usage of equations developed assuming ideal filters.

APPENDIX IV
CALIBRATION OF ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERSION SYSTEM

I

As stated, in Chapter V, the wave analyzer outputs were recorded
with the aid of a Hewlett Packard 2115A digital computer, through
an analog to digital converter, for frequencies above 300 Hz.

For

frequencies below 300 Hz, electronic noise dictated that the signals
be recorded directly on an X-Y plotter, and.DC preamplifiers on this
plotter allowed scale adjustment so that frequency and dB could be
read directly.

Since voltage attenuation was utilized in the

analog .to digital conversion system, however, calibration of this
system was necessary.

This was accomplished in the following manner.

First, since only slowly varying DC signals, were being read,.
sampling rate was not a critical consideration in signal handling.
Thus, the sampling rate was determined so that the electronic
noise was effectively averaged to zero. Preliminary tests indicated
this to be accomplished by a sampling rate near 2500 readings per
second, and this value was then utilized for the entire investigation.
Determination of scale .factors between voltages read by the
computer and frequency and dB was effected by using a sine wave
input to the wave analyzer and reading frequency and dB directly
from the panel meters.

Comparison of these values with voltage

printed out from the computer allowed the plotting of curves of
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voltage versus frequency .,and voltage-vs dB. .
• An.extremely large
number of such calibration points indicated a linear relationship
in each case.

The coefficients in these.relationships were obtained

by utilizing least .squares techniques.to curve fit the calibration
data.

This curve fitting procedure indicated that all the experimental

calibration data.lay within + 1% of"the straight line relationships.
These relationships were then incorporated.directly into the programs
used for controlling the computer during experimental runs so that
frequency .and 'dB was obtained directly as the output of the computer
program.

L

V.

C

APPENDIX V
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DATA REDUCTION

As stated in Chapter V all of the'initial data reduction was
carried out in a single computer program.

Output from this program

was in the. form of both printed output and punched cards, and these
punched cards were used as input to numerous additional programs for
arranging the data in desired forms and for plotting the data.

Only

this basic data reduction program will be reproduced here, and this
program is arranged in the following form.

The.main program is used

for conversion of voltages to longitudinal mean and fluctuating
velocities since this type of data was obtained in every experimental
run.

Gross turbulence parameters, such as Reynolds number and

friction factor are also obtained from this program, and corrections
for heat•loss,to the wall are applied to the data.

A subroutine,

entitled AUX, is then used for analysis of any secondary data, such as
cross correlation data.

The complete program follows. •
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BASIC DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR TURBULENT PIPE FLOW
THIS PROGRAM REQUIRES SUBROUTINES WRNRE,AUX
DIMENSION D L (10,10),Y(50),UM(50),ECC(SO),UR(SO),ALP(SO)
FIX CONSTANT VALUES
R=S3.36
RAD=S.9415
GC=32.174
Cl=16.34*5.0/(9. 0*10.0**5)
C2=18.18*5.0/(9.0*10.0**5)
03=12.7/13.596
04=25.6/(10.0**5)
05=1440.0/517.149
WRITE (106,300)
300 FORMAT (' ')
INPUT HEADER CARD GIVING TYPE OF RUN
170 READ (105,501) (ALP(I),1=1,80)
501 FORMAT (80A1)
PRINT RUN TYPE
WRITE (108,502) (ALP(I),1=1,80)
502 FORMAT ('1\9X,80A1)
INPUT DISTANCES BETWEEN STATIC TAPS IN FEET
READ (105,400) DL(1,2),DL(2,3),DL(3,4),DL(4,5),DL(5,6),DL(6,7),
1DL(7,8),DL(8,9)
400 FORMAT (8F10.4)
DO 401 1=1,7
IP=1+2 '
DO 401 J=IP,9
401 DL (I,J) =DL (I,J-1)+DL (J-I \,f)
INPUT RUN NO, INITIAL ATM TEMP (F) AND PRESS (IN. HG),
INITIAL MEAN CENTERLINE VOLTAGE, FINAL TEMP PRESS AND VOLTAGE,
WIRE DIA (IN.)
READ (105,1) N R ,TBl,PBl,EMCl,TB2,PB2,EMC2,DW
1 FORMAT (15,F15.4,6F10.4)
IF (NR) 626,626,927
927 READ (105,2) PDl,TWl,P6Bl,PD2,TW2,P6B2,DS5EDS
INPUT INITIAL DYNAMIC HEAD (IN. H20), H20 TEMP (C), AND STATIC
-ATM PRESS (IN. H20) THEN FINAL VALUES AND SAND DIA (IN.) AND
EQUIVALENT SAND DIA (IN.)
2 FORMAT (8F10.4)
C
INPUT PRESSURE DROPS (MM HG) AND CALCULATE AVG PRESS DROP
APDl=O.0
APD2=0.0
K=O
6 READ (105,3) I,J,DP1,DP2

U
U
U
U U U
U U U
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3 FORMAT (2I5,2F10.4)
IF (I) 4,4,5
5 APDl=APD1+DP1/DL(I,J)
APD2=APD2+DP2/DL(X,J)
K=K+1
GO TO 6
.
4 AK=K
APD1=APD1*C5/AK '
APD2=APD2*C5/AK
APD=(APD1+APD2)/2.0
EC=EMCl
T=O. 0
K=I
L=I
M=I
INPUT. DIST FROM WALL (IN.), MEAN AND RMS VOLTAGE, AIR TEMP
(C),AND MEAN CENTERLINE VOLTAGE IF AVAILABLE
12 READ (105,7) Y(K) ,UM(K) ,UR(K) ,TP,ECI
7 FORMAT (5F10.4)
IF (Y(K)) 8,8,9
9 T=TP
GO TO 10
8 K=K-I
EC1=EMC2
M=O
10 IF (ECl) 11,200,11
200 K=K+1
GO TO 1211 DO 13 I=L,K
AI=I-L+!
AL=K-L+2
13 ECC(I)=EC+AI*(ECl-EC)/AL
L=K+1
EC=ECl
K=K+1
IF (M) 14,14,12
14 K=K-I
AK=K
C
CALCULATE FLUID PROPERTIES AND FLOW PARAMETERS
T=T/AK
IE (NR-58) 402,402,403
403 T=l,8*T+32'.0
402 WS=RAD*APD/24.0
TBl=TBl-32.0
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TB2=TB2-32.0
DEN=(C5*(12.7*(PB1*(I.0~C1*TB1)/ (I.Q+C2*TB1)+PB2*(I.0-Cl*TB2)/(
11.0+C2*TB2))+C3*(P6B1*(I.Q0335-C4*TH1)+P6B2*(I.Q0335-C4*TW2))))
TWR=I.25*TDENW=DEN/(R*(TWR+459.69))
DEN=DEN/(R*(T+459.69))
XND=(I.134+0.001396*1)/(DEN*10.0**5)
XNUW=(I.134+0.001396*TWR)/ (DENW*10.0**5)
US=(GC*WS/DEN)**0.5
UMX=(2.0*GC*(0.5*C5*(2.0*C3*(PD1*(I.00335-C4*TWl)+RD2*(
11.00335-C4*TW2))))/DEN)**0.5
C
CORRECT VELOCITIES FOR HEAT LOSS TO WALL
DO 15 1=1,K
UM (I)=UM(I)*UMX/ECC(I)
UR(I)=UR(I)*UMX/ECC(I)
XKC=O.5*(12.0*XNUW/DW)**0.45
XKCC=Y(I)/DW*2.0
XK=O.0417/XKCC
IF (UM(I)**0.45-XK*XKC) 27,27,28
27 UM(I)=O.0
GO TO 15
28 UM(l)=(UM(l)**0.45-XK*XKC)**(1.0/0.45)
15 CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE AVERAGE VELOCITY
UAVG=O.0
DO 30 1=1,K
30 UAVg =UAVG+(UM(I)+UM(1+1))*((RAD-Y(1+1))**2-(RAD-Y(I))**2)
UAVG=UAVg /(2.0*RAD*RAD)
RE=2.0*RAD*UAVG/(12.0*XNU)
F= 8 .0*GC*WS/(DEN*UAVG*UAVG)
SRPA=US*DS/(12.0*XNU)
SRPE=US*EDS/(12.0*XNU)
ARR=DS/RAD
ERR=EDS/RAD
WRITE (108,601) NR,K
601 FORMAT ('ORUN NUMBER'15,39X,'NO OBSERVATIONS='13)
WRITE (108,602) RE,F
602 FORMAT (' REYNOLDS NO='E15..8,■27X,'FRICTION FACTOR='E15.8)
WRITE (108,603) UMXjUAVG
603 FORMAT (' MAXIMUM VELOCITY' (FPS)='E15.8,16X,'AVERAGE VELOCITY (F
1PS)='E15,8)
WRITE (108,604) XNU9DEN
6.04 FORMAT (' KINEMATIC VISCOSITY (FT2/SEC)='E15.8,9X,'DENSITY (LBM/
1FT3)='E15.8)
WRITE (108,605) WS,US
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605 FOEMAT (' WALL SHEAR (PSF)='E15.8,22X,'SHEAR VELOCITY (FPS)='
1E15.8)
WRITE (108,606) APD5T
606 FORMAT (' AVERAGE PRESSURE DROP (PSF/FT)='E15.8,8X,'TEMPERATURE
1(F)='E15.8)
WRITE (108,607) DS5EDS
607 FORMAT (' ACTUAL SAND DIAMETER (IN.)='E15.8,12X,'EQUIVALENT SAND
• !DIAMETER (IN.)='E15.8)
WRITE (108,608) SRPA5SRPE
608 FORMAT (’ ACTUAL ROUGHNESS PARAMETER='E15.8,12Xy '.EQUIVALENT ROUG
IHNESS PARAMETER='E15.8)
WRITE (108,609) ARR5ERR
609 FORMAT (' ACTUAL RELATIVE ROUGHNESS='E15.8,13X,'EQUIVALENT RELAT
' IIVE ROUGHNESS=’E15.8)
BETA=UAVG/UMX
XKAP=I.5*US/(UMX-UAVG)
WRITE (108,610) BETA.XKAP
610 FORMAT (' PIPE FACTOR='E15.8,27X,'KAPPA='E15.8,//)
WRITE (108,611)
611 FORMAT (22X,'PREDICTED FRICTION FACTOR FOR -HYDRAULICALLY SMOOTH
!FLOW')
FB=O.3164/(RE**0.25)
FE=O,. 0056+0.5/ (RE**0.32)
FP=F
DO 93 1=1,1000
IF (FP) 94,94,100
100 FUN=I.O/FPAAQ.5-2.0.*ALOG10 (RE*FP**0.5)+0.8
FUNP=-(I.0+1.0/(2.QAFPAAQ.5))/FR
DIF=FUN/FUNP
FP=FP-DIF
IF (ABS(DIF)-O.0001) 92,92,93
93 CONTINUE
94 FP=O.0
"
92 WRITE (108,612) FB 5FP5FE
612 FORMAT (' BLASIUS='E15.8514X,'PRANDTL='E15.8 ,14X,'EMPIRICAL='
1E15.8)
IF (EDS) 613,613,614
614 FR=I.0/(1.74-2.0*AL0G10(ERR))**2
WRITE (108,615) FR
6.15 FORMAT. ('0'-17X,'PREDICTED FRICTION FACTOR FOR FULLY ROUGH FLOW='
IE15.8)
613 DO 616 1=1,2
WRITE (106,617) NR,RE,F,UMX5UAVG,XNU5EDS ,
617 FORMAT (I8,6E12.5) "
GO TO (618,616),I
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618 WRITE (106,726)
726 FORMAT- (f13?78X)
' 616 CONTINUE
CALL WRNRE(NR,RE,ERR)
WRITE (108,620)
620 FORMAT (15X,’YPLUS'17X,'Y/R'IAX,'UM/UMX'.IOX,'URMS (FPS)'13X,'URM
' IS/US') .
^DO .6211I=I5K
\
1(REL#Y:(I)/RAD
UREL=UR(I)/US
URELL=UM(I)/UMX
YRELL=Y(I)*US/(12.0*XNU) ■
WRITE (108,622) YRELL 5YREL,URELL5UR(I),UREL
622 FORMAT (5E20.8)
621 WRITE (106*623) YREL 5UR(I),UM(I),UREL
623 FORMAT (F8 .4,F7.2,2F7.3)■
CALL AUX(Y,UR,UM 5K 5RE 5F 5UMX,UAVG5XNU,DEN,WS 5US 5DS,EDS,NR,DW 5T)
GO TO 170
■626 CALL EXIT
END

SUBROUTINE WRNRE(N 5R 5E)
OUTPUT HEADER FOR PRINTER
N=RUN NUMBER' R=REYNOLDS NUMBER
. E=EQUIVALENT RELATIVE ROUGHNESS
WRITE (108,1)
1 FORMAT (,1,23X, '************************************************

I***')
WRITE (108,2)

2 FORMAT (24X '************************************************&**
I')
WRITE (108,3) N 5R
3 FORMAT-(24X,T***RUN NO’15,7X,’REYNOLDS NO='E15.8,'***’)
WRITE (108,4) E
4 FORMAT. (24X,’***EQUIVALENT RELATIVE ROUGHNESS='E15.8,'***')
WRITE (108,2)
WRITE. (108,5)
5 FORMAT (24X ’* A A A<t it* * A A * A s';s’t* * A A * * »’tVtA s’:A VcA A * * ;>* * A A * ;'t* A A A * * * * * * * *
17/)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE AUX(Y,UR,UM,K,,RE,F,UX,UG,XU,SN,WS,US,D S ,ED,NR 3DW 1T)
AUXILIARY SUBROUTINE TO BE' USED WITH BASIC DATA REDUCTION
■PROGRAM FOR SECONDARY DATA
DIMENSION Y (50) ,-UR(50) ,UM(50.) ,DIN(8,50) ,DOUT(9,50) ,.XN(IOO)
!,DB(IOO)
READ (105,1) ICODE
I FORMAT (12)
C•
ICODE=O NO AUXILIARY DATA
C
ICODE=I UV CROSS CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=2 UW CROSS CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=3 VW CROSS CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=4 U-U(R) CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=S U-U(THETA) CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=6 UV ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA
C
ICODE=7 UW ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA
C ■
ICODE=S U-V TIME DERIVATIVE DATA
C
ICODE=9 U-W TIME DERIVATIVE DATA
C .
ICODE=IO THIRD ORDER UV CORRELATION DATA
C
ICODE=H THIRD ORDER VW CORRELATION DATA
C
IC0DE=12 MEAN VELOCITY ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA
C
IC0DE=13 MEAN VELOCITY DATA
C
IC0DE=14 RADIAL. PRESSURE VARIATION DATA
C
ICODE=IS U TIME DERIVATIVE DATA
IF (!CODE) 2,2,3
3 IF (ICODE-15) 110,6,6
H O IF (ICODE-12) 6,7,7
6 DO 4 I=r,K
4 READ (105,5) (DIN(J ,I)J=I,8)
5 FORMAT (8F10.4)
DIST=.005
RAD=5.9415
XXX=ED/RAD
IF (ICODE-2) 102,101,100
100 IF (!CODE-7) 102,101,103
103 IF (ICODE-9) 102,101,102
101 DOUT(l,D=Y(I)
DOUT(2,D=UR(I)
DOUT(3,D=UM(I)
DO 104 1=2,K
. DOUT(l,I)=Y(D+0.007
DOUTX 2 ,1) =UR (I)+0". 00 7*<UR (I-D ^UR (I))/ (Y (I-1)-Y (D )
104 DOUT(3,I)=UM(I)+0.007* (UM(Ir-I)-UM(I))/ (Y (I-I)-Y(I) )
DO 105 1=1,K
Y(I)^DOUTd,!)
UR(I)=DOUT(2,I)
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105 UM(I)=DOUT(S1I)
DO 106 I=I1K
.C=UR(I)ZDIN(S1I)
DOUT(I1I)=CADIN(1,1)
106 DOUT(S 1I)=CADIN(I1I)
DO 107 I=S1K
DOUt (S1I)=DOUT(I1I)S-0.0Q7*(DOUT(I1I-I)-DOUT(I1I))/ ( X ( I ^ l ) (I))
107 DOUT(4,1)=DOUT(S1I)-0.007*(DOUT(S*1-1)-DOUT(S,I))/(Y(1-1j-Y(I))
DOUT(S1I)=DOUt (I1I)
DOUT (4.,I) =DOUT (S1I)
DO 108 I=I1K
C=UR(I)ZDIN(S1I)
DIN(I 1I)=DOUT(S1I)Zg
108 DIN(S 1I)=DOUT(4,I)ZC
IOS DO 8 I=I1K
DOUT(I1I)=Y(I)ZRAD
DOUT(S1I)=UR(T)
DOUT(S1I)=UM(I)
IF (ICODE-15) III 1IIS1IIs
H S C=UR(I)ZDIN(I1I)
DOUT(6 ,I)=(C*1000.ADIN(S1I)ZDIN(S,I))**3
. DOUT(S1I)=DOUT(6 ,I)Z(UM(I)*UM(I))
DOUT (4 ,'I)=0.0
DOUT(S1I)=O.O
DOUT(7,I)=0.0
GO TO 8
111 GO TO (111111131141141111111181181S01S1)1ICODE
11 C=UR(I)ZDIN(S1I)
DOUT(4,I)=C*DIN(4,I)ZUS
D0UT(51I)=C*C*(DIN(11I)AA2-DIN(S1I)*A2)Z(US*US)
GO TO 8
13 C=UR(I)ZDIN(I1I)
D0UT(41I)=C*DIN(4,1)
DOUT(S1I)=CADIN(S1I)
DoUT(O1I)=CACA(DIN(I1I)AAZ-DIN(S1I)MS)
GO TO 8
14 C=S 1OAUR(I)Z(DINd 1I)S-DIN(S1I))
D0UT(41I)=C*DIN(1,I)
Do UT(S 1I)=CADIN(S1I)
DOUT(6,I)=CACAO.25*(DIN(3,I)**S-DIN(4,I)**2)
' . DOUT(71I)=(C*DIN(41I)ARADZ(US*DIST))*A2Z288.
GO TO 8
18 C=UR(I)ZDIN(S1I)
DOUT(4,I)=CADIN(4,I)
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DOUT (5 iI)=C*C* (DXN (I,I).**2t DIN (2,1) **2)
DOUT(6,1) = (0*1000.Q*DIN(7,1)/DIN: (5,1)>**2
DOUT(7,I)=(0*1000.0*DIN(8,I)/DIN(6 ,I))**2
..DOUT.(8 ,1)=DOUT (6 ,1)/ (UM (I)*UM (I))
DOUT(9,1)=DOUT(7;I)/(UM(I)*UM(I))
GO TO 8
20 C=UR(I)/DIN(3,I)
DOUT(4,I)=C*DIN(4,I)
DOUT (5,,I) =0*0* (DIN.(1,1) **2-DIN (2,1) **2)
D0UT.(6,1)=0.25*0*0*0* (DIN(5,1)**2-DIN(6 ,1)**2) / (US**3)
DOUT(7,I)=0.25*0*0*0*(DIN(7,I)**2-DIN(8,I)**2)/(US**3)
GO TO 8
21 C=UR(I)/DIN(1,I)
DOUT(4,I)=C*DIN(4,1)
DOUT(5,I)=C*DIN(3,1) '
D0UT(6,I)=C*G*(DIN(1,I)**2-DIN(2,I)**2)
DOUT(7,I)=0.25*0*0*0*(DIN(5,I)**2-DIN(6,I)**2)
DOUT(8,I)=0.25*0*0*0*(DIN(7,I)**2-DIN(8,I)**2)
8 CONTINUE
11=5

12=0
IF (ICODE-IS) 115,116,116
116 IPl=IS

11=8
115
31
32
33

34

35

.36

GO TO
GO TO
IPl=I
GO TO
IP1=2
GO TO
11=6
IP 1=3
GO TO
11=7
IP 1=4
GO TO
11=7
IPl=S
GO TO
12=-1
IPl=T
IP2=6
GO TO

50
(31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41),ICODE
.
50
50

50

50

50

50
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38

39

40

41

IP 1=2
IP 2= 7
GO TO 50
12=9
IPl=I
IP2=8
GO TO 50
12=9
IP 1=2
IP2=9
GO TO 50
12=7
IPl=I
IP2=10
GO TO 50 .
11=6

12=8
IPl= 3
IP2=11
50 WRITE (106,51) IPl
51 FORMAT (I2,78X)
CALL WRNRE(NR,RE,XXX)
WRITE (108,52) IPl
52 FORMAT (30X,'DATA TYPE'13,//)
WRITE (108,53)
53 FORMAT (9X,!D-I'9X,’D-2’9X,'D-3'9X,'D-4'9X,'D-5'9X, 'D-6'9X,'D-7'
19X,'D-8'9X,'D-9')
WRITE'(106,61) NR,RE,F,UX,UG,XU,ED
61 FORMAT (I8,6E12.5)
WRITE (106,61) K,DN1W S 1DW,US,T,DS
DO 54 I=I1K
WRITE (108,55) (DOUT(J1I)1J=I1Il)
55 FORMAT (9E12.4)
54 WRITE (106,56) (DOUT(J1I)1J=I1Il)
56 FORMAT (F8.4,F7.2,3F7.3,4E11.4)
IF{(12) 7j2,57
57 CALL WRNRE(NR1RE1XXX)
WRITE (106,51) IP2 •
WRITE (108,52) IP2
. WRITE (108,53)
.WRITE (106,61) N R 1RN,F,UX1U G 1XU1ED
WRITE (106,61).K 1D N 1WS1DW1US^T1DS
DO 58 I=I1K
WRITE (108,55) (DOUT(J1I)1J=I1Il)
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58 WRITE (106,56) (DOUT(JiI),J=l,12)
GO TO 27 READ (105,1) N
IF (N) 2,2,60
60 WRITE (106,51) ICODE
CALL.WRNRE(NR,RE,XXX)
WRITE (108,52) !CODE
WRITE (106,61) NR,RE,F,UX,UG,XU,ED
WRITE.(106,61) K,DN,WS,DW,US,T,DS
IF (IC0DE-7) 70,70,71
70 RMS=DOUT(4,N)
GO TO 72
71 RMS=UR(N)
72 YR=Y(N)/RAD
L=O
66 L=L+1
READ (105,63) XN(L),DB(L)
- .
63 FORMAT (2FT0.4)
IFZ(XN(L)) 65,66,66
65 L=L-I
C=XN(1>*10.0**(DB(I)/10.0)*2.0*3.1415927/6.2
LM=L-I
DO 67 ;i=l,LM
IF (XN(T-KL)-300. ). 981*981,982981 XYZU=6.2
GO TO 67
982■XYZU=93.3
67 C=C+ (XN(!+D-XN(I))*(10.0**(DB(1+1)/10.0)+10.0**(DB(I)/10.0))*
13.1415927/XYZU
WRITE:(108,73) YR,RMS,UM(N),L
73 FORMAT (2X,'Y/R='E15.8,5X,'RMS VELOCITY='E15.8,IX,'FPS'5X,'UMEAN=
• 1'E15.8,1X,'FPS'5X,'NO OBS='13)
WRITE (106,74) YR,RMS,UM(N),L
74 FORMAT (3E26.8,12)
WRITE (108,75)
75 FORMAT (10X,'FREQ (CPS)'8X,'FREQ (1/SEC)'6X,'WAVE NO (1/FT)'IX,'E
II(FREQ) (FT2/SEG)'3X,'EI(Kl) (FT3/SEC2)')
DO 80 I=I5L
IF (XN(I)-300.) 983,984,984
983 XYZU=6.2
■GO TO 985
984 XYZU=93.3
985 XNR=XN(I)*2.0*3.1415927:WN=XNR/UM(N).
'
EN=RMS*RMS*10.0**(DB(I)/10.0)/(C*XYZU)
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EK=UM(N)AEN
I
WRITE -(108,81) 'XN(I).,XNR,WN,EN,EK
81 FORMAT (5E20.8)
80'WRITE (106,82) XN(I),XNR,WN,EN9EK
82 FORMAT (5E16.8)
GO TO 7
2 RETURN
END
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